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A B S T R A C T 
This report describes the first par t of a programme of critical experiments in 
U 0 2 - P u 0 2 - H 2 0 lattices and their theoretical interpretation; this work was 
supported by EURATOM and realized in the frame of the joint plutonium 
recycle s tudy programme of the SCK/CEN (Mol) and BelgoNucleaire (Brussels). 
The emphasis lies on the description of the installations, the measurement 
techniques and the theoretical methods and codes, as well as on the discussion 
of the results obtained for configurations containing U 0 2 and slightly plutonium 
enriched U 0 2 - P u 0 2 fuel. The calculations, performed with the PANTHER 
code chain, appear to be in good agreement with the measurements, i.e. within 
0.5 to 1 % on beff, ± 4 to 5 % on power distributions and ± 10 % on control 
rod reactivity worth. 
Since 1969 the programme is continued with the support of the Belgian 
Government, the investigations being mainly directed towards higher plutonium 
content mixed oxide fuels. 
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CHAPTER I : INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The Belgian Plutonium Recycle Programme was set up by Belgonucléaire 
and by SCK/CEN (Mol). Its aim Is to look for the best conditions of 
recycling plutonium in thermal light water moderated reactors. In 
order to allow a concretizatlon of the studies, the well defined 
case of an existing reactor had to be chosen. Quite naturally the 
choice fell on the first Belgian (actually Belgian-French) large 
nuclear power plant : the 266 MWe PWR SENA reactor. 
The programme was carried out under Euratom contract (001-64-1 TRUB) 
until 1968. Since then it is supported financially by the Belgian 
Government. 
In the frame of the programme a wide range of problems is investigated : 
mixed oxide fuel development and fabrication, fuel behaviour under 
irradiation, fuel management calculations, dynamical phenomena, etc., 
one of the main parts being a reactor physics programme, comprising 
experimental and theoretical work. The SCK/CEN has been charged with 
the experimental work, whereas Belgonucléaire is responsible for the 
theoretical interpretation of these experimental results and for codes 
development. 
The present report relates on the reactor physics work done under 
Euratom contract, with the exception of the studies made on sub-
critical lattices, treated in another final report. The other 
subjects studied in the frame of the Plutonium Recycle Programme are 
also discussed in separate topical reports. 
1.2. Since several years the technological feasibility of recycling plutonium 
in thermal reactors has been widely established. However, opinions were 
and still are much less uniform with respect to the economical Interest 
of such an operation. This interest depends in the first place on the 
general nuclear policy of each country, e.g. on the speed with which 
fast reactors will become operational. In these circumstances It Is 
necessary to perform with much care trustworthy economical calculations 
when plutonium recycle operations are proposed. The basis for euch 
calculations is given by core design reactor calculations. The necessity 
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of performing the latter as precisely as possible is thus clear. 
Therefore well developed and well calibrated large size computer codes 
are needed. For uranium fuelled thermal cores most of these codes were 
able to furnish results with a sufficient accuracy in the early sixties. 
The presence of plutonium fuel constitutes a serious complication, due 
to the Intricate resonance structure of the cross-sections of the 
different plutonium isotopes and to the rather poor knowledge of the 
basic parameters of these isotopes at the time when most plutonium 
recycle programmes were started. In order to test the ability of the 
developed codes for treating plutonium containing cores, experimental 
data are needed, which can be used as references for corresponding 
calculational results. 
1.3. The codes used by Belgonucléaire for the considered core calculations 
all belong to the PANTHER chain. The basic code (PANTHER) performs zero 
dimensional calculations. 
For the treatment of the thermal range the analytical secondary model 
of Cadilhac is used ; the 2200 ms cross-sections are carefully 
chosen recent values. A MUFT type library has been adopted to 
represent the cross-sections in the non-thermal range. The thermal 
cutoff was chosen at 1.855 eV, in order to include the two main low 
239 240 
energy plutonium resonances (0.3 eV in Pu and 1.05 eV in Pu ) in 
the thermal range. 
Code calibration has been undertaken in two important steps. The 
first one did consist in studying a certain number of plutonium 
containing lattices already measured in U.S. critical facilities. At 
that time only the SAXTON and HANFORD critical experiment results were 
available, so that a choice out of them was made in view of testing 
the used theoretical tools. From this work several interesting 
conclusions resulted, leading to some Improvements of the codes. 
The second step In code calibration activities consists then in the use 
as reference data of Belgian experimental results, obtained in 
conditions much closer to the ones met in the reactor type to be 
studied, than those for which the U.S. results were found. 
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1.4. So an extensive pro granice of critical experiments was prepared. 
The V¿MJo facility in Mol, in which critical experiments had 
been made during about two years in the frame of studies on the 
Anglo-Belgian VULCAIN spectral shift reactor type, was transformed and 
adapted to the needs of the new VENUS-Pu programme.With this 
adaptation some quite substantial changes were involved, the most 
important one being the design of a fast dump system to control 
the reactor in emergency cases instead of using control rods. 
This dump system, which allows to drain the water out of the 
active part of the core in less than a second, has the advantage 
that perturbations due to control rod guide tubes can be avoided 
in the investigated lattices. 
The new grids of the reactor installation are made for square lat-
tices with a pitch of I.303 cm, equal to the one of the fuel pins 
in the SENA assemblies. 
An important number of fuel pins was fabricated in the frame of 
the programme. Their geometry and their nuclear characteristics 
were chosen in function of those of the SENA fuel and in function 
of the results of a series of fuel cycle calculations made in the 
hypothesis of a plutonium recycling operation in SENA. The U0-
fuel is 4 % enriched and pelletized. Mixed UO_-PuO, oxides with 
various uranium and plutonium enrichments were used to constitute 
the other fuel. Some of these plutonium containing rods were 
pelletized, the great majority being however vibrocompacted. 
Two different fabrication methods were used for this vibrocompac-
tion, yielding respectively so-called heterogeneous and homogeneous 
rods. For the various enrichments a certain number of dismountable 
fuel pins are available, specially designed for measurement pur-
poses. The active length of the fuel pins is 50 cm, and the overall 
one close to 75 cm. 
1.5. In the overall programme of the critical experiments, to be realised 
in a period of something less than four years, three important 
phases can be distinguished. 
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The first and largest one is devoted to the detailed study of 
lattices in cold, unpoisoned moderator conditions, the lattices 
being alternatively constituted by the various available fuel 
types, arranged in one or, more commonly, in two enrichment zones. 
The investigated characteristics include both integral ones like 
k __, and local ones, such as power distributions or spectral 
index values. 
The second phase of the programme will be relative to the study 
of lattices with a boron poisoned moderator, the boric acid con-
centration being taken as a parameter. This work will be 
done first in a UO lattice and then in a mixed one consisting 
of a UO and a UO -PuC zone. In some cases the average moderator 
temperature of the SENA reactor at nominal power will be simulated 
by a moderator quantity reduction obtained by the introduction 
of aluminium microrods between the fuel rods; these results will 
allow to check the density coefficient treatment by the codes. 
The last phase of the programme will consist in the study of some 
particular problems in connection with possible difficulties in 
the calculation of SENA or other reactor situations, when plutonium 
is being recycled. Some of these situations will be simulated 
as closely as possible in VENUS. In most cases the moderator will 
be poisoned. 
1.6. In order to determine experimentally the wanted characteristics, 
such as k and reactivity values, power or fission density 
distributions, spectral indices or disadvantage factors, the 
techniques and the equipment used in the frame of the VENUS-VULCAIN 
programme were adopted, developed and extended. As for the development 
work on the measurement techniques, investigations were mainly done 
about the use of foils with a view to improve the precision obtained 
with spectral index measurements. About this technique some 
complementary work was started in the frame of close contacts 
with Gulf General Atomic. In the GGA laboratories 
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time of flight measurements were made in order to determine the 
thermal neutron spectrum in an erbium nitrate solution - erbium 
being chosen because of the analogy of its thermal resonance struc-
ture with the one of plutonium. In order to allow an interesting 
comparison between that differential type of technique and an inte-
gral spectrum measurement technique as the spectrum index one, the 
erbium solution was put at the disposal of the Belgian programme. 
Spectrum index measurements will be done in a container, filled 
with the solution and located in the BR1 reactor. 
In the frame of the programme considerable work was done on the 
development and the automation of the counting equipment. An 
automatic, relatively high capacity Y-scanning installation for 
fuel rods was designed and realized. The Y spectrometry laborato-
ry for counting pellets and foils was also further developed and 
for tne manipulations of plutonium containing pellets and detec-
tors a special laboratory was organized in the LMA building 
(Laboratory for Mean Activities). 
1.7. The present report describee the part of the programme, realized 
under Euratom contract. This includes the preparation of the 
reactor and the connected installations, the first phase of the 
code calibration on the basis of other experimental results, 
the experimental and theoretical work on an important part of the 
first phase of the VENUS-programme, relative to the detailed study 
of the 4 % UOp fuel and of the mixed 3 % U02 - 1 % PuO¿ fuel, 
as well as the preparation of the measurements in the GGA erbium 
solution. 
This means that this report contains relatively much description 
and a relatively few number of conclusions, the work being only 
in its starting phase. The main conclusion to be presented is 
that the theoretical methods and codes, after certain changée due 
to a preliminary calibration on other experimental resulte, 
appear to be able to calculate the investigated UO and slightly 
plutonium enriched UOp-PuO~ lattices with a quite satisfactory 
accuracy, notwithstanding the fact that the Involved enrichments 
are substantially different from the ones delt with in the preliminary 
i.b -
calibration. 
The remaining part of the experimental programo e will furnish 
results which will enable to check if this conclusion remains 
valid for higher plutonium enrichments and for other moderating 
conditions. 
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CHAPTER li : DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION OF THE INSTALLATIONS 
II.1. General Review 
The VENUS critical facility wae originally designed to perform criti­
cal experiments in the frame of tne development of the spectral shift 
VULCAIN reactor type. After a two year operation for that programme, 
appropriate modifications were undertaken to adapt the reactor instal­
lation to a programme of critical experiments to be realized in the 
frame of the general Belgian programme on plutonium recycling in 
light water reactors. In the same time the already existing counting 
installations were extended and automaticized. 
Except for the glove box installations used for plutonium pellet and 
detector manipulations, which are located in the LMA building, all 
the involved installations are situated in the BR1 building. There 
are two counting rooms, one for Y­ecanning rods and the other one 
for Y­spectrometry, and there is the reactor hall itself, comprising 
tnree parts : 
a) the reactor room, containing the reactor tank, the fast dump sys­
tem devices and tne hydraulic circuit; this room is shielded with 
heavy concrete and the access to it is allowed by a concrete door; 
b) the control room, including the control desk and the racks with 
all tne electronic equipment used for reactor control, health 
physics control and certain nuclear experimente; 
c) the fuel storage room, in which five concrete closets with lead 
doors contain the fuel pine. 
II.2. Reactor Description 
II.2.1. Fuel geometry 
As the physical characteristics of the studied fuels are detailed 
in chapter III, this paragraph only deals with their geometry. 
The dimensions of the fuel pins were chosen in accordance to the 
ones of toe SENA reactor fuel, except for the active length which 
»as taken equal to 50 cm, instead of about 3 ■; this change was made 
in order to get a more compact core shape for the critical configu­
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rations in cold conditions and to have more fuel pine with the 
same amount of fissile material. 
The fuel pins contain uranium oxide or mixed uranium­plutonium 
oxides with various concentrations; they are clad with stainless­
steel A1SI 304 ­ or incoloy 800 ­ tubes. Three kinds of fabrications 
can be distinguished : 
­ the common pelleted fuel pins; 
­ the vibrocompacted fuel pine : they are filled with oxide 
powder, brought to a high density degree by vibro­compaction; 
­ the swaged fuel pine : they contain oxide powder too, but the 
high density is obtained by filling somewhat wider cladding 
tubes with powder and reducing then the diameter to the desi­
red one by a so­called swaging operation. 
All the fuel pins have an active iengtn of i>0 cm; at both extre­
mities plexiglass pieces of about 10 cm keep the active part at the 
correct axial position. The neutron properties of the plexiglass 
being equivalent to the ones of water, both lower and upper reflec­
tors are rather close to pure infinite water reflectors. The total 
Iengtn of the fuel pins is ?<♦.<♦> cm. The radial dimensions of the 
fuel pins are the following ones : 
pelleted fuel vibrocompacted 
and swaged fuel 
Diameter of the fuel [cm] : .090 .902 or .96Ο 
Inner diameter of the cladding [cm] : .902 .902 or .96Ο 
Outer diameter of the cladding [cm] : .970 .970 or 1.010 
Thickness of the cladding [cm] : .038 .036 or 0.25 
A certain number of dismountable fuel pins are available for acti­
vation measurements; they correspond to the standard fuel pins 
of different types. These pins consist of pellets covered with a 
double air­tight protection barrier to prevent any plutonium conta­
mination : stacks of five pellets are first clad with small air­
tight aluminium tubes, after which the fuel column of 50 cm is ob­
tained by loading ten of these capsulée in a stainless steel tube, 
which is then closed at both ende by removable air­tight stops. 
­ II.3 ­
The internal dimensions of the dismountable fuel pins are stan­
dardized for practical reasons and the external sizes are the same 
as for the corresponding standard fuel pins. They are summarized 
in the following table : 
Diameter of the fuel [cm] 
Inner diameter of the Al capsule [cm] 
Outer diameter of the Al capsule [cm] 
Thickness of the Al capsule [cm] 
Inner diameter of the cladding [cm] 
Outer diameter of the cladding [cm] 
Thickness of the cladding [cm] 
• 903 
.906 
.926 
.010 
.9^ Κ) 
.970 and 1.010 
.019 and .035 
The various geometrical types of fuel pins used in the VENUS 
programme are shown in figure 11.1. 
II.2.2. Reactor tank 
The reactor tank and its internals appear in figure II.2. It is 
1.7 κ high and has a diameter of 1.6 m. The upper half part of 
the reactor tank includes the grids which allow to constitute the 
reactor core by loading the fuel pins one per one. There are 
two types of holes in the grids : 
­ the first type allows to load the fuel pins with a square pitch 
of 1.303 cm equal to the fuel pitch in the ¿ήΝΑ assemblies 
(square pitches of /2 χ 1.303 cm and 2 χ 1.303 cm are of course 
also possible) 
- the other type allows the introduction of small aluminium rods 
in the core in order to simulate a temperature of 286° C (nomi­
nal operation temperature of the SENA reactor) by decreasing the 
water quantity and hence its average density in the cell. 
There are three grids. Both the lower and upper ones are made of 
stainless steel; they are as far as possible from the fuel region 
in order to have unperturbed axial reflectors. For the same reason 
plexiglass has been chosen for the third grid, which is just above 
the fuel region in order to guide the fuel pins to their appropriate 
location in the bottom grid. 
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The grids are provided with removable parts; they enable the possi-
ble location of the Ra-Be start-up neutron source, the neutron 
generator used for the reactivity measurements by the pulsed neutron 
technique and removable assemblies for activation measurements be-
tween the fuel pins (disadvantage factor determination). 
II.2.3. Fast dump system 
A schematic view of the reactor tank and the fast dump system is 
given in figure II.3· The fast dump system allows a fast fall of 
the moderator (water) out of the core at a scram, signal. This 
system has been designed instead of the commonly used safety rods 
in order to avoid all perturbations in the regular array of the fuel 
pins due to the presence of the guiding devices and the holes for 
the absorbing rods. 
The fast dump system comprises a jacket located inside the reactor 
tank and two dumptanks connected to the reactor tanx and located 
under it. Both dumptanks and the jacket are closed by safety valves. 
During the normal operation of the reactor, the water is maintained 
inside the reactor tank by adequate air pressures inside the dump-
tanks and the jacket. 
At a scram signal, all safety valves open, the pressurized air gets 
out and the moderator falls by gravity. Due to the important ope-
ning of the jacket,compared to the ones of the dumptanks, the water 
enters very quickly into the jacket during the first moments after 
scram; after this first jump the reactor tank is emptied in a slo-
wer way by the water lowering into the dumptanks, which are able to 
contain all the water present in the reactor. 
Various alarms or scram levels are foreseen at the bottom of 
the jacket and the dumptanks in order to guarantee a fail safe 
working of the system. Three safety valves are connected to the 
jacket and two other ones are connected to each dumptank. This 
repartition has the advantage that the speed characteristics of 
the fast dump system are not modified if one of the valves does 
not open. 
Two schematic views of a safety valve are given in figure II.4; 
they represent the close and open positions. The valve works as 
follows : during normal operation, the valve is closed by the force 
exercised on the air-tight door by a pneumatic piston through an 
electro-magnet. On the other hand the door undergoes the air 
pressure of tue jacket or the dumptanks. To obtain the water-scram, 
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the voltage applied to the magnet is interrupted; the electromag-
netic force disappears, so that the air pressure gets the door 
very quickly opened. 
Resetting the valve goes as follows : 
- the air preesure of the pneumatic piston is inversed so that 
the magnet comes in contact with tne door, 
- the voltage is applied again to the magnet, 
- the pneumatic piston is actuated in tne normal direction to 
close the pipe. 
The valves are designed in order to guarantee a fail-safe operation, 
The described fast dump system enables to empty the reactor tank 
within about one second after the cut-off of the voltage on the 
magnets. 
More details on the characteristics of the safety valves and the 
fast dump system are given in appendices 11.1 and II.2. 
II.2.<+. Hydraulic circuit 
A schematic representation of the hydraulic circuit is given in 
figure II.5. 
In the case of a critical facility such as VENUI,with a maximum power 
of only about 0.5 kW, there is no cooling problem, so that the 
hydraulic circuit is very simple. 
It allows the following operations : 
a) Filling of the reactor tank : three different speeds are pos-
sible depending on the position of the water level with respect 
to the fuel loading : 
- Fast filling up to the lower extremity of the active fuel 
height 
- Intermediate filling ap to a level close to the critical 
one 
- Slow filling in order to adjust the level when approaching 
criticality. 
b) Demineralization and filtration of the water. 
c) Injection of a boric acid solution in the moderator or dilution 
of tnis solution by water addition. 
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d) Mixing inside the storage tank or inside the reactor tank to 
obtain a high homogeneity degree. 
e) Filling and drain of the whole hydraulic circuit. 
All these operations are performed by setting the valves in the 
adequate position by a simple push-button selection and by actuating 
the corresponding pump. 
II*3« Reactor operation and control 
The control room including all reactor operation instruments is pre­
sented in fig. II.6. 
ΙΙ·3·1· Reactor operation 
For a well-known configuration, the reactor can be made and kept 
critical in two ways; the choice depends on the nature of the 
measurement. 
11.3*1.1. Most of the time the reactor is operated by regulating the 
water level in order to avoid control rod perturbations in the 
configuration. The critical level is usually above the fuel re­
gion in order to reduce the reactivity effect of a water level 
variation as much as possible and to obtain the k .. value at 
nominal level by a period measurement (reactivity excess < 0.3 %-r-
for periods > 10 s). 
Due to its importance for precise measurements, great attention 
is paid to a correct water level determination. Three water 
level gauges are used : 
- Two gauges give a level indication on the control desk of 
the reactor. The first one gives a rather accurate indi­
cation (precision : 0.01 cm),but it cannot follow fast level 
variations. The second one follows quickly all water level 
variations, but gives only a very rough indication ( + 1 cm). 
- The third gauge is used as a calibration one; it allows a 
direct reading of the water level through a glass tube 
connected to the reactor tank. A reading accuracy of 0.01 cm 
is obtained by use of a vernier. 
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II. 3.1.2. When axial buckling measurements are made, tne upper reflector 
has to be infinite, i.e. the moderator has to be at its nominal 
level; in order to make the reactor just critical in these con­
ditions, regulating rods are to be used. These are made of 
cadmium clad with a stainless steel tube; they can be moved in 
empty fuel claddings, which can be loaded in the core as fuel 
pine. Their position is chosen so that they are not affecting 
the measurement region. 
Up to thirteen cadmium rods can be fixed to each of two avail­
able mechanisms; they can be moved at two different speeds : 
0.1¿ cm/s and 1 ,¿ cm/s. 
When the regulating rods are used the criticality is reached in 
two steps : first the water is raised to its nominal level and 
then the regulating rods are moved up to their critical level. 
For both reactor start­up types, a neutron source is used as well 
to start the chain reaction as to have a flux level before the 
water reaches tue fuel loading. The start­up source is a Ra­a­Be 
one with an activity of the order of 0.6 Curie. It is moved down 
from and back in its container from the control desk; it is lo­
cated in the radial reflector. 
11.3*2. Reactor control 
The reactivity of the reactor being controlled by the moderator or 
by regulating rods, the levels of botn are given at the control 
desk in a digital way. For the flux level c o n t r o l , there are 
6 control channels, all electronic devices being transistorized. 
Two start­up pulse channels are used for the low flux levels during 
2 7 2 the start­up of the reactor (from about 10 up to 10 n/cm s at 
the centre of the core). Both consist of a 1" BF counter, connec­
ted to a prear. plif ier, an amplifier with adjustable gain, a linear 
ratemeter, a logarithmic ratemeter and a periodmeter. They are fore­
seen with a "Source level" alarm adjusted at 10 c/s, a "period" 
alarm fixed at o s and an output for a pulse counting system. 
Four ion chambers of tne "non­compensated" type are located inside 
the reactor tank under the bottom grid (see fig. II.3)t they are 
4 2 sensitive to fluxes higher than 10 n /cm β at the centre of the 
core. Two of these Ion chambers are connected to a logarithmic 
amplifier, a ratemeter and a periodmeter. These logarithmic safety 
channels are foreseen with a period­alarm and a period­scram. 
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respectively fixed at 25 β and 10 s. The two other ion chambers are 
connected to a linear amplifier with a ratemeter working at four 
decades corresponding to fluxes of about 5.10 , 5*10', ¿>. 10 and 
9 2 5.10 n/cm s in the core. The linear safety channels are foreseen 
with a level­alarm and a level­scram, fixed respectively at 75 /» 
and 100 % of the scale. All the ratemeters and the periodmeters 
can be followed on the control desk and may be recorded according 
to the selection of the operatore. 
II.4. Safety 
II.4.1. Reactor safety 
The reactor safety analysis is based on the requirement that no 
damage of the reactor core should occur even in the case of a 
power excursion. It uas been demonstrated that this criterion is 
more restrictive than the maximum irradiation dose admitted for 
the personnel working in the reactor hall during the excursion 
(12.5 Rem). 
The reactor safety is ensured as follows : 
11*4.1.1. An analogous study has been performed to define the highest ad­
missible rate of reactivity insertion according to the perfor­
mances of the fast dump system, electronic devices included. 
The criterion given above, which corresponds practically to a 
maximum temperature at the fuel cladding of 100c C, yields 
that the reactivity insertion rate has to be lower than 0.14 $/s 
when the water is at its nominal level or O.3O S/s when it is 
at a reduced level. The difference between both values results 
from tne effectiveness of the water dump with or without the 
upper reflector. More details on this study are given in 
appendix 11.3· 
II.4.1.¿. A series of interdictions and limitations in the reactor control 
system are imposed; the most important ones are : 
­ the opening of the reactor shielded­door causes an iam ediate 
water dump of the reactor. 
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- No water can be pumped into the reactor tank if the fast dump 
system is not operative; this means that all the safety chan-
nels must be working, all valves closed and the water below 
the given levels in the dumptanke and the jacket. 
- The filling of water above the safety overflow (at the bottom 
of the fuel) is possible only through circuits with flows li-
mited according to the analogous study, if there are more 
than 10 c/s on the start-up channels. 
- Adding water above the nominal level is not possible. 
- Only one way of reactivity injection at a time is possible : 
pumping,air injection or regulating rod raising. 
II. 4.1.3. A general commissioning of the installation did take place before 
the beginning of tne experimente, in order to check that all 
devices of some importance for control and safety fulfil the 
specifications. Moreover, during the operation of the facility, 
several tests are to be made every two weeks and even every day 
to check that the installation characteristics remain unchanged. 
II. 4.1.4. For all important changes of the core configuration, a "core 
certificate" has to be established; this is done in two phases : 
- before loading the new configuration, phase I checks that its 
characteristics fall within the hypotheses and the conditions of 
the analogous study. This phase is made on the basis of theoretical 
predictions or of certain experimental results obtained with 
similar configurations. 
- after the first criticality in the n e w configu-
ration, pnase II of the core certificate hae to confirm the 
first phase on the basis of actual experimental results. 
IIA.1.5. Finally, adequately chosen personnel and procedures should 
allow to minimize human errors. 
II .4.2. Health Physics 
The safety of the personnel presents two aspects : 
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11.4.2.1. The first one concerns the danger of ganna and neutron radiations, 
coming from the reactor core. 
Inside the reactor room, there are three gamma monitors having 
three different sensibility ranges : 0.1 mR/h to 1 H/h, 
1 mR/h to 10 R/h and 10 mR/h to 100 R/h. They can put in action 
a klaxon when the reactor room is open (in presence of personnel). 
There are also two neutron monitors in the reactor room, respecti-
vely for thermal and fast neutrons. 
In the reactor hall, outside the reactor room, there are two 
gamma monitors of low range (0.1 mR/h to 1 R/h). An automatic 
scram of the reactor occurs when both indicate 10 mR/h. There 
is also a thermal neutron monitor in the reactor hall. 
11.4.2.2. The second aspect is the danger of contamination by plutonium. 
Very severe procedures are applied for the reception and the mani-
pulations of the plutonium fuel elements. They have to be 
helium-tight and they have to remain so even in case of a mani-
pulation accident. Tests have demonstrated that the fuel ele-
ments, manufactured for VENUS, remain helium-tight after a fall 
from a height of 3 », a bending of more than 20e , or a shock 
against a metal corner piece. 
Daily checks of the surface of handled fuel elements and of the 
reactor moderator are made in order to detect any a-contamination. 
II.4.3* Population safety 
The consequences of art accident of the VENUS reactor, loaded with 
plutonium fuel, were investigated for the residential area of the 
CEN/SCK, which is situated at.only 200 m from the facility. 
The calculation of the maximum credible accident supposes an energy 
release of. 200 MWs. and adopts very pessimistic assumptions concer-
ning the melting of the core, the dispersion of fuel and fission 
gases in the atmosphere and the wind conditions. 
From this study it appears that the most restrictive consequences 
are the inhalation doses of a 6-rmonth child, which are respectively 
1.37 Rem of plutonium in the lungs for a wind speed of 85 km/h and 
100 Rem of iodine in the thyroid for a wind speed of 3*6 km/h. 
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This plutonium dose ie below the admissible one, but the iodine 
dose is about 4 times the tolerated one. The superposition of both 
doses should not be considered, becauee of the great difference 
between the wind speede. It is about certain that the tolerated 
iodine dose would not be attained due to the speed and the direc-
tion of the wind and the fact that the child would not permanently 
remain in the axis of the plume. Anyway, should the doses become 
higher than allowed, the residential area should be evacuated; there-
fore emergency plane exist. 
CI. 5· Installations connected to the critical facility 
CI *5.1. Y-ecanning installation 
A main part of the experimental programme is devoted to power 
dietribution determinations. Most of the time, they are obtained 
by irradiating standard fuel pins and by counting their Y-aetivi-
ties; so plutonium manipulation problems are avoided. 
The irradiated fuel pine are counted in an automatic Y-seanning 
installation controlled by a punched tape with a programme written 
in function of the kind of measurement and the number of fuel pins. 
A maximum of 22 fuel pine may be loaded on the machine. The decay 
correction is applied by comparing all the activities to the acti-
vity of a monitor capsule, containing the same fuel. The results 
are directly punched on tape, which can be introduced in a com-
puter for data processing. 
The mechanical part of this installation can be seen in figure II.7* 
It consists of a shielded room containing two mechanisme : the 
firet one ie a storage device, receiving the fuel pine and giving 
them, one by one, to the second mechanism , which performe the 
translation of each fuel pin in order to allow its counting at 
certain preset lévele by bringing them before the collimator. 
In the figure one sees the cylindrical counting device, consisting 
of a Nai (Tl) crystal, connected to a classical aonochannel analyser. 
.4". 
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11.5*2.Plutonium laboratory 
The power distributions can also be measured by counting activated 
fuel pellets; they are completed by spectral index measurement?, main-
ly with Pu-Al and U-Al foils. 
For euch experiments dismountable plutonium fuel pins have to be 
prepared; this work is performed in collaboration with the Hot 
Laboratory Service of GEX in a special laboratory, located in the 
LMA building (Laboratory for Medium Activities), which has been 
appropriately equiped and which is operated by people experienced 
in handling plutonium material. 
A general view of this laboratory is given in fig. II.8; it contains 
a manipulation glove box, a decontamination glove box and a 
ventilated hood. 
Fig. II.9 presents an internal view of the manipulation glove box, 
in which small plutonium capsules (containing 5 pellets) and activation 
detectors are prepared. This glove box also contains a shielded 
storage place for irradiated plutonium pellets. 
In the decontamination glove box the tightness of the capsules is 
checked and all pieces are decontaminated before they may be used 
outside the glove boxes. 
Finally, the ventilated hood is used for the manipulations of the 
dismountable fuel pins; they mainly consist in loading and unloading 
the capsules in and from the cladding tubes. 
For the transport of the fuel pins and the detectors, between the 
BR1 building and the LMA one, special air-tight and lead shielded 
containers are used. 
II.5»3»Y-spectrometry installation 
For the activation experiments, the activities of pelleté and foils 
are measured in the Y-spectrometry installation shown in fig. II.10. 
It consists of four Nal Y-counters connected to monochannel analyzers; 
they are located inside an insulated room at constant temperature. 
The monochannel analyzers are connected to an automatic counting 
system, situated outside the room. The resulte are punched on 
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tape to allow direct data handling by a computer. 
For the power distribution experiments, the pellets turn around 
their axis during the counting in order to avoid any effect of the 
macroscopic radial gradient on the measured activity. This effect 
is particularly important for the pellets irradiated close to a 
perturbation or to the reflector. 
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CHAPTER III : THE FUEL 
III.1. Introduction 
111.1. An important number of fuel pins was fabricated and put at the dis-
posal of the experimental programme. Not only the number of these 
fuel pins, but also their variety should allow to study numerous 
aspects of the presence of plutonium in light water thermal reactora 
in general and in the-sENA reactor in particular and to calibrate ac-
cordingly theoretical methods and codee. 
As was already pointed out in the introduction of this report, both 
the geometrical and the nuclear characteristics of the fuel rode 
were chosen in function of those of the SENA fuel and in function 
of the results of fuel cycle calculations made in the hypothesis of 
a plutonium recycling operation in SENA. 
As the geometrical characteristics were presented in the previous 
chapter (11.2.1.), this chapter will be mainly devoted to a discussion 
of the fabrication of the rods, the choice of the various enrichments 
and the presentation of some more details on the different available 
fuel types. 
111.2. Fabrication 
All the UO and a small fraction of the UO- - PuOp fuel was manufac-
tured in the form of pelleté. Most of these pellets were made to 
constitute standard, i.e. non-dismountable rods, so that for their 
fabrication normal tolerances were to be satisfied. The other pel-
lets however were to be used in dismountable rods for measurement 
purposes, so that for at least an important part of them rather 
severe dimensional conditions had to be respected, which was not 
always easy to obtain. 
Most of tne PuOp - U0? rods were directly filled with powder. 
In order to obtain a sufficient fuel density, two different proce-
dures were used : vibroconpac tion and swaging (cfr 11.2.1.); both 
kinus of operations do not lead to differences in the nuclear cha-
racteristics. Therefore a distinction between them is not necessary 
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here, so that the swaged rode will be assimilated to the vibrocom­
pacted ones in all further discussions in this report. 
Two different typee of mixed U0_ ­ PuO. powders were used. In the 
firet type both the uranium oxide and the plutonium oxide were con­
tained in all grain sizes, whereas in the other powder type the 
plutonium was only present in the finest of the three considered 
grain size fractions. The corresponding rods will be called in 
what follows respectively homogeneous and heterogeneous rods. As 
a separate final report on fuel manufacturing will be issued soon, 
we will not enter into details about it in this report. 
Let us just remind the fact that the interest of the heterogeneous 
rods lies in their sensibly lower fabrication cost. Physically the 
plutonium is then however mainly concentrated at the periphery of 
the fuel rods; this fact can have some influence on certain neutronic 
and thermal characteristics and parameters. One of the aims of our 
critical experiments was the investigation of this neutronic aspect 
of the heterogeneous rods. 
III.3* Some general considerations about the choice of the enrichments 
One knows that the basic aim of the programme is to check codes and 
methods to be used for plutonium recycling calculations for SENA. 
For this reason the nuclear characteristics of this reactor's fuel 
throughout a core lifetime were more or less taken into account 
when choosing the enrichments of the fuel rods for the critical 
experiments. 
235 For the UO fuel, to be used in the experiments, the adopted U ■" 
enrichment was equal to the one of the normal fresh reload uranium 
fuel in SENA, i.e. 4 % (notation : 4/0). Ae for the different types 
of plutonium containing fuel rods, a relatively large number of rode 
was available for two categories with sensibly different plutonium 
contente, whereas for the other ones only a limited number of rods 
were fabricated. The number of the former ones was deliberately 
chosen rather high in order to be able to perform some parametrical 
studies on configurations, or important zones in them, for which 
the ratio between the plutonium and uranium contents increases gra­
dually. 
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The firet of these fuel types is the so­called 3/1 fuel, which is 
a mixture of 3 * U2"55 enriched U02 with 1 % of fissile Pu02» the 
non­fissile content of the plutonium ie less than 8 %. Very appro­
ximately, this kind of fuel is typicsl for 4 % enriched UO­ irradiated 
during more than half a complete SENA core cycle, the plutonium content 
being in reality sensibly smaller at that etage. 
The other fuel in queation is the 2/2.7 one, e mixture of 2 % U 
enriched UO with 2.7 % of total Pu02> about 80 % of the latter 
being fissile. The 2 % figure for the uranium enrichment corres­
ponds to the remaining uranium content in discharged U0_ fuel, 
whereas 2.7 % of PuO_ is an approximate value of the content at 
which the plutonium could be recycled, when the discharged uranium 
is to be reloaded and enriched with plutonium. 
After the performance of detailed plutonium recycle calculations, 
it was decided to fabricate on the basis of the obtained results 
some other fuel types. A firet type is the 1*75/3*2 fuel : 1.75 % 
is the U enrichment of the discharged uranium in the fuel from 
which the first plutonium to be recycled would be obtained; it is 
only in the equilibrium cycles that this value becomes 2 %. The 
Può. content of 3*2 % was defined on the basis of fuel recycle cal­
culations. Another fuel is the 0.7/5 one, in which the PuO. is 
mixed with natural UO ; the PuO_ enrichment of 5*05 % is also a 
result of series of recycle calculations, carried out in the 
hypothesis that the discharged UO is not used anymore for reloading. 
The plutonium in both these fuel types hae the same isotopie com­
position as the one used in the 2/2.7 fuel. 
In order to allow a rather direct check of the theoretical treatment 
240 of the Pu resonance at 1.06 eV, it was decided to make a O.f/x 
fuel, having the same fissile plutonium content as the 0.7/5 fuel, 
24o but containing only a very small quantity of Pu , instead of 
17 % as the plutonium of the 0.7/5 fuel. For that purpose a cer­
tain amount of plutonium was used, reprocessed out of irradiated 
PltQ 
BRI fuel and containing only about 4 % of Pu . The enrichment χ 
was defined as 4.37 %· 
III.4. Amounts of fissile material involved in the fabrication of the 
VENUS fuel 
The following table presente some information on the —mints of 
fissile material involved in the programme. 
m.4. ­
The weight figures are slightly rounded off. 
MATERIAL 
px<5 U enriched at 4 % U " 
U enriched at 3 % U ¿ ^ 
23'j U enriched at ¿ % U JJ 
U enriched at 1.75 % U ¿ ^ 
natural uranium 
Pu contained in the 3/1 
fuel 
(isotopie composition : 
92.0Ö/7.29/0.60/0.03) 
Pu contained in the 
0.7Λ.3 fuel 
(isotopie composition : 
95. 65Λ* 10/0.24/0.01) 
All other plutonium 
(isotopie composition : 
79.37/17.14/3.05/0.44) 
AMOUNT 
571.5 kg (U) 
162.5 kg (U) 
IÖ9 kg (U) 
~ 22 kg (U) 
~ 30 kg (U) 
~ 1.7 kg (Pu) 
O.45 kg (Pu) 
6 kg (Pu) 
OWNERSHIP 
hired from USAEC 
hired from USAEC 
hired from USAEC 
owned by SCK/CEN 
owned by SCK/CEN 
put at the disposal 
of the programme by 
EURATOM 
owned by SCK/CEN 
hired from UKAEA 
The uranium enriched at 4, 3 and 2 % was delivered in respecti­
vely 5, 2 and 2 batches; there exist very sn.all differences 
between the enrienments of these different batches for each fuel 
type. In only one case this difference is not completely negli­
gible : the enrichment of two of the 4 % batches is between 
4.00Ö % and 4.009 %· whereas the third one is 4.04 c,c; in this last 
case however the density was slightly reduced in order to have the 
same amount of fissile material as in the rods made with fuel of the 
other batches. III.5* Some more details about the different fuel types 
In this paragraph some core details are given on the exact compo­
sitions of the different fuel types, especially the mixed oxide 
ones, the number of available rods and pellets, and tne manufac­
turers. Some figures given for the available number of rods or 
pellets are still approximate, as all fabrication work was not 
finished yet when this report was written. 
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4/0 FUEL 
510 pelletized standard rods 4.0086 % Manufactured by K>!l-./î5ï.\ 
505 pelletized standard rods 4.04 % Manufactured by KMK/KIiK 
744 pelletized standard rods 4.0004 % Manufacturedby BN 
1825 pellets for discountable rods H.CO06 % Manufactured by KM/1Vìi 
3/1 FUEL 
- uranium enrichment : 3.0024 % or 5.0005 % 
- fissile PuOp content : 1 % 
- total PuOp content : 1.0b % 
34 homogeneous vibrocompacted rods, manufactured by the Mixed 
Group SCK/CcN - BN. 
~ 400 heterogeneous vibrocompacted or swaged rods, same manufacturer. 
I35O pellets for dismountable rods, manufactured by ¿URATOH-Karlsrune. 
2/2.7 FUEL 
- uranium enrichment : 2.0013 /» or 2.0021 # 
- fissile PuO content : 2,22 % 
- total PuOp content : 2,7 ji 
268 homogeneous vibrocompacted rods, manufactured by the Mixed 
Group SCfw/Cort - BN. 
~ 200 heterogeneous vibrocompacted rods, sate manufacturer. 
379 pellets for discountable rods, manufactured by BN. 
i*75/3*¿ FJJ.L 
- uranium enrichment : 1*785 % 
- fissile PuO cu.it ent : 2.61 ^ 
- total PuO. content : 3.17 Vo 
~ 65 pelletized standard rods, manufactured by BN. 
C.7/5 PJ¿L 
The PuOp content is slightly different for the pelletized standard 
rods and the pellets for discountable rods. 
5b pelletized standard rods : -fissile PuO, content- : 4.15 % 
-total PuO, content : 5*04 % 
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25b pellets for discountable rods ­ fissile PuO content 
c 
­ total PuOp content 
4.24 % 
5*1^ % 
All tnis fuel was canufactured by BN. 
0.7/4.3 FUEL 
4.20 % 
4.37 % 
­ fissile PuO¿ content 
­ total PuO­ content 
4 palletized rods, manufactured by BN. 
1168 pellets for dismountable rods, manufactured by BN. 
Still one more category of pelleté for dismountable rods is avail­
able. They were manufactured by EURATOM­Karlsruhe. Their charac­
teristics are not very different from tnoee of the 2/2.7 fuel : 
­ uranium enrichment : 2.0013 % 
­ flesile PuO content : 2.5¿ * 
­ total PuO. content : 3.06 % 
so that they can e.g. be used as filling pellets at the two extre­
mitiee of the 2/2.7 dismountable rode, at least for certain experi­
mente euch ae radial power distributions near the mid plane level. 
The number of pelleté available is 167¿* 
A global review of all the figures given in what precedes shows 
that an important quantity of fuel is at the disposal of the pro­
gramme. Making the sua, one finde about 2b00 rode, more than 1000 
of which contain plutonium, and something lese than 7000 pelleté 
for diaaouatable rods, am o a f which almost 5000 are Pu02~U0¿ 
ones. 
To conclude this cnapter devoted to tne VENUS­Pu fuel, a table is 
given summarising for all the fuel typee the linear density in 
g/em (mean valuea) t 
TYPE 
4/0 
3/1 
2/2.7 
I.75/3.2 
0.7/5 
0 .7Λ.3 
2/3.06 
RODS 
6.33 * 6.36 
6.60 
6.0 
6.43 
6.57 
(6.43) 
PELLETS 
6.40 
6.52 
6.07 
­
• . •7 
6.40 
6.10 
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CHAPTER IV : THE PROGRAMME 
IV.1. Introduction 
The general aim of the experimental programme has already been 
specified in the firet chapter: the determination of measurement 
resulte, eerving ae reference data for the calibration of the 
reactor codee and the theoretical methode and models, used for the 
study of lattices containing plutonium fuel, more particularly 
PWR ones. 
It hae also been seen in chapter II and III that the design of 
the critical installation in general and of the fuel in particu-
lar did take into account certain SENA characteristics. This 
was not always the caee for the programme itself, for which it 
was rather tried to give it a character as general as possible, 
without leaving however the scope of the global project. It is in 
thie spirit that the almost four years lasting programme was (and 
still is) established, continuously diecueeed and possibly adap-
ted to take into account new aspects or particularities of the type 
of lattices involved or all other new information of any interest 
to the programme. Several programme changée were aleo induced by 
conclusions resulting from already performed theory-experiment 
comparisons. 
Although the present final report covere only the experiments rea-
lized during somewhat more than one year, a period corresponding 
to about one third of the total one, we thought it would be inte-
resting to outline in this chapter the structure of the complete 
programme. 
IV.2. Some particular aspects 
Before going into more details about the actual programme of cri-
tical experiments, some involved or related particular aspects are 
to be put in evidence. 
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a) fresimi— mi— af the code calibration 
Caite gasarmi!'t it can be aai d that the same precision is wanted 
far the calculation ef plutonium recycle lattices as the one 
a—ally required ama normally achieved for uranium lattices. 
Practically,thie mesne 0.5 to 1 % for *#ff. *» ft for power dis-
tribmtiaas, 1 ft for reactivity during burnup, 20 ft on reactivity 
eeeffieieate and 10 % on control. 
b) Coaaasaencea for the noaeuroaont techniquee 
It la clear that ia order to be able to control if these valuee 
cam be respected by the calculations, it is necessary to dispose 
of precise reforeaee data, i.e. accurate experimental results. 
Imo experimental precíelos on the mentioned characteriatice 
a. tf% power distribution, etc. should thus be auch better than 
reapaetlvely 0.5 to 1 ft, 4 ft, etc. It is not in all cases 
and eireaaetaneee eaay ta obtain auch a good precision, and 
farther development of the uaed meaaurament techniquee was 
(sr la) aometiaea neoeeeary,the aore that the presence of plu-
temlnm eaa alao here coaatitute a eoaplicating factor. 
It ia la thie acope of a further investigation of measurement 
technique paaaibilitiea that a email complementary programme 
ama etarted ia cloae contact with Oalf General Atomic, aiming 
at a eaaparieoa between aa integral spectrua aeaeurement tech-
nique (apectrue indicée; aeaaureaente in MOL) and a differential 
cae (time of flight; GGA aeaaureaente). Thie ia done in an 
erbium nitrate aolution mediae, the apectrue of which is of 
the same nature ae the one in a plutonium containing lattice, 
due to the aiailar reeonance etructure of plutonium and erbium 
in the low energy range. In the period on which the preeent 
document reporta, the aeaeuremente were carefully prepared but 
aot yet realised. A deocription of this preliminary work is gi-
ven in appendix IV.1. 
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c) Subcriticai meaeuremente 
For experimente on plutonium fuel lattices the availability 
of tnrustworthy eubcritical measurement techniques can be 
much core important than for uranium lattices, due to the 
high cost and hence the generally restricted number of fuel 
pins at the experimenter'e disposal. In the frame of our 
plutonium recycling program!e a considerable effort has there­
fore been devoted since several years to the development of 
adequate subcriticai techniquee, which would even allow the 
study of highly subcriticai fuel loadings. The two first se­
ries of subcriticai experiments were done on respectively 5 ft 
and 7 ~/c enriched UO.. fuel pins. Final reports were published, 
snowing how and with which results various measurement and 
interpretation techniquee were investigated. [Ref. IV. 1, 2"]. 
A third subcriticai programme, using the 4/0 VENU¿­fuel, waa 
started at the beginning of I969, ite main aim being the in­
vestigation of the use of a long BF, detector for reactivity 
and prompt neutron decay constant (α) meaeuremente. The final 
intention is to use this technique in VENUS iteelf for large 
configurations, which are eubcritical due to the presence of 
a large number of absorbing rods in the lattice or due to an 
important boric acid concentration in tne moderator, or eventu­
ally for one zone PuOp ­ UOp fuel lattices. 
d) Heterogeneous fuel 
A particular aspect of tne Belgian plutonium programme being 
tne development of the heterogeneous vibrocompacted fuel fa­
brication tecnnique, it was decided to look through certain 
experiments for possible incidences of the difference between 
homogeneous and heterogeneoue fuels on their nuclear characte­
ristics. 
IV.3. The different phases of the programme 
The experimente realized or etili to be realized in VENUS can be 
classified in three large phases. 
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The firet one ie relative to lattices with tne H O moderator at 
20* C and not containing soluble poison. This phase ­ the most 
extended one of all three ­ comprises integral and fine structure 
measurementa on the different fuel types in several geometrical 
arrangements, including the study of the presence of local lattice 
perturbations. All the experiments reported in the present docu­
ment belong to this part of the programme. 
The second phase will be devoted to the investigation of lattices 
with a boric acid poisoned H O moderator (at various concentra­
tions), with a moderator simulated at SENA nominal power operation 
temperature (about 2b5* C) by the introduction of aluminium micro­
rods between the fuel rods, or with a moderator combining both 
these overall perturbations. Most measurements will be of the 
integral type (critical mass, k .., buckling values), the main 
aim being the check of temperature and boron reactivity coeffi­
cients. The experiments will be limited to the 4/0 and 2/2.7 
fuels and to geometrically simple configurations. 
The last phase, finally, will consist in tne study of a few 
configurations in which the characteristics of tne first and 
second phases will be combined, i.e. tne moderator will be poi­
soned and/or simulated at high temperature and the configurations 
will include local perturbations and various fuel types. It will 
be tried to simulate as closely as possible a plutonium recycle 
assembly, as designed for ¿ΕΛΑ, witn its appropriate environnent. 
In a certain sense this part of the work can be considered as a 
kind of a final demonstration of the possibilities of the codes, 
calibrated on the basis of the experimental results obtained in 
the course of the two previous phases. 
At the moment of this report's redaction the second and third 
phases were not started yet, tne detailed discussion of their 
concrete realization already well. About these phases we will how· 
ever limit ourselves to what was said in this paragraph, wnereas 
in the following one the complete first phase will be further 
developed. 
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IV.4. Experiments with unpoisoned, 20* C Hp0 ae moderstor 
The first months of the experimente the already available amount 
of fuel was limited to about 500 4/0 rode and to the 3/1 once. 
Therefore it was convenient to start neasurementa in configurations 
having a H 0/UOp ratio close to the one of optimal moderation. 
The VENUS gride allow lattice pitches equal to pe..M. ■ 1*303 em, 
o CM A 
ρ M /2 « 1.b43 cm and 2 ρ ,..,„. ■ 2.606 cm, the correspond ing 
H O/U0 values being approximately : 1.6, 4.5 and 10; theee are 
"effective" ratios : this means that the pure volumetric ratio waa 
corrected for the difference between the actual and the theoretical 
fuel density. In tnese conditions the 1.843 cm pitch wee chosen 
for tne first four configurations, consisting of one cylindrical 
or parallelepipedical zone for the two mentioned fuels. In all 
cases k near criticality and the axial and radial bucklinge were 
determined, the moderator being at the nominal level, i.e. the 
upper axial reflector being infinite. 
The critical number of rods being still low for the 3/1 fuel in 
tne case of the 2 PCL­VA pitch, one zone configurations of cylin­
drical, respectively parallelepipedical shape were realized and 
k .. and Β were measured, eff 
After tuese experiments, the for the programme cost important 
lattice piten (ρ, ) was adopted for all other configurations. 
o .Civ A 
When defining tnese configurations, it was tried to separate and 
insulate as mucu as possible the different characteristics or 
properties to be studied; in other worde, the nature and the geo­
metry of the configuration were each time chosen in function of an 
aspect of particular interest. As for the different fuels, it 
can be said that tne tnree types 4/0, 3/1 a n d 2/2.7 are investiga­
ted ratner systematically, analogous measurements being carried out 
in all three. This is illustrated by the general scheme represen­
ted in figure IV.1, where the experiments are grouped in four parts. 
The first one snows configurations mainly realized for checking 
k ff; tnerefore reactivity and buckling were measured; in those 
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with a square section, fission density distributions were deter-
mined too. The size of the plutonium zones was in the different 
cases taken as large as the availibility of the involved fuel rode 
did allow to. From one of the configuratione the incidence of 
the different powder properties ("homogeneous" and "heterogeneous" 
fuel) on the nuclear characteristics can be deduced for the 2/2.7 
fuel. The same aim wee pursued for the 3/1 fuel by a series of 
substitution experimente with email zones ( 4 x 4 rods) in the cen-
ter of 3/1 zones; these experiments were carried out in lattices 
characterized by three different pitches. 
The determination of the distribution of the fission density 
and of the evolution of spectral index values through a boundary 
between two different fuel zones, more especially a UO and a 
mixed oxide one, constituted a second kind of experiments. 
The third one consisted in a syster atiçai study of the presence 
of perturbations of varying importance (cnanging number of cells, 
going from 1 to 7) and with very different nuclear cuaracteristics : 
B.C rods, HpO gaps and Al rod or plate. In all these cases the 
reactivity effect due to tne perturbations was measured, whereas 
the power distribution along the axis perpendicular to the pertur-
bation was determined in the most important casce (mainly for all 
perturbations of 1 and 7 cells respectively). 
Some other configurations, finally, were conceived to study pertur-
bations of a particular shape (cross of H O , erose of B,C-rods) or 
combined perturbation plus boundary situations. Moreover a possible 
geometry of a SENA assembly in the case of an eventual plutonium 
recycle operation in that reactor was eimulated, mainly to deter-
mine the fission density distribution and to measure the reactivity 
effect of inserted absorbing rods, simulating partially tne cruci-
form control rods of the reactor. 
The detailed description of the realization of this programme will 
be presented in chapter Vìi; it will however be limited to the 
experiments carried out under the Euratom contract until 196b, 
in a few cases completed by some work done afterwards in order to 
enable a more logical presentation of results in both the present 
and the ultimate final report. 
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Practically this means that all configurations containing 3/1 fuel 
will be discussed in the present report, as well as those composed 
of 4/0 fuel only, except for the 4/0 configurations with the B.C 
crosses in their center. 
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αίΑΡτη ν : MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
Za 9τύ·τ ta determiae the waated chare«terlatice, aa wall the integral 
aaee each aa k ff and bucklinge, aa the more local oaea, euch aa power 
distribatioae near perturbâtione in the lattice, the measurement tech-
aiques developed before ia the frame of the VULCAIN critical experiment 
mare aaed again, some of them after having been aore particularly adap-
ted for the atudy of cores with several zones, containing plutonium. 
The deaeription of all theae techniquee and of the development work done 
far aererai of them will be preaeatad ia detail ia a eeries of annexes 
ta thie chapter. In thie text itaelf we will only outline shortly the 
aature of the different techniquee, aa well aa the preciaion with which 
they allow to obtain the atudied characterietice; in general it can be 
maid that the experimental preciaioa ia eufficiently good, compared to 
amat ia required for testing the theoretical aethoda. 
¥.1. keff aad critical maaa determination (App. V.1) 
Far the k ff determination the well known poeitive period measure-
ment teehnique ia uaed preferentially, aa it yields a very good pre-
eieioa; reproducibility teata, taking not only into account the 
accuracy of the period aeaaureaent itaelf but aleo the one associa-
ted with other aspects such aa the correct water level determination, 
have ahown a preciaion on k f . of + 0.01 ok ... In some cases the 
k ff ia determined for very elightly eubcritical configuratione, 
ueing eubcritical eountinga; thie technique ie based on the knowledge 
of the upper axial reflector value; the obtained preciaion, although 
being eomewhat leea good than with the period measurement, ie more 
than aufficient for the code calibration purposes. 
The determination of a critical aaee, normally performed for a 
cylindrical geometry, ie obtained within 0.1 ft Ak ,, : the main 
uncertainty ia theae caeca reeulte froa the approximate represent-
ation of the cylindrical geometry in the reactor. 
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The relation between the measured period and the associated reac-
tivity worth is given by NCRDHEIM's formula (App. V.2). 
V.2. One region power distributions (App. V.3) 
Axial power distributions are obtained by the fission chamber tech-
nique or by the Y-ecanning technique; in this last case the Y-acti-
vity of the fission products is measured above a certain energy 
(425 keV). In many cases both techniques have been applied; a good 
agreement hae always been found; in general the dispersion of the 
measurement points around a best fit curve is better with the 
fission chamber technique. 
Radial power distributions through a one fuel core or zone are ob-
tained by the same type of Y-scanning, choosing the measurement 
pointe at the same horizontal level for all the rods. The precision 
obtained depends on the axial homogeneity degree of the fuel pins; 
heterogeneous fuel pins are normally not used for such measurements : 
in such cases the corresponding dismountable pins are preferred, 
while the achieved accuracy is much higher. 
V.3. Buckling determination (App. V.4) 
Both the axial and radial buckling values are obtained from a curve, 
fitting respectively the axial and radial power distributions, dis-
cussed in the previous paragraph; in the axial direction, and in 
the case of rectangular geometries also in the radial one, the 
fitting curve is a cosine, whereas for cylindrical configurations, 
the radial distribution is fitted with a J Bessel function. In the 
o 
case of homogeneous fuel (either pelletized or vibrocompacted) the 
precision on the axial buckling is + 1 ft, the one on the radial 
buckling + 2 ft; this difference is due to the fact that in the se-
cond case the number of measurement points is sensibly smaller. 
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V.4. Reactivity affecte of perturbation« (App. V.5) 
Thee« effecte are obtained on the baaia of a ee/oh curve, k being 
the moderator level; determining the critical water level far tke 
two situation» between which the reactivity difference hae ta ba 
found, thie difference ie obtained by integrating the ae/ak aarwa 
between the critical lévele. In general the obtained preeiaiaa la af 
the order of 0.02 to 0.03 ft &k#ff· 
V.5. P u ^ / U 2 · 5 5 apectral index determination (App. V.6) 
The Pu239/U23^ apectral index ie determined for différant faala 
because it ia very eeneitive to βpectrue variâtieae ia the thermal 
range, euch aa thoae due to the plutonium reaoaaaeea. «Team mamma­
red for fuel pine located in a sone where the epcetrua ia tka 
equilibrium one, they can be compared with tke theoretical aaea, 
found on the basis of cell calculation apeetra. 
Experimentally the index ie determined by counting the activity 
of U235­A1 and Pu239­Al folla put betweaa fuel pellets, placed 1« 
the dismountable rods. In order to get an acceptable precíelos, 
the measurements are to be carried out very carefully and appro­
priate correctiona are to be applied. Especially the perturbation 
created by the presence of the foil in the fuel colman hae ta ka 
defined correctly. The precision actually achieved Ilea betasam 
♦ 2 ft and ­ 4 ft. 
V.6. Power sharing between different fuel zonee (App. V.7) 
It haa been seen in one of the preceding paragraphe that laaide 
each fuel zone the relative power distribution «an be found with 
the Y­ecanning technique or with the pellet activation oae. Im 
order to link theee relative distributioaa ia different soaee ta 
each other, i.e. to deteraine the power «haring between theae «eaee, 
it ia neceaaary to count, either with pelleta er peeelbly with 
i4o pine, tke activity due to tke La peak at 1.6 MeV, at lamat taa 
weeks after tke irradiatioa. Knowing tke La1**0 fieeioa yields far 
the different finaile uranium aad plutoalaa ieotopee, and seing tka 
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spectrum index for the determination of the relative importance of 
the fissions in the uranium and the plutonium in each concerned fuel 
type, it is possible to convert the measured activity ratios between 
different types of fuel pins into fission density or power ratios. 
Normally the resulting global experimental precision on the normalized 
power distribution is of the order of t 2 >©. 
V.7* Fission density depression inside fuel rods (App. V.o) 
This depression can be determined with two different techniques. 
The first one consists in counting the density of the tracks, created 
by the fission products in Bica foil detectors, put between the fuel 
pellets. For this technique the irradiation level has to be chosen 
carefully, in order to have an appropriate track density (5 10 tracks 
per cm ). The precision on the individual points is about 2 %; this 
precision results from an accumulated counting of 5OOO tracks. The 
other method is based on the activation of very thin concentrical 
rings, forming together a section equal to the one of the fuel pin; 
the individual counting of these rings gives a step fission density 
distribution curve; an accuracy of about 2 % is reached on each 
step result. 
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CHAPTER VI : CALCULATIONAL METHODS 
VI.1. Introduction 
For the calculation of slightly enriched UOp - HpO lattices, many 
codes are available which allow a good evaluation of the nuclear 
characteristics of these lattices and hence of thermal light 
water moderated reactora. In these reactora all important mate-
rials have 1/v cross sections, so that the accurate knowledge of 
the spectrum is not very important for the calculation of the vari-
ous absorption reaction ratee and of the reactivity. 
The situation ie different for U0p - PuOp - H O lattices, due to 
239 240 
the important low energy resonances of Pu and Pu at respec-
tively 0.3 eV and 1.0 6 eV. When an important amount of plutonium 
is present in the fuel, these resonances cause important distortions 
in the thermal spectrum. Thie leads to a more important spectrum 
dependence of the various reaction rates and hence the reactivity. 
For systems containing plutonium, accurate spectrum calculation 
methods are thus required, methode developed for UO- - HpO lattices 
being not necessarily valid for UOp - PuOp - H_0 ones. 
When choosing and developing the calculational modele, the follo-
wing five neutronic differencee between uranium and plutonium are 
to be kept in mind : 
239 240 
1. the existence of the two already mentioned Pu and Pu 
resonances, affecting the thermal spectrum; 
2. the difference in magnitude between the thermal croes sec-
tions of Pu 2 3 9 and U 2 3 5; 
3. the different reactivity worths of absorbing materials in 
plutonium and uranium lattices; 
4. the difference between thermal fission erose sections of 
235 2 39 U and Pu lead to an important discontinuity in the 
power distribution at the boundary between UOp and UO- - PuOp 
fuel zones; 
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5* tlmx aad power peaks are iacreaeed aeer the reflector and 
sear water gape when pluteaiua replacée uranium. 
VI.2. Tke calculation codee 
Figure VI.1 givea aa idea of tke «truetur« of tke PANTHER code 
chain, allowing cell, cae­ aad two­dlaeneional ealculatioaa, if 
«mated «ith burnup. 
Whereae the detailed geometry of latticee and configuration ia 
aecoaatcd for la the 1, 2 er possibly 3 dimeneional calculation«, 
the baaie .". phyeieal properties are obtained with the cell code 
PANTHER, which calculatea the epectrua aad which déterminée on the 
baaie of thie epectrua the fen group constante to be used in the 
dimeneional ealeulationa. The dimeneional codee, aentioned in 
the figure, were developed by Belgonucléaire, except for SQUID and 
EREBUS (ref. VI.1 aad 2); they eolve the diffusion equetion and 
calculate the reactivity, the power distribution and eventually 
the core burnup. 
The epectrua calculation by the PANTHER code ie baeed en the uee 
of Cadilhac'e secondary aodel in the thermal range, 
coupled to a aultigroup «truetur« similar to the one of the 
MUFT code (ref. VI.3). The internal atructure of PANTHER aad 
the theoretical model« at ita bacie are diecuaeed ia detnil in 
Appendix VI.1. 
For the noa­thermal croaa­oectioaa the MUFT­library, normally 
uaed ia the LEOPARD code, haa beca adopted. Por the thermal croee­
aectioaa analytical fittinge of BNL 325 curvee were chosen : 
/ S ­ a ♦ Y Ii­
u b, ♦ (E ­ ej' 1­1 i 
The 2200 a/e valuee of tke fissile ieotopee have been chocen aa 
follow« (all valuea in barne) : 
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isotope 
(origin) 
°a 
°f 
a 
V 
η 
υ 2 3 3 
(BNL­Stehn) 
679 
578 
0.175 
2.442 
2.078 
Pu239 
(GfK­J.J. Schmidt) 
1031 
742 
0.39 
2.89 
2.0791 
^.241 Pu 
(Westcott­1964) 
1376,1 
1012,7 
0.3589 
2.9779 
2.1913 
240 For Pu the following absorption cross­section is used : 
σ./S Y Κ (Y + η /E) + 4 (E ­ E ) 2 
o 
(barns) 
with : Y « O.0296 
Κ = 6250 
η « 0.0024 
Εο ­ 1.0575 
For the few group calculations the following group structure is 
normally used : 
I. 10 MeV to 821 keV : in this energy range the inelastic 
" " " ™ " ~ " ~ " ~ " ~ ­ — P ' í f t 
scattering and the fast fissions in U take place; 
II. 821 keV to 5»53 keV : here the neutron removal is primarily 
due to the important scattering cross section of hydrogen; 
these two first groups contain the fission spectrum; 
III. 5.^3 keV to 1.855 eV : in this range the scattering cross 
section of hydrogen is constant, so that the flux varies 
according to a 1/E law, except at the resonance positions; 
IV. below 1.855 eV · thermal range, chosen intentionally rather 
240 wide, in order to include the Pu resonance at 1.057 eV. 
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isotope 
(origin) 
σ « 
°f 
α 
ν 
η 
υ 2 3 3 
(BNL-Stehn) 
679 
578 
0.175 
2.442 
2.078 
Pu239 
(GfK-J.J. Schmidt) 
1031 
742 
0.39 
2.89 
2.0791 
o. 241 Pu 
(Westcott-1964) 
1376,1 
1012,7 
O.3589 
2.9779 
2.1913 
240 For Pu the following abaorption cross-section le used : 
ffa/i Y κ (Y + η /E) + 4 (E - E )' (barns) 
with : Y » O.0296 
Κ * 6250 
η « 0.0024 
s « 1.0575 
For the few group calculations the following group structure is 
normally used : 
I. 10 MeV to 821 keV : in this energy range the inelastic 
~"""—""—'"~"~—""~~""""~~ 2^8 
scattering and the fast fissions in U take place; 
II. 821 keV to 5.53 keV : here the neutron removal ie primarily 
due to the important scattering cross section of hydrogen; 
these two first groups contain the fission spectrum; 
III. 5.53 keV to 1.855 eV : in this range the scattering cross 
section of hydrogen is constant, so that the flux varies 
according to a 1/E law, except at the resonance positions; 
IV. below 1.855 eV : thermal range, chosen intentionally rather 
240 wide, in order to include the Pu resonance at 1.057 eV. 
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VI.3. Code calibration 
The calibration of the described codes has been undertaken in 
two phases. First it was done on the basis of the experimental 
Hanford­BNWL and Saxton results; the main results of this work 
are presented in Appendix VI.2. Then the testing of the codes 
was continued, using the VENUS results as reference data. This 
work is the subject of the following chapters of this report. Let 
us just remember here that the final purpose is to obtain calcula­
tional tools allowing the achievement of the following accuracies : 
+ 0.5 to 1 % on k e f f 
+ 5 % on power distribution 
+ 1 % on reactivity during burnup 
+_ 20 % on reactivity coefficients 
+ 10 ft on control rod worth 
VI.4. Calculation of the nuclear parameters 
■■ — H I H I I I ­ I III H I « ■ I I . . . — . . I ■ ■ . — . » ■ ■ ■ ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . . . . . . ­ U M . 1.1 ■ .ill. — . . . I . , ­ ι ... ■ . 
The various nuclear parameters are calculated by means of the 
calculâtional tools indicated in figure VI.1; for each of them 
a calculational procedure has to be defined. 
a) Multiplication factor : k f f 
In a first step, a cell calculation with the PANTHER code provides 
few group constante, which can then be used for the calculations 
with the one, two or three dimensional diffusion codes, by which 
the reflector can be explicitly represented for the considered 
directions. The multiplication factor can also be obtained by 
a cell calculation, the leakage being taken into account through 
an experimentally determined material buckling; this procedure 
can of course only be used for single fuel region lattices. 
Comparing both methods, the diffusion calculations (1Û, 2D or 
3D) seem to be mainly advisable for small systems with high 
leakage. An important trend in function of the geometrical di­
mensions (Β ) of a series of different critical configurations 
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appears when comparing the multiplication factors obtsined by 
a cell calculation and by one or tea dimeneional diffueion cal-
culations : figures VI.2 and 3 illustrate thie statement. 
b) Power distributions 
The comparison of the calculated local power peak values neer 
a reflector or near a water gap with experimental values and 
also with values obtained with more elaborated calculational 
tools (e.g. based on transport theory instead of diffueion 
theory) has led to the decision of using in the diffueion cal-
culations thermal MND cross-sections (ref. VI.4). 
Appendix VI.5 summarizes the main differences between conven-
tional and MND thermal cross-section calculations. 
c) Control rod worth calculations 
In order to meet the 10 ft accuracy requirement, if possible 
with a not too expensive method, a few methods, chosen among 
the numerous ones described in the literature, were investigated; 
although the work is still underway, it can be said that with 
the following two methods rather good results were obtained : 
- B C rod region few group constants, generated by a PANTHER 
cell calculation; 
- B C rod region few group constants, generated by Henry's 
method (ref. VI.5). 
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CHAPTER VII : REALIZATION OF THE PROGRAMME 
VII.1. Introduction 
The elm of thie chapter ie to deeeribe the configuratioae atudied 
in the frame of the Euratom coatract, to preaeat the obtained 
experimental results and the corresponding theoretical caca. All 
theee resulte were found using the experimental aad the 
theoretical methods and techniquee described in the two preceding 
chaptere. In thie chnpter we will limit oureelvea to a aere pre­
sentation of resulte; the diecueeion on the agreement between ex­
perimental and theoretical reeulte will be presented in the next 
chapter. In a few case« only experimental reoulta are given. 
During the realisation of the programme a reference number was 
given to each type of configuration, «tarting from 1. Aa in noet 
of theee configuratione minor variations were aade several times 
in order to adapt thea better to each kind of measurement, sub­
numbers were introduced, the notation being e.g. 1/1. Not for 
all these configuratione a aap hae been included in thie report; 
only the moet importent ones were chosen. The configuration 
numbers, mentioned in the preeent report, go from 1 to 10; table 
VII.1 eummarizes to which type of configuratione they correepond. 
Rather than diecueaing configuration per configuration, it will 
be tried to group the different investigations in the most lo­
gical way. 
2 VII.2. k __ and B for one sone configuratione 
I II ■ 
(involved configurations : 1,2, 3,4,5,6,8 and 8 bis) 
One zone configuratione were realized for different fuel« 
(4/0 and 3/1), »ith different pitches (pS£NA, PS£NA /2, 2 PSEBA) 
and in different geometries (cylindrical and rectangular confi­
guration sections). In all cases the nominal moderator level 
wee adopted. 
For the cylindrical cases it was of course tried to come with 
the actual configurntion as close to the ideal cylindrical one 
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aa poaaible. Several neeeuren«atβ were dome to atudy the influence 
af the imperfect almulatioa of the cylindrical ahape; tkia nae 
doae by elightly rearranging the peripherical roda. It waa found 
that ia tke caae of the SENA pitch the differeaceo were almost 
negligible, but for the PSEN. /2 pitch the effect was found to 
be aore Important : the reeulting possible error on the measured 
k#ff due to this geoaetrical effect wee estimated at * °*°£ ft Ak/k. 
Theee different conclusions are due to the fact that in the case 
of the SENA pitch the number of rode to get critical ia almoet 
three times larger than in the other case. 
For the rectangular configuratione, it wae tried to realise complete 
rectangles, i.e. without incomplete rove at the periphery, and aa 
cloae as possible to a square. 
For the 3/1 fuel the case of the SENA pitch could not be done, ae 
the available number of rode wee lower than the critical mass; 
for the 4/0 fuel the 2 p..™. pitch was not considered, as at the 
o ENA 
time of the measurements not enough of that fuel wae available 
and ae, anyhow, the ceee of that pitch was considered ae very se­
condary, the 3/1 configurations characterized by it giving already 
a eufficieat indication. 
Table VII.2 liete for eight configuratione the number of rode, the 
experimental and calculated k f values and the experimental value 
of a peripherical rod. This last value is only given in the case 
of tke cylindrical configuratione; they are average values, ob­
tained from reactivity aeaaureaente done on a few elightly super­
critical configuratione. Actually the real value of the iadivi­
dual peripherical rode can be very different, due to tke impor­
tance of tkeir exact localisation with reepect to tke configuration 
boundary. Tkia caa eaaily be understood when one looks e.g. at 
tke ahape of configuration 5, repreeeated in figure VII.1, or 
even at tke oae of configuration 8 bis (figure VII.2), where the 
number af roda ia auch higher. Figures VII.3 and 4 represent the 
two cylindrical configuratione with the ρ /2 pitch (configu­
rations 1 aad 3). 
Xa table VII.2 tke juet-criticel number ef roda ia given far 
tka eyliadrical coafiguratioae, akercae for the rectangular onea 
tke experimental k . . valaca corresponding to tke realised com­
plata rectangle« are given, aa tkeae rectaaglea' geometry ie 
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of couree very eimpi«, aa plaaa are given ia tkia rapart. 
Tke theoretical k ff valaca were obtaiaed aitk aaa- er tse-dimea-
eional calculatioae, enabliag a correct geometrical repreeentatlea 
of tke radial reflector; axial leakage waa aceouated far by ualag 
tke experimental axial buckling value. Tke table skewe a remark-
able agre«meat. 
Buckling dctcraiaatioa 
la eix of tke eight configuretiene axial buckling valuea were 
det«rained, aa well aa tke extrapolatioa lengtka. Table VII.3 
preaeatethe principal reaalta. 
2 For all B aeaaureaente the two techniquee (fieeioa chamber ama 
fieeioa product Y-ecanning) were used; the reeulta Aid agree warp 
well in nil cases, so that average values were calculated. After 
a small correction, applied to take into nccouat the diffcrease 
between the real fuel length (e.g. 49.50 cm) aad tka tkearetical 
one (50.00 cm), theee average values did lead ta the enee given 
in the firet column of the table. Next to them are the cerrea-
poading total extrapolation length vnluee. 
For five configurations the radial buekliag aad extrepolatien 
length were determined too. In the cnae of the rectangular 
configuratione measurement« were done for thnt along two ertke-
gonal axee, aa can be eeen from the same table VII.3. Tke Y 
2 2 ning technique waa uaed. Summing up B and B . aad applying 
a correction, when tke k ff of tke configuratioa aaa «lightly 
different from unity, tke material hackling ama obtaiaed. Pram 
tkeae final reaulta (laat column af tke takle) appeare clearly 
tkat tke error margin ia aeaaibly higher far tke 3/1 faal than 
for tke 4/0 ene; tkia ia due to tke fact tkat tkat pietemiam 
bearing faci aaa vibrocompacted, aad even af tka keteraamaeema 
type ia come caeee. 
A cloac look to all tke valu·· givea ia tke takle allena caverai 
interesting conelueioncj one aeea e.g. tke agreeaeat elthin error 
aargiae of tke B2 aad B 2 ^ valuea foaad for tka cylindrical aad 
rectangular eoafiguratioae of tke same type. Ferthermere there 
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ie the feet that, et least for all the 4/0 configuratione, the 
exiel and radial extrapolation lengths are found to be equnl 
(always within the error aargins); this indicates that the pre­
sence of both fuel ende in the exiel reflector does not change ite 
reflective properties (cfr chnpter II : fuel ende in plexiglass). 
VII.3. k .. and Β for two­concentrienl­sone configuratione 
(involved configurations : 7 and 7 bie) 
Ae not enough 3/1 fuel wes available to reelise e one zone con­
figuration with the SENA pitch, two­cone configuratione, both 
cylindrical and rectangular, were studied with a central 3/1 
sone nnd n periphericnl 4/0 one. They are represented in the 
figurée VII.5 and VII.6. In the cylindricel one the central 
sone wne chosen ne large ae possible; se een be seen on the figure 
it wne composed of 332 rode. In the rectnngular one, on the con­
trary, e smaller number wee chosen (a 14 χ 14 = 196 square), in 
order to allow a more straightforward comparison with later ex­
perimente with two types of 2/2.7 fuel, not to be discussed in 
thie report. 
All the results ere summarized in table VII.4; its presentation 
ie eiailar to the ODO previously used for the one zone configu­
2 ration«. Thie means e.g. that again the Β values were corrected 
in order to be relntive to an exact 50 cm active length. 
2 It can be eeen thnt theee Β values are equel to the one found 
in a pure 4/0 configuretion with the SENA pitch (configuration 8). 
In the redini direction, only the buckling for the central zone 
wae deterained. 
The theoretical k _ valuee given in the table result from 
criticnlity calculations done with conventional, i.e. non­MND 
corrected, cross­sections. Theee values practically do not change, 
when the MND cross­sections ere used in the appropriate way, ae 
deeeribed in the previous chapter. 
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VII.4. Radial fieeion deaaity dietributione in the one­ aad tme­eeaceatri· 
cai­zone eonfiguratloae " 
(involved coafiguratloae : 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 aad 8) 
For nil the configuration« for which the B . maa givea ia akat 
précédée, the eorreepoadlng experiaeatal fiaaiaa deaaity dietrl­
butione ere available, aa tkey sere aaed to fiad tke B . valane 
tkrougk cosine or J fitting procedurce. la tke caae of reetaa­
o 
guiar configuratione, tke tao orthogonal asea aero aeasured, 
whereaa ia tke cylindrical once two appropriate diameter« mmr· 
chosen, in moet cae·« making a 45* aagle with each ether. 
Some of the reaulta are ahown la figurée VII.7, 8 aad 9· Ia tka 
firet end lnet cae·· tke configuration aaa cylindrical (configu­
rations 1 aad 7) end the fitting did kappaa with a J function; 
one can diatinguiak tke two acta of pointe, aeaeured aloag tke 
different diameters. 
Figure VII.8 gives an exemple of a diatributioa aleag am azia af 
one of the etudied rectangular configuratione, number 4/1; ia tkia 
caee a coaine fitting wae aade. 
VII»5. Saali sone nubatitution étudiée 
(involved configurations : 4, 6 aad 7) 
Substitution experimente have beca carried out ia a relatively 
email sone of 4 χ 4 ■ 16 rode, loented nt tke center of coafi­
gurationa, essentially composed of vibrocompacted, keterogaaeoaa 
3/1 fuel rode. Thie hae been done for the throe different pitckea. 
In tke aubatitutioa sane not only 4/o and 2/2.7 fuel· kara repla­
ced the reference 3/1 fuel, but it wae aleo tried to determine 
the reactivity difference due to coverai fabricatioa proceduree 
ueed for acme of the 3/1 fuel roda. Tke reaalta are preaaatad 
in table VII.5. The notation "" 0 aeana that tke aeaeured reaalta 
did not exceed in nbeolutc value 0.004 ft ok , which ama the 
experimental preciaion. The k .. valuee theaaelvea arc not givea, 
aa they have no Importance here; the e on fi gar at ion typea aaad 
correspond to Ike previously diecueeed eaaea 4, 6 aad 7. 
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It caá be acca that for none of the pitches e difference wne aeaeured 
betaeea the two typ·· of vibrocompacted rode (heterogeneous and he-
aagaaeaaa aaee), thie eoaelueioa remaining valid when the vibrocom-
pacted roda are compared to the amagad oaee with the same eladdiag 
thick····. In the caae ef the eeaged rode with a elightly thicker 
eladdiag (tke amae aa the cae of the 4/0 and 2/2.7 fuelc) e reac-
tivity deereaae waa of coure· aatieed. Aa for the 4/0 reeulte, 
they shew that tkia fuel ia aere reactive than the 3/1 cae in the 
caae of the SENA pitch aad leea for the other pitch·«; this con-
duelen ia confirmed by the aaca obtaiaed froa the Beaaureaeate 
deacribed ia tke preceding paragraphe VII.2 aad VII.3. 
Tkeeretical calcuiatioa·, carreapoadiag to theee aeaaureaente, 
were made. Special atteatiaa waa devcted to the compariaea be-
taeea the keterogaaeaaa aad tke koaageneoue vibreeoapactcd 3/1 
facia. la arder to aiaalate tke keteregeseity in the calculation, 
a radial pluteaiam dietributiea model waa defined on the baaie 
ef aomc radiograph·. Por the calculation itaelf it wae necee-
aary to have cedes allowing the reprecentntion of the fuel sone 
in the aait cell ia aererai regien·. Two codee were ueed : 
PANTHER with ita ammalami optica and LASER [Ref. VII.1]. Tke 
reaalta fouad far tke ke valuee are the following onee : 
Km 
PANTHO 
LASSI 
PSENA 
VIB. HON. 
1.333« 
1.3367 
VIB. HET. 
1.33*% 
1.3370 
PSENA / 2 
VIB. HON. 
1*3937 
1.4089 
VIB. HET. 
1*3955 
1.4107 
It eaa be aeea from tkeee reeulte that both codec agree rather 
well. la arder to compare theee reaulte with the experimentei 
cace, tke èkm vala·· ar· te be redaeed to ck valsee, taking 
lata aeeaaat tke relative weight ef the 16 central rode ia a 
critical loading. In the SENA pitch ceee, nk#ff ie foaad negli-
gibly email, wkereae the caae of the Pevi*. ^ 2 Pitcft lcade to a 
mare aignifleant valae. Further diecueeioa on theee reeulte will 
be preaeated ia the aext chapter. 
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VII.6. Upper reflector reactivity value 
(involved configurations : 3» **» 5, 6 and 7) 
The knowledge of the reactivity value of the upper reflector can 
be very useful, and is actually in some occasione even required, 
during the measurements, e.g. when determining the k of a 
slightly eubcritical configuration from counting rates at different 
moderator levels in the upper reflector part. 
This value can be obtained from the curve giving Ak/k ne a function 
of the water level; it wae found that thie curve practically does 
not depend on the type of fuel or the geometrical shape of the 
configuration, but in the first place on the lnttice pitch. So it 
wee determined for the three considered pitchee, ueing eech time a 
large number of period measureaente, carried out in several configur* 
ations with the same pitch. 
The three curves are compared in figure VH.10. The three reflector 
reactivity values deduced froa them are; 
PSENA 
PSENA 2 
2 PSENA 
• • 
e e 
e e 
0 
0 
0 
.22 
.3% 
.37 
♦_ 
+ 
♦ 
0 
0 
0 
.01 
.01 
ft Ak/k 
ft Ak/k 
.01 ft Ak/k 
VII.7. Systematical study of local perturbations in 4/0 nnd 3/1 SENA pitch 
lattices 
The systematical study of local perturbations was done st the cen­
ter of configurntion 8 for the 4/0 fuel and in the centrei slab of 
configuration 10 for the 3/1 fuel. In both cases three types of 
perturbations were considered : an absorbing one (B.C rode), en 
overaoderating one (HO gape) and nn intermediate one (aluminium 
plate or rod); the length of the (always linenr) perturbntion 
vnried froa one to seven equivnlent unit celle. The etudy included 
the determination of the reactivity effect of the perturbations, their 
influence on power distribution, nnd, in some cacee, their influence 
on epectrel index values. 
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Tke choie· of theee three types of perturbations waa decided on 
the bneie of three particular eituationa which are act when on· 
hna to make deaiga calculationa for a power reactor. Tke B.C 
roda correspond of cour·· to a aituatioa "control rod ia"; ae 
abaorbing material B. C waa chosen, rather than tke e.g. in SENA 
ueed Ag­In­Cd alloy, in order to be sure to test tke formalism 
for tke treatment of heavy absorbere, the absorption croaa sec­
tion knoaledge being auch better for boroa than for the elements 
constituting the mentioned alloy. Tke B.C roda, replaciag fuel 
rode in the lnttice, have the earn* characterlatice aa the 4/0 
fuel rode : came active length and earn· eladdiag tube; their active 
diameter ie 9.02 aa and their density ia equal to 60 ft of the theo­
retical oae. 
■hen control rode are removed out of the core and when they do not 
hnve followers, wnter gape are created. Although there are folio­
were in the particular caae of the SENA reactor, thie type of per­
turbation has extensively been studied due to ite importance in 
connection with safety aapecte : the correct prediction of power 
peaking values near highly moderating local lattice perturbations 
ie very important. 
A third type of lnttice perturbation, net in power reactors is the 
preaence of metal channele nurrounding the fuel nsseabliee; in 
the enee of SENA thie aetal ia stainless steel. The important 
point nbout thie kind of perturbation however ie not the presence 
of the aetal, but in the firet pince the local changée of the 
moderation. Therefore an aluminium plate waa realised (length ■ 
seven pitches) with n thickness, determined euch that the quantity 
of water between it and the adjacent row of fuel rode ie the acme 
aa in the caae of real fuel assembli·· between fuel nnd channel. 
Tkia thickness wns found to be equnl to 9*05 ■>· for the height 
of the pinte 50 cm wne taken; 99.5 ft pure nluaiaiua wae ueed. 
Ia order to be able to complete a eet of one cell perturbations 
analogous to the one of seven celle, an Al rod of the sam· purity 
aa the plate waa ueed; it had a diaaeter of 9*8 aa aad a length 
equnl to the overall length of the fuel rode (74.4 ca). 
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Before discussing in more detail all the reeulte found in the 
presence of these perturbntione, n paragraph will be devoted 
to the unperturbed reference configurations. 
VII.7.1. Unperturbed reference configurntions 
The basic reference configuration ie n rectnngular one consis­
ting completely of 4/0 fuel : 27 x 32 rods. It is the one for 
which the k ff wae given in paragraph VII.2; ite number ie 8/0. 
Ite width of 27 rode hae been kept unchnnged in nil further 
configuration· to be discussed in thie report (8, 9 end 10); 
this 27 rod eide ie parallel with the X­axis, adopted for the 
representation of the configuratione on the maps. For the 
power distribution étudiée, the rode located on thie X­axie 
nre chosen, the perturbation direction coinciding with the Y­axis. 
The radial power distribution along the X­axis is represented 
in figure VII.11; in fact it served for the determination of 
the radial buckling in that direction, the result of which wne 
given in tnble VII.3 : (4230 + I60) 10 cm"2. 
Whereas the just quoted 4/0 reference configuration wne critical 
very near the nominal moderator level, configuration 10, 
ueed for the corresponding measurements in the 3/1 fuel, wae 
from the beginning chosen large enough to be etili criticnl 
with 7 B^C rods (see figure VII.12), eo thnt without perturba­
tion it ia critical nt n reduced water level. Thie doce of 
course not aatter for the determination of the radial poacr 
dietributioa, which wae obtained in the caae way ae ia the caee 
2 of the 4/0 fuel; the eorreeponding Β . value wae fouad to be 
­6 ­2 r equel to (4000 ♦ 80) 10 cm , i.e. within the error margins 
practically the same ae for the 4/0 fuel. 
The radial dietributioa ia the 3/1 feci ie repreeeated ia 
figure VII.13, where it ie compared with taa theoretical dia­
tributioaa, oae beiag ohtaiaod with eoavoatieaal eroaa­aectioaa, 
the other oae with croaa­aectioae aodified according to tke 
MND foraaliam. It ia dear tkat tke power peak near tke reflec­
tor ie calculated auch better with tke cecead actkod. 
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VII.7.2. Reactivity cffecta 
Tke aeaaureaent method of the reactivity effect due to the inser­
tion in the lnttice of a perturbation has been described in n 
previoue chapter; it ie baeed on the determinntion of n dp/oh 
curve (reactivity variation ae a function of water level varia­
tion). 
The 4/0 configuration in which the perturbationswere realized 
ie repreeented in figure VII. 14; ite number ie 8/4. One sees 
nt the periphery in the Y-direction two small 3/1 zones; they 
were necessary in order to make the configuration critical 
with 7 B.C rode, the available number of 4/0 rods not being 
sufficient nt thnt moment. In the case of the measurements 
in the 3/1 zone, a similar thing had to be done with 4/0 rods, 
as can be seen on the map of configuration 10 (figure VII.12). 
The results far ell the measured perturbations in both confi­
guratione are summarized in table VII.6. The corresponding 
theoretical values, given in the table, were obtained with 
four group MND cross-sections, detersined with the PANTHER 
code in its SPECTROX version. For the B.C perturbations this 
calculation procedure appeared to be the beet one, aa will 
be shown by a detailed discussion, presented in the next 
chapter. 
VII.7.3. Influence of local perturbations on power distributione 
All power distributione were determined along the X-axis. 
First it was checked in the absence of perturbations that this 
radial distribution is completely independent of configuration 
changes at the periphery in the Y-axis direction, such as e.g. 
in the case of configurations 8/0 and 8/4, with respectively 
(27 x 32) 4/0 rods and (27 χ 33) 4/0 rods plus (27 χ 6) 3/1 
rods (figure VII.14). 
The distribution was measured for six perturbations, namely 
B.C, H O and Al ones, each of them having a sise corresponding 
to one, respectively seven cells. This was done for both the 
4/0 and 3/1 fuels. The results are represented in figures 
VII.15 and 16, on which the experimental and tneoretical distri· 
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butions can be compared. Theee theoretical distributions were 
obtained with MND cross-sections, using the SPECTROX version 
in the PANTHER calculations. 
VII.7.4. Influence of local perturbations on the Pu.^VU.^^ spectrum index 
The radial evolution of the Pu. /U. spectrum index has been 
measured in the 3/1 fuel (configuration 10) in the absence and 
in the presence of two extreme perturbations (7 H_0 celle and 
7 B.C rods). The results are given in table VII.7· In the enee 
without perturbation, the spectrum is at equilibrium between 
the positions Χ * -19 and X * +1; an average value of the spec­
trum index of 1.91 + 0.03 has been deduced. In the table one 
can see the decrease of the spectrum index near a water region 
(both the gap and the reflector) and its slight increase near 
a B.C perturbation. 
VII.8. A cruciform large H_0 perturbation 
A large H O perturbation in the form of a cross has been reelized 
in a configuration of type 8 : the rods on the two orthogonal 
axes of a (27 x 33) V O fuel configuration were removed (confi­
guration 8/5). The main aim of this type of experiment was to 
check the power distribution near the cross. The comparison 
between the experimental and the theoretical results (MND cross-
sections) is shown in figure VII.17* 
The k , value of the configuration with this cross was also de­
termined and can be compared with the k ., value of the unper­
turbed configuration (27 x 33 rods) and the ones of the same 
configuration with a 7 Η-O cell perturbation in its center and 
the Al plate : 
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Configuration 
without pcrturbntion 
with Al pinte 
with 7 H20 celle 
with the H O croaa 
k.ff 
1.0042 ♦ 0.0002 
1.0016 ♦ 0.0001 
1.0068 ♦ 0.0003 
1.0143 ♦ 0.0005 
VII.9. Stady of the boundary between 4/0 nnd 3/1 fuel zones 
Configuration 9, represented in figure VI1.1Ö, ie essentially 
composed of two rectangular slabs of respectively 4/0 end 
3/1 fuel. Their dimension ia the T­direction ie eufficiently 
important to aaaiailate the configuration for calculation 
purpoaoa to two contiguous infinite alabe, so thnt a one­diaen­
aional calculation aodel aloag the X­axis can be adopted. The 
atudy waa focuaaed oa too important aepecte : power distribution 
aad Puf /U. spectrum index determination. In paragraph VII.10 
tne influence of local perturbation« at the boundary on the same 
nuclear characteristica will be described. 
VII.9.1. Power diatributioa aear the bouadary 
Far the deteraiaatioa of the power dietributioa in enoh zone, 
two experimental techniquee have been ueed, namely Y­acanning 
of undiamountable fuel rede nnd pellet nctivntion counting. 
The reaalta were found to be in excellent agreement. The nor­
aaliaatiaa af the distribution· to each other wae carried out 
aa doacribed ia chapter V; the normalization factor waa ob­
140 taiaed through taa aeaaarameat techniquee : pellet (La acti­
vity)and foil (Pn239/*1 *** U¿35/A1 feile) couatiag; both tech­
niquee did lead to comparable roanite. 
Figuro VII.19 prcacata tke reeultiag, aermalised power dietri­
butioa, aa well aa tke calculated ca·. Oa the figure the ra­
diai dietributioa ia the caee ef a one sone configuration 
(a caaiae) ia alaa repreaeated, ia order to illustrate the dif­
fer caae between bath eaaea. 
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VII. 9.2. Pu2*9/ü2^ gpoctrua ladea val «e e 
The Pu f / V { epectrua iadex haa beca acaaured at aererai rad 
locatione along the X­exie, aa ia ehewn aa figara VII.20; ealy 
the valuea correeponding to the equilibrine apeetram 9*r· cam­
pared with theoretical once deduced from tke reepeetive «all 
ealculatioae. 
Region 
EXPER. 
, «2 ♦ °·<* 1 , 9 2 ­ 0.08 
PANTHER 
è 239 
9t m& ­1 
3/0 
4/1 2.19 ♦ 0.03 ­ 0.08 
2.07 
2.Z2 
1.98 
2.12 
It can be seen that the difference between tke tae fuele aa 
calculated with the two theoretical aodele (PANTHER aa one aide, 
the OMS traneport DSN code on the other) ie only half aa im­
portent ne experimentally estabil«hed. 
VII.10. Local perturbation« at the boundary between 4/0 and 3/1 fnal soase 
The aia of thie etudy waa to cemblae two difflenitica, investiga­
ted before eeparately. Only experimental reaulte ere repartad. 
The measurements were done in configuration 9/1, which ia tke 
same aa configuration 9, repreeented in figure VII.18, except 
thnt the number of fuel rod rowe in the I­directien ama larger, 
in order to remala critical with the B.C p«rturCatione. Tke 
chosen perturbation· were limited to the meet important en·· : 
7 B^C rode, 7 H¿0 celle and the Al pinte with a lesgtk of 7 pitckoi 
The resulting power distributione are givea ia figure VII.21, 
where they can be compared with the diβtributiene in tke reapee­
tively two sono nnd one sono ce··· without perturbations. 
For the came perturbatioa caeee, the evelutioa ef tke apea 
•239/u235 index Pu wne deteraiaed. Tke reeulta are iaad 
caa be ceca; again tke caae of tko water gap akeaa tke maat 
importaat effect. 
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fil·11. Fiaaiea éaaaity dapreaaiaaa iaaide fael rada 
la tka eeatral part ef tke taa sea·· (4/0 aad 3/1) »f eeafigara­
tiaa 9, daacrlbcd in tke precediag paragraphe, ep««lal aeaaare­
maata wr· dame ia order to dotcraiae the fieeioa daaaity deprec­
ala· iaaide a 4/0 aad a 3/1 f«*I rad, both thee being lacatad ia 
a ammo aftere tke apeetram ia at equilibrium. 
Tarn —tka ds 9·τ· aaad : tke track ceaatiag me ta ed, aaiag alca 
falla, aad fienile (U^/Al aad Pu239/Al) fella, eat iato aere­
rai ceaccatrical riaga. Tke reaalta obtained for be th fuels with 
tke·· taa metkode are giraa ia figure VII.23; tke curvea are 
gi waa im a dleeeatiaueea farm, due te tke natur· af tke riag re­
aalta; tka track ceaatiag raamita did af coarac load to a conti­
aaaaa aarre. Taa acta of theoretical reaalta are alaa preaeated. 
Orna af thea ama ebtained with a »BXS­ealeelatiea (a Dak traaapert 
cade) aaiag OMS­1 library eeaa tante, wh eroaa tke ether cae 
ama obtained with a NDSN cade aaiag TSEmaOS calculated croee­
aectiaaa; theee laat reaalt aaa kiadly aade available by CNEN 
(La Caaaceia). 
Pram tka figure aac cam eaaclade tkat the two typoc ef experi­
aeatal reaalta agree rather well with each other, aa well ae 
with tke VDSN­THEBMOS reaalta. Tke ether theoretical recuite 
are leca aatiafyiag; it ia believed that thie sight be due tc 
aa aacerrect thermal aeatteriag aatrix for kydrogea in the 
flMS­1 library. 
Bcf, 
VII.1 C O . PONCSLET : Baraup Pkyeiee of Heterogeaeoue Baactar 
Lattleea; ■CAP­6009 (June 1965). 
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TABLE VII.1 : BEVISI OF THE DISCUSSED CONFIGURATIONS 
■amber 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
7 bla 
8 
8 bla 
9 
10 
Pitch 
'SENA f 
PSSNA/2 
PSS­a / 2 
'SB*A/2 
2 PSEnn 
2 PSEaA 
VSaeU 
PSENA 
PSENA 
PSEHA 
PSENA 
PSSBA 
Fuel 
Vo 
4/0 
3/1 
3/1 
3/1 
3/1 
3/1 ««d 4/0 
3/1 and 4/0 
4/0 
4/0 
3/1 and 4/0 
3/1 and 4/0 
Geometry 
cylindrical 
rectangular 
eyliadrieal 
rectangular 
cylindrical 
eqaare 
tao concentrica! conca, 
eyliadrieal geeaetry; 
3/1 i» the center 
tao concentrica! conce, 
equare geometry; 
3/1 ia the ccater 
rectangular 
eyliadrieal 
two coatiguoue rectaa­
gular nlnba of 
3/1 aad 4/0 
rectangular 3/1 seno, 
campleted with two 
lateral 4/0 zonee 
TABLE VII.2 : ONE ZONE CONFIGURATIONS 
Config. 
number 
8 bie 
8 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Pitch 
PSENA 
PSENA 
PSENA *' 
PSENA / 2 
PSENA /Z 
PSENA / 2 
2 PSENA 
2 PSENA 
Fuel 
4/0 
4/0 
4/0 
4/0 
3/1 
3/1 
3/1 
3/1 
Geometry 
CTL 
RECT 
CIL 
RECT 
CIL 
RECT 
CIL 
RECT 
Number 
of rode 
27 
17 
15 
20 
824 
χ 32 ­ 864 
351 
χ 22 m 374 
299 
χ 21 ­ 315 
363 
X 20 m 400* 
k . f f · · χ ρ · 
1.0000 
1.0002 
1.0000 
1.0007 
1.0000 
0*997*» 
1.0000 
1.0017 
keff. tacer. 
1.0021 
1.000V 
0.9973 
0.9977 
0.9994 
0.9982 
0.9907 
0.9985 
Experiaeatal 
value cf a 
peripherical rod 
0.018 ft Aà 
­
0.043 ft £ 
­
O.063 ft **· 
­
0.028 ft At 
­
* The actual configuration wne compoeed of 18 χ 18 ■ 324 rode of 3/1 fuel, 
plus 76 rode of 4/0 fuel et the periphery. 
TABLE V I I . 3 : ONE ZONE CONFIGURATIONS 
CONFIGURATION CHARACTERISTICS 
(pitch ­ fue l ­ geometry) 
PSENA " k/0 ' R E C T 
PSSNA / 2 " 4 / 0 " C Y L 
PSDIA / 2 " k/0 " M C T 
PSEnA / 2 " 3 / 1 " C T L 
P S H U / 2 ­ 3/1 ­ »KT 
2 PSEmå " 3 ' 1 * C I L 
{­
^32 
{­
^21 
Ρ(EXP) 
Bnx 
(10"6 ca"2) 
2435 + 10 
2569 ± 7 
2584 + 11 
2582 ♦ 19 
2603 ♦ 24 
2590 ♦ 23 
2 λ ( Μ Ρ ) ax 
(ca) 
13.67 ♦ 0 .14 
11.98 + O.15 
11.80 + 0.18 
11.82 ♦ 0.26 
11.58 ♦ O.30 
11.73 i 0 .28 
2(EXP) 
Brad 
(10"6 ca"2) 
r 4230 ♦ 160 
I 32V0 7 30 
8724 ♦ 40 
f 5236 ♦ 6k 
X 3w20 ♦ 28 
10710 ♦ 300 
f 6158 ♦ 147 
I ^335 I 159 
­
2 X ( E f > red 
(ca) 
13.10 ♦ O.93 
13.^8 7 0.24 
12.20 ♦ 0.12 
f 12.09 ♦ 0.27 
\ 11.67 Τ 0.20 
10.5*» ♦ 0 .5* 
f 12.39 ♦ 0 Λ 7 
I 9.02 ♦ 0 .83 
­
BLt 
(10" 4 cm"2) 
9910 ¿ 170 
11418 ♦ 41 
11481 ♦ 37 
13300 ♦ 300 
12980 ♦ 24o 
­
1 
• 
•e 
a 
I 
TABLE V11.4 : TWO CONCENTRIC AL ZONE CONFIGURATIONS (pe.„TA) 
SENA 
CONFIG. 
NUMBER 
7 
7 bis 
OVERALL 
GEOMETRY 
CYL 
SQUARE 
(30 χ 30 rods) 
CENTRAL ZONE 
332 3/1 rods 
14 χ 14 = 196 3/1 rods 
OUTER ZONE 
58O 4/0 rods 
704 4/0 rods 
keff, exp. 
I.OOO9 
O.9905 
k .„, theor. eli 
1.0049 
I.OO25 
Experimental 
value of a 
peripherical rod 
0.016 % ψ 
CONFIG. 
7 
7 
ZONE 
3/1 
4/0 
2(EXP) 
Bax 
(10"6 cm"2) 
2438 + 18 
2399 + 16 
2 λ(Ε*Ρ) ax 
(cm) 
13.62 + 0.18 
14.14 + O.32 
(EXP) 
Brad 
(IO"6 cm"2) 
578O + 140 
I 
Or 
I 
TABLE VII.5 t SMALL ZONE SUBSTITUTION STUDIES 
(4 χ 4 » 16 rode sono in the center of 3/1 configarntionc; the 
recuite are nk .. valuea in ft; the experiaeatal preciaion 
ie ♦ 0.004) 
SUBSTITUTION ZONE 
Enrichn. 
3 / 1 
3 / 1 
3 / 1 
3 / 1 
4 / 0 
2 / 2 . 7 
F a b r i c a t i o n 
VIB. HET. 
VIB. HOM. 
SWAGED 
SWAGED 
PELLETS 
VIB. HOM. 
Clndding 
t h i c k n e e c 
0 . 2 5 
0 . 2 5 
0 . 2 7 
O.38 
O.38 
O.38 
PSEMA 
EXP. 
0 
• 0 
* 0 
­ O.O58 
* 0.09h 
­ O.O92 
Theory 
0 
­ 0 
P I H U / 2 
EXP. 
0 
­ 0 . 0 0 4 
­ 0 . 0 1 4 
­ 0 . 1 8 2 
­ O.237 
­
Theory 
0 
­ 0 .001 
­ 0 . 047 
­ O.228 
­ O.27O 
­
2 PSENA 
SXP. 
0 
• 0 
·» 0 
­ 0 . 1 7 7 
­ 0 . 5 6 6 
­ 0 . 0 9 0 
Theory 
0 
I 
< 
I 
TABLE VII.6 : REACTIVITY EFFECTS OF VARIOUS PERTURBATIONS IN 4/0 AND 3/1 FUELS 
PERTURBATION 
■ATURE 
1 B^C rod 
2 B.C roda 
3 B.C rode 
4 B^C rode 
5 B. C rodo 
6 B. C roda 
7 BjC rode 
1 H20 cell 
7 H20 celle 
1 Al rod 
1 Al plate 
k/0 FUEL 
EXPERIMENT 
­ 0.59 ♦ 0.01 
­ 0.99 ♦ 0.01 
­ I.36 + 0.02 
­
­ 2.03 + 0.02 
­ 2.35 ♦ O.03 
­ 2.70 ♦ 0.03 
♦ O.O32 ♦ O.OO5 
♦ 0.190 + 0.010 
­ 0.016 ♦ 0.005 
­ 0.200 ♦ 0.010 
(configuration 8/4) 
THEORY (MND; 4 groupe) 
­ O.52 
­ 1.38 
­ 2.11 
­ 2.8O 
♦ 0.048 
+ O.25 
3/1 FUEL ( 
EXPERIMENT 
­ 0.44 ♦ 0.02 
­ 0.79 ± 0.02 
­ 1.08 ♦ 0.02 
­ I.38 ♦ 0.02 
­ 1.66 ♦ 0.03 
­ 1.92 ♦ 0.03 
­ 2.19 ♦ O.O3 
♦ O.O56 ♦ 0.016 
♦ O.283 ♦ O.OI3 
• 0 
­ 0.105 ♦ 0.013 
configuration 10) 
THEORY (MND; 4 groupe) 
­ 0.42 
­ 0.73 
­ 1.01 
­ I.30 
­ 1.59 
­ 1.87 
­ 2.14 
♦ 0.042 
♦ 0.33 
I 
< 
M M 
• 
e 
ι 
­ VI I . 2 1 . ­
TABLE V I I . 7 : P u 2 * 9 / · 2 3 5 SPECTRUM INDICES 
(Conf igura t ion 10 : 3 / 1 f e c i , P g B ( A ) 
Meaeureaent 
poc i t i oa 
r e f l e c t o r 
♦ 4 
♦ 3 
♦ 2 
♦ 1 
0 
­ 1 
­ 2 
­ 3 
­ 4 
­ 5 
­ 6 
­ 7 
­ 8 
­ 9 
No porturhatioa 
1.65 ♦ 0 .03 
1.86 ♦ 0 .03 
1.84 ♦ 0 .03 
1.90 ♦ 0 .03 
1.93 ♦ 0 .03 
1.96 ♦ 0 .03 
7 H¿0 c o l l a 
1.91 ♦ 0 .03 
1.89 ♦ 0 .03 
1.92 ♦ 0 .03 
1.81 ♦ O.03 
— 
7 B4C rama 
1.88 ♦ 0 .03 
1.93 ♦ O.03 
1.90 ♦ 0 . 0 3 
1*95 ♦ O.03 
PERTURBATION POSITION 
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CHAPTER VIII : COMMENTS ON THE COMPARISONS BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
VIII.1. Introduction 
In thin chnpter we will ehortly comment on the various compari-
cene between theoreticnl nnd experimental recuite, preeented in 
the preceding chnpter. Thie will be done systematically for 
each paraaeter. Ac wae etated before and ne can be eeen e.g. 
from tnble VII.1, only the 4/0 (U02) nnd 3/1 (U0£ - Pu02 with 
about one third of the fissions in the plutonium) fuels ere 
concerned in thie diecuecion. 
VIII.2. Multiplication factor calculation· 
Th· procedure edopted for the calculation of thie parameter 
hae led to very eaticfaetory reeulte; thie appears clearly from 
the reeulte listed in tnble VII.2 : the ngreement ie always better 
than 0.5 ft ok .., except in one enee, where the diengreement re-
mains however ecceptable. Thie cet of reeulte gives us a parti-
cular confidence in the nbility of our methode to calculate the 
k .. of configuratione, constituted by the considered fuel typee. 
Moreover it ie quite important to atroce thet the various lntticeo 
ere relèvent to quite different moderator to fuel volume ratioa, 
so thet the confidence ie not limited to the cace of PWR latticee, 
euch ne the SENA one, but enn be extended to BWR latticec. Tke 
very large moderator to fuel ratioe allow a covere cheek of the 
évente taking place in the thermal energy rang·, aa ia thaae 
cacee the heterogeneity degree in the cell, i.e. the diaadvantage 
factor, is increased. The one fuel zone lntticee con·titute of 
couree the beet check of the k f, calculation procedure; tnble VII.4 
illustrates however aleo that the k f f calculated for two cone 
configurations, are close to the experimental values. 
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It ehould be outlined furthermore that the lattice with 4/0 
fuel end the SENA pitch ie n very important one in the scope of 
our programme; from table VII.2 it appears that for both the 
rectangular and the cylindrical geometries the egreement ie 
very close. 
VIII.3. Power distribution calculations 
Although the procedure applied for power distribution calculations 
has been described in chapter VI, it is worthwile to summarize 
here the essential steps : 
- the power distribution is calculated by means of diffusion 
calculations (1D, 2D or 3D), using a few group scheme (4 neu-
tron groups); 
- the few group cross sections are generated by a cell calcula-
tion taking into account the leakage by means of a total mate-
rial buckling; 
- the few group cross sections attributed to each region corres-
pond to the equilibrium spectrum of the considered region; 
- the MND formalism is used for the thermal cross sections, because 
this formalism leads to a better prediction of the power near 
water gaps and near the reflector. 
The purpose of the various experiments leading to comparisons 
between experimental and theoretical power distributions is to 
check how well the methode described previously are able to pre-
dict this important nuclear parameter in situations which normally 
occur in power reectors, in situations specific to the recycling 
of plutonium in power reactors, and also in more complicated 
situations, constituting still more severe tests. 
A first situation to be investigated is met in lattices with 
different fuel regions, especially when one of them contains 
plutonium and another one does not. The study of the power sharing 
in such cases is quite important for the recycling of plutonium 
in light water reactors. 
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Due to the difference in mngnitude of the fieeion cross sections 
235 239 
of U and Pu an important discontinuity of the power distri-
bution occurs nt the boundary between the two kinds of fuel. 
The study of configuration 9 is representative of this problem. 
The calculated distribution is in good agreement (fig. VII.19) 
with the experimental distribution, but one should keep in mind 
that in the 3/1 fuel only one third of the fissions occur in 
the plutonium; therefore the further check of this kind of situa-
tion in the case of higher plutonium enrichments remains neces-
sary. -
The power distributions near various perturbations, crented in 
regular lattices, such as e.g. local B.C rod or H O gap zonae, 
constitute another important problem for the theoretical tools. 
Their ability to predict accurately euch power values ehould 
be ensured, as in n power reactor vnrious lattice perturbations 
exist. Therefore the power distribution hae been measured nnd 
calculated in presence of various perturbations in the two 
considered fuels (4/0 and 3/1). From fig. VII.15 nnd VII.16 
it appears that the agreement is setisfactory, except in the 
presence of the B.C rods. Fig. VII.17 is relntive to n confi-
guration constituting a very severe teet of the power distribu-
tion calculation procedure; it wae more particularly intended 
to prove the validity of the MND cross section method. 
As can be seen, all the calculated local power values ere in 
the range of the required accuracy (5 ft). It ie important to 
pay attention to the sense of the disagreement : the calculation 
overestimates the power peaks near water gape so that, ae far 
as safety considerations ere concerned, the reeulte can be con-
sidered as conservative. 
VIII.4. Control rod worth calculations 
Table VII.6 summarizes the various reeulte obtained for lattices 
where n certain number of fuel rode were substituted by BvC rode. 
The 10 ft accuracy goal for control rod reactivity worthe ie 
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reached for the listed ceses; on the other hand it hne been 
seen thnt the power distribution around the £. C rode ie not 
precise enough. Ae both characteristics ere linked in the calcu­
lation, further work remains necessary. 
VIII.5« Comparison of the neutronic characteristics of homogeneous and 
heterogeneous fuels 
The email zone substitution experiments having shown no reactivi­
ty effect when substituting 16 homogeneous vibrocompacted 3/1 
fuel rods by 16 heterogeneous ones, a theoretical investigation 
was carried out to explnin this fact. Table VII.5 illustrates 
that the global theoretical conclusion is the seme. From the 
analysis of the theoretical results it appears that in the case 
of the heterogeneous fuel, where the plutonium is preferentially 
located at the periphery, the plutonium isotopes have e larger 
disadvantage factor than in the case of the homogeneous fuel. 
The formule 
,r 
I 2TTT N ± ( r ) * ± ( r ) dr h-~-I vr> 2ΤΤΓ dr 
shows the importance of the spatial dependance of the concentra­
tion on the mean flux in the rod for each isotope i. It is 
clear that the ieotopes which are at the periphery will have a 
larger mean flux value than the unique mean flux value corres­
ponding to a homogeneous fuel. Furthermore it is clear that 
in the case of heterogeneous PuOp - U02 fuel, the change of the 
disadvantage factor for the four Pu isotopes will have a reac­
tivity effect depending on the Pu composition. This means that, 
if for certain plutonium compositionscompensations occur so that 
no reactivity difference between heterogeneous and homogeneous 
fuels ie resulting, this will not be necessarily so for other 
typec of plutonium fuels. 
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CHAPTER IX : CONCLUSIONS 
Aa pointed out In the generel Introduction to this document, the described 
results do not constitute n flnel eccount on the complete recetor physics 
programme set up by Belgonucléaire end the SCK/CEN In the field of plutonium 
recycle studies, but only on the activities until 1968. The present 
conclusions drawn about the ability of the theoretical methode end codec 
are limited to fuels without plutonium or with e relatively low plutonium 
content. Therefore these conclusions heve to be considered ce Incomplete 
and provisional, when referring to the entire problem of recetor design 
calculations in the case of plutonium recycling. In order to be nble to 
make e complete and final judgement, higher enriched plutonium funic, 
poisoned moderator configurations including plutonium fuel zones, cs well es 
certain particular local feetures of power reactor cores, will be studied ; 
the end of this programme will fell in 1971. 
Nevertheless, the work reported here has led to conclusions, which nre in 
generel very satisfactory and which allow alreedy to heve n certain confidence 
in the results to be obteined further on. In feet, it cen be mentioned 
that, at the moment of the editing of this report, the results obteined in 
1969 for the 2/2.7 fuel tend to confirm rather well thet confidence. 
Basing ourselves only upon the results, discussed In this report nnd thus 
relèvent to the 4/0 end 3/1 fuels, the following specific conclusions 
enn be drawn : 
1) the effective multiplicetion factor is calculated with n precislon 
better than 17. &k; 
2) In almost all cases the requested 4 to 5% eccurccy on calculated power 
distributions Is achieved ; In some specific situations the use of 
more developed calculation·1 tools seems to be edvlsable, euch ae 
3 D diffuslon codes insteed of 2 D ones or codes cllowlng to 
tnke Into eccount the spctlcl spectrum vcrintlon (e.g. nenr 
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Absorbing perturbations), such as THERMOS or Ρ MG codes ; 
3) tke control rod worth determinetion should equally be studied 
further on the basis of other experiments ; the importance of the 
correct evaluation of the mutual shielding between cdjncent ebsorblng 
rode in the enee of cruciform arrangements is obvious ; on the other 
hand the newer type of recetor control, the RCC one, hes to be 
investigated too, both for reactivity worth end local power distribution. 
A P P E N D I C E S 
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APPENDIX II.1 : TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAFETY VALVES 
Tke eir­tightnece af tke door ie obtained by prcceing · glued rubber diec 
aa a circular knife with n diameter of 13*5 cm, which pcactrntee the rub­
ber by 0.5 awi. Tke preaaure ie chocea tc have a good air­tightnecc 
witkeut daanging tke rubber : tke nominal proccure ie 15 kg/cm , the leak­
age beginning nt n preaaure of 10 kg/ca . 
Ike electro­magnet ie aade of Npcrainoxn; ite forco ie comprised between 
30 aad 60 kg for n 120 aA current. The permanent aagneticm force ie lower 
thaa ar equal to 7 kg. During the normal operation, the nctunl trnetion 
forco on the electro­magnet ia betaeea 21 and 33 kg, thue lying between 
tke angnetie fareea with aad without current. 
Exteneive tcctc aave beca aade uaing nicrocwitchee counted on the vnlve 
aad a pule· generetor giving 1000 pulnec/c. A eoaplete cerea circuit 
hae been reproduced on a baaeh maki ag tke following meaeuremente poeeible ¡ 
­ tke delay time between tke eeram order aad the door opening etnrt 
­ the delay time eorrecponding to the complete opening of the vnlve. 
Tke aeaaaraaeata kare beca aade far dumptank­connected vnlvec end jncket­
eoaaeeted once in three typical coaditioaa : 
­ Tke "operating11 condition, characterised by c rubber pressure of 
13 «S/«2. 
­ fka "leakage'· eoaditioa, characterised by a rubber preeeure of 
10 kg/em2. 
­ Tke ■extreme·· eoaditioa corresponding to no prceeure on tke rubber. 
Tke reaalta are givea ia tke following table : 
Wnter level in 
the recetor tank 
[ca] 
168 
(noainnl) 
118 
Rubber preeeure 
[kg/ca*] 
15 
10 
0 
15 
10 
0 
Valvec of the jacketd) 
Door departure 
DM] 
41 ♦ 7 (2) 
46 ♦ 6 
70 + 14 
46 + 8 
68 + 13 
85 ♦ 11 
Opening 
[■·] 
93 + 2 
100+ 3 
129 +10 
108 + 3 
133 +13 
155 + 9 
Valvec of tke dumptanke 
Door depnrture 
[■·] 
29 + 7 
33 + 5 
45 + 7 
30 + 8 
40 + 7 
55 + 11 
• 
Opening t»c] 
66 + 7 
7 0 + 1 
85 + 8 
71 + 6 
82 + 4 
100 +10 
(1) The difference between n vnlve connected to n dumptank and one connected to 
the jacket is due to different eir pressures resulting from the corresponding 
wnter heights. 
(2) The reeulte are the mean delay times for all the experimentei valves and the 
deviations give the rnnge in which all valuee ere comprised. 
ι 
•β 
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APPENDIX II.2 : TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FAST DUMP SYSTEM 
The fast duB.p system has been designed in order to get the recetor 
under control with a epe Ci comparable to the one obteined with enfety 
rode. 
The dump system has the advantage thnt there remnihe no criticnlity riek 
after the scram, the moderntor being out of the core. The decign of the 
feet dump system hed to take into nccount some characteristics of the 
already existing installation; for thie reason it consiste of two im­
portant parts : the dumptanks, which do not let the water fell et c 
sufficient speed but which are able to receive the complete water content 
of the reactor tank,and the jecket, which cannot receive the weter of 
the reactor tank, but enables a fast jump at the beginning of the cerna. 
This fest jump ie mainly necessary for a quick elimination of the upper 
reflector which haa e relatively email reectivity effect. 
Checke of the effectiveneee of the feet dump cystea have been mnde in 
the presence of several configurntione consisting of different numbers 
of dummy rode in aluminium. Theee rod number· did more or lece corres­
pond to the number· of fuel rode in the criticnl configurntione to be 
constituted during the experimentei programme. 
The reactor control being poecible by the water level, checke of the 
effectiveneee of the feat dump eyetem have been ande at different 
lévele. Moreover, ell the measurement· were performed at the center 
of the core to take account of the fact thnt the bottom grid délaye 
the water precent in the core. A eoaparieon between the fell law in 
the reflector end in the core illnetrntec thie effect(cee fig.II.n). 
In order to determine the delay time· accurately, electrodee inculnted 
from the recetor «tructur·· ere leaded nt the picee of come fuel pine. 
They have contnete with the water at different lévele. An electricnl 
eontnet between the electrodee nnd the reactor tank ie obtained when 
the weter recehee the eontnet lévele. 
A pul·· generator giving 1000 pul··· per second ie connected to the 
recetor tnnk. 
When the water ie et ite «tart level, the pulcec are collected by 
■cm· cedere. At the sare time, the »cram button cut· the voltngc 
of the «cram lin· and starta nil th· acelere. The indication· of tk· 
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•calere give recpectively the delay tine before the weter eterte moving 
and the tim· needed to reach the different wnter lévele during the 
wnter dump. Tke reeulte are given in fig. 11.11. 
It enn he ceen thnt in the woret condition· the d*lcy time to empty the 
cere is cmnller than one cecond nnd thet the fell law presents only 
email differencec when the eaount of rode or the start level change. 
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APPENDIX 11.3 : CALCULATION OF THE HIGHEST ADMISSIBLE REACTIVITY IM­
SERTION RATE. 
1. Some core parameters ueed for the cafety aaalyeic 
The choice of theee parameter· waa aade on the bacie of tke plaaaed 
experiment·! programo·. 
1.1. Neutron life­time and delayed neutron frnctlon 
Parameter 
1 C»] 
■äff » 3 
1/B.ff Cs] 
ι ** 
Fuel 4/0 
15.io"6 
0.75 
20.10** 
Γ?­*) 
Fuel 2/2.7 
12.10"6 
0.55 
22.IO"* 
1.2. Tempereture coefficient 
Range of tempereturee 
< 40· C 
from 90· C to 150· C 
Fuel 4/0 
­ 0.9.10"%/· c 
­ o.7.io~­fy»c 
Fuel 2/2.7 
­ 1.1.10"5t/*C 
­ 0.8.10"5|/*C 
1.3. Form fector 
The highest form factors to be considered for the different 
fuels are I.5 axially end 2.4 radially. 
1 .'t. Relation between power deneity and neutron deneity 
Fuel 4/0 : 1 W/cir of cell corresponds to 7*89*10 n/cnr of eoli. 
Fuel 2/2.7 : 1 W/CBT of cell correeponde to 6.38.10 n/cn5 of cell. 
(*) The exect definition of theee fuel enrichment· ia givea ia 
chapter III 
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1·5· Recctivity in function of decreceing wnter level 
Weter level [ca] 
168 (noainnl) 
165 
16Ο 
155 
1*5 
135 
Fuel 4/0 [f] 
0 
- 0.1 
- 0.5 
- 1*7 
- 5.8 
-13.3 
Fuel 2/2.7 
0 
- 0.2 
- 0.6 
- 2.2 
' 7'7 
-17.5 
[·] 
2. Analogous calculation 
The calculation ie performed on the analogous computer of the CEN/SCK. 
It consists in finding which linear recctivity increase is necessary 
to reech e temperature of 100*C ct the outer cledding surface of the 
hottest fuel pin. The ueed calculation aodel is conservetive with 
respect to the cctual eituetion. Indeed, both logarithmic channels 
ere assumed out of service (no period scraa) end the thermal model 
ie bcced on the representation of an adiabetic single cell of unit 
length, in which the heet transfer takes place only by conduction. 
For the kineticcl neutron treatment, a point model is used with six 
delnyed neutron groupe. In theee circumstances, an energy of 300 W.s 
per ca fuel pin ie calculated to be necessary to get such a temperature, 
The calculation has been perforaed for both 4/0 and 2/2.7 fuels; the 
reeulte for the 4/0 fuel are somewhat more restrictive than the other 
once end nre the only ones considered hereafter. 
Two wnter fnil lnwn, corresponding respectively to the noainnl 
level end η reduced one, ere combined with the reactivity in function 
of water level lew to give the recctivity decrease in function of 
the time elapsed after the scram signal (fig. 11.12.). 
For the analogous calculation, these curves ere simplified into 
a delay tiae followed by a linear decrease of the reactivity, in 
euch a way that the delay tiae includes successively : the ampli­
fier delny time, the relais delay time, the fall law delay time and 
tke time ct the beginning of the water level decrease when the reac-
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tivity chang· ramai·· maali. 
The iaitial flax aad tke aerea lercia are aaad aa farma etara af 
tke prehima t tke aaat rcatrietlvc of ali tka •enalaared saase a« 
pcada te aa iaitial flax af 10* n/en2· aad a eerma lerci af 10** A 
(~ 5.109 a/ea2 a) aad tke oorroapaadiag kigkeat aarni·clhle reaativity 
iaereccec are fcaad te be : 
0.14 $/c at aaaiaal Irci, 
0.30 t/c at redaced level. 
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APPENDIX IV.1 : SPECTRUM STUDIES IN CONTACT WITH GULF GENERAL ATOMIC 
A. Introduction 
Already in 1965 eeveral contacte took place between etnff member» af 
Gulf General Atomic, Saa Diego (USA), aad eerne members of tke Belgiaa 
plutonium project teem. In thnt period O.G.A. hnd juet prepared a "pro-
poaal for program to perfora experimental and analytical reactcr lnt-
tice pkynice étudiée" [eee : GACP-52-225, May 1965], for cubmiaaioa ta 
tke USAEC with a view to ite realization ia the freme of the Joiat 
U.S.-Euratom 1 and D Programme. 
The nein objective of thnt programme waa described ae "the eyet emetic 
measurement nnd calculation of neutron epectrn nnd traneport in typi-
cal lattieee of direct intereet in light wnter design'*. Aa oae of 
the ciac of the Belgiaa plutonium programme wee the ctudy of aeutroa 
epectra in plutonica fuelled thermal lattieee, both theoretically aad 
experiaentnlly, it appeared thnt n eertnin collaboration between both 
programmes could be interesting. The idee wne npproved by the USAEC 
end by Euratom in I966. 
Th· work on the "Lattice Phyeiee Studi··" programa« ctcrted et 
San Diego on Mny 1, I966. Three aoathe Inter, Dr J.L. Ruccell Jr 
of GGA vieited Mol during n f·· weeks. At thnt oecneion the practi-
e d collaboration possibilities war· diecueced nnd some nctione de-
cided. From then onwards reguler contnete between both eidec of the 
Atlnntic were anintnined and at th· occaaion of autuai viaite the 
progress of the work wae diecueced. 
B. Generel survey and principal aims of the prograaae 
Since many years before the ctert of the nentioncd "Lnttice Phyeiee 
Studiec" programme, time of flight spectrum measurement· acre beiag 
done in the GGA laboratoriee, co thnt the experimentere there had 
acquired quite c lot of experience in the field. On tke otkor head, 
th· experimentei ntudy of neutron epectrn waa ia Mol alampa done by 
aeane of spectrum iadex aeaauramcatc with aetivatioa detector·. 
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It wae felt that, when both techniquee (the differcntinl nnd the inte-
grei one) could be cpplied in the same or in very aimilnr physicnl 
condition», th· comparieoa aad the annlyeie of the reeulte night leed 
to interacting conclueione on both of then allowing eventually certein 
improvement». Furthermore it wee hoped thet through ouch comparison» 
n more preciee knowledge of the nucleer cherecterietice of come fre-
quently ueed nctivntien detectore could be echieved. 
Firet the possibility hed to be erected to renlize meeeurement condi-
tion» in San Diego and in Mol in euch e wey thet the obteined reeulte 
would be completely comparable. During Dr Ruaeell'a visit to Mol, 
the decign nnd fnbriention of two identicnl cylindricnl contninerc 
with boron contnining wnllc were decided; theee containers would be 
filled with liquid »olution», the equilibrium epectrua of which wee 
to be studied. One of theee contninere wne to be ueed for the tine 
of flight mea»urementa, the other oae would be put in e thermal column 
of the BR1 recetor in Mol for the ectivetion measurement»; in the 
lntter enee the neutron eource would be e highly enriched urenium pinte, 
loceted juet outeide th» contniner, on ite axie. The originally plan-
ned eontniner dimeneione were modified later on, due to the feet that 
they eppecred to be too small to allow accurate parallel theoretical 
epectrua calculationa, which GGA wiehed to cerry out; so e ne», lerger 
container type wee designed in nutual agreeaent. 
Ae for the programme of the experiments, it wee decided to start 
with measurements in plain weter ee e reference cese. The main mea-
»urenent« would then be done in nn erbium nitrate eolution in water. 
The choice of erbium ae resonent absorber wae justified by the fact 
that ite low energy resonance structure is very similar to the one 
of plutonium, thus yielding spectra of the same type. The time of 
flight measurements wer· don· by GGA in this erbium eolution, after 
which thi· solution »ae «ent to Mol for the ectivetion measurements : 
in this wny it waa made eure that the properties of the eolution were 
the came for the two types of measurement·. 
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C. Statue of the work at the expiry of the Eur·tom TBUB-coatract 
At the end of the period, covered by the Euratom TRUB-contract, every-
thing wne rendy to etert the experiment·; tke meaaurcacat equipment 
(container nnd fuel pinto), tke deteetorc, tke erbium aolatiaa aad 
•erne codec needed for the interpretation of the mcaaerameat reaalta. 
Thi· preliminary work will be deccribed very ehortly ia akat follone. 
C.1. Mcaaurcaent cquimacat 
The aoat important part of the aeaaureaent equipment ia of eoarac 
the eyliadrieal contniner itcelf; it ie represented in figure 
IV.2, which shows eleo eoae other detaila cbout the whole of 
the "Integrei Spectrum Facility",«noh aa th· flaml location of tke con-
tainer with respect to the BS1 recetor nnd the position of tke 
235 U fiecion pinte. Tke outer redini dimeaaioa of tko container 
waa choaen eo that it ceuld juct be iatradueed iato tke I, channel 
(c horizontal theraal column in BK1); preliminary neaauraaeata aa tke 
relctive importance ef tke reneter background contribution to tko 
cctivitiec aeaeured iaaide tke contniner did lead ta tkd 
conclunion thnt the beet localization of the coatniaer aaa jaat 
outeide tke graphite , aa repreceated ia the fiacre. Tke 17C layer 
all around the contniner nllowe only the faat fiecion neutrene, 
coming from the fiecion pinto, to enter in the coatniaer; tkaaa 
coming from tko reflector ere abeerbed. Tke eat«ring faat 
fieeioa neutrone ere tken aaderctcd iaaide tke eoataiaer according 
to the propcrticc of tke eolution it ia filled with. 
Figure IV.3 ehowe tke positioning device of tke détecter falla, 
to be put iaaide the eoataiaer; ia the ecce repreaented in tke fi-
gure, the deteetorc arc arranged for the neeeuremeatc af taa radial 
flux diatributieaa; ennlegoue peaaibilitiee exiat fer axial dietri-
butioa dotoraiaatieaa. 
C.2. Detectar choice 
It aaa decided te cae aa importaat naabor of deteeterc, all baaed 
on (n,Y) roactiaaa, at tke excéptica of tko flaaile aaaa, far akiek 
tke U2*5 aad Pa2*9 (a,f) reactioaa wore to be eaaated. Tkaaa aetlva-
tiaa deteetorc iaclade Ma, Dy, Ac, la, La, Ir, Sa· 
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Far maat af them aa exteaaire evaluatie· aark ca their anclear 
character!etice, eaaaatially reaaaaaee peremeter·, ama dea· ia 
1967 [SCE/CSN repart BLO 421]. 
Tkaaa deteetorc kare their acia reaoaaacee at different energie», 
aa tkat different energy rangea ef the apeetram eaa he investigated, 
C.3* Caleulatice taala 
Alaa ia 1967t« cade aaa arittaa ia Mel (CROCUS), allcwiag the 
aecaratc calculatie· of the croce ceeticae of deteetorc with im-
partent thermal aad epithermal reeoaaaeoe, aa well aa their ree-
pemae funetiene ia givaa apeetra. Oa the other hand the avail-
ability af a eade, alleala« apectram unfolding fram aeaeured recc-
tiaa ratea, aaa prepared through eoataetc with the CNEN-Ceater of 
La Caaaeeia. 
C.4. Tke erbium ee^etiaa 
Aa erbium altrate eolation ef about 105 f/1 «ce prepared by GGA. 
Tke time ef flight aeaaareaeata ia it acre doae in San Diego in 
tke eourcc of 1967. Then it aaa aeat te Mol for the cctivetioa 
aeaaarameata, aa well aa the time of flight reeulte. At GGA th··· 
reaalta acre already compered with the oaec calculated with the 
GATHER codo; tko differcace foaad was aaaigaed te tke croce eee-
tiaa parameter· aaed far tke calculation, n conclucion thnt should 
ho confirmed by tke nctivatiea reeulte. 
D. Conclusion 
At tke nement af tkia repart'a redaetiea an importent number of acti-
ratiaa maaaarmaaata have already been performed cad a good part of 
tkma aaa beea aaalyacd. Enough recuite ere nlrecdy evnilnele to con-
clude tkat tkia apectram ctady programme, a relatively modest part 
af tke whole plutonica pregremm·, will nllow to obtein come intcree-
ting aad eeacrete reaalta. 
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APPENDIX V.1 : k#ff AND CRITICAL MASS DETERMINATION 
A. Geaercl acthod 
Maat af the critical ekcekc arc aade one» for a eyliadrieal geometry 
aad aaee for a rectangular one. 
After tke appraaek to critieality, performed by progressiv· eubcriti­
cal counting», th» k .. or the oritieni aaaa determination la general­
ly done in the eupercritical ctnte in order to get a better eeeuraey. 
When the configuration hae to be purely rectangular, it ia practically 
impossible to fiad a jaat critical core; indeed, tko appraaek aaa emly 
be done by increasing the coro cise by ctepc of one ree af faal pine. 
Tke problem in thus to find n roctnngulnr core which ia somewhat ammar« 
critical, the reactivity exceec being eufficiently email ta enable a 
period aeaaureaent. 
In tke ccee of c cylindrical geometry, the approach to critieality 
ie mueh eceier; indeed, the core eicc enn he iaercaaed by atapa af 
one fuel pin (in fnet, steps of four fuel pin« are made far eymmetry 
reasons). The finni critical aaee ie obtained by a eupercritical 
approech on the bnnie of two period meaeuremente for tao elightly dif­
ferent supercritical configuratione. Ia both caeca, tke reactivity 
excess ie obteined by aeaauring the asymptotic poaitive perlad pr cia 
eed by rieing the weter frem ite eritieel level up to ita cmaiaal 
level (complete upper reflector). 
Praetieelly, the counting rntoc induced by the neutron flax la a V . 
proportional counter ere punched ct cucceccive time interrala ia a 
fora directly euited for computer analyaic. 
After dieeppecrnnce of the trnnciente, the reeulte obey tke laa : 
•(t) - · .."Τ o 
where Τ le the asymptotic period. 
The velue of the period ic calculated by c lccct equare fitting af 
the experimental data corrected for the dead tiae of tke counter 
(S.Cm.-C.E.N, programa· PA 112). 
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The associated reactivity excess is then calculated on the basis of 
the NORDHEIM equation as will be described in appendix V.2. 
B. Particular cases 
When it is not possible to find a core with a sufficiently small 
reactivity excess, use is made of one of the calibrated curves 
giving the reactivity excess as a function of the critical level 
(see fig. V.1). 
From a lot of experimental results for different configurations 
and fuels, it appears that the reactivity excesses for critical 
levels above the fuel height and the reactivity effect of the upper 
reflector depend only on the pitch of the core. Such curves are use-
ful to obtain the k of a configuration only by a critical level 
determination. 
On the other hand, it may happen that the suitable configuration is 
slightly subcriticai. In that case, the k _. is obtained by perfor-
ming subcriticai countings in presence and in absence of the upper 
reflector. The inverse counting rate being proportional to the sub-
criticality, the same kind of extrapolation, as performed in a criti-
cal approach, but using the reactivity effect of the upper reflector, 
gives the magnitude of the subcriticality at nominal level. 
An example of such a k determination is presented in fig. V.2. 
C. Accuracy discussion 
C.1. Accuracy of a direct k __ measurement « eff 
Reproducibility tests carried out on a well-defined configuration 
show an accuracy of +_ 0.002 % Ak/k on a period measurement. 
In general however, the reproducibility of a k f f measurement does 
not depend only on the period, but also on the critical level de-
termination, the water temperature, etc. An idea of this global 
reproducibility is given by the dispersion of the points around 
the curves of figure V.1. Most of the points are close to the cur-
ves, within 0.01 % Ak/k. 
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C.2. Accuracy of the critical mass determination in a cylindrical geometry 
The advantage of the cylindrical geometry is that it allows a one­
dimension calculation. Experimentally however, the cylindrical 
geometry can only be approximated by a broken line. In most cases, 
several rather close approximations of a circular section are pos­
sible, resulting in small differences; this effect can be important 
for small cores. 
Systematical tests have been made for the smallest configuration 
of the programme, i.e. configuration 3 with about 3OO 3/1 fuel 
pins, pitch = f¿ χ SENA pitch. 
Several cylindrical configurations of 307 fuel pins, different by 
their approximation of the circle, have reactivity excesses vary­
ing within +_ O.O36 ft Ak/k. Due to the fact that all these confi­
gurations have a perimeter rather different from the ideal circular 
one, a systematical error of the same order (i.e. 0.04 % Ak/k) can 
affect the final result, so that the total uncertainty due to geometry 
is estimated to o'aR "^ Ak/k. 
Moreover, during the supercritical approach, the reactivity value 
of the peripherical fuel pins depends on their exact location at 
the periphery. This effect leads to one n.ore uncertainty of 
+ 0.01 % Ak/k. 
The greater the critical rod number, the smaller these errors be­
cone. The following table summarizes the global error, associated 
with critical mass determination. 
TABLE V.1 : ERRORS ON CRITICAL MASS DETERMINATION 
Configuration type 
(fuel, pitch) 
4/0, SENA pitch 
4/0, /2 χ SENA pitch 
3/1, /2 x SENA pitch 
3/1, 2 χ SENA pitch 
Criticcl number 
of fuel pins 
824 
351 
299 
363 
Recctivity effect 
of n peripheric 
fuel pin 
0.018 
0.043 
0.063 
0.028 
Globnl error 
on the keff 
teken equal to 1 
+ 0.01 
­ 0.03 
♦ 0.03 
­ 0.06 
+ 0.05 
­ 0.09 
+ 0.02 
­ 0.04 
Global error on 
the criticcl number 
of fuel pine 
[%] 
­ 0.1 
♦ 0.2 
­ 0.2 
+ 0.4 
­ O.3 
♦ O.5 
­ 0.2 
+ 0.4 •β 
< * 
■Ε­
Ι 
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APPENDIX V.2 : RELATION BETWEEN THE ASYMPTOTIC PERIOD AND THE REACTIVITY 
The reletion between the recctivity end the ecyaptotie period ie obteined 
for eech configurntion on the bncie of the NORDHEIM equction, ucing eix 
groups of deleyed neutrone : 
1 T Peff Γ *i 
p = 1 ♦ Τ * 1 ♦ Τ L 1 ♦ λ τ 
i­1 * 
where ρ is the reactivity excess in the form of 6k ,f/k ­, 
Τ is the period 
0 ._ is the totel effective fraction of the delayed neutrone 
a. is tne relative fraction of each group of delayed neutrone 
and k. is the corresponding decay constant. 
Due to the great differences between the studied configurntione from tko 
point of view of geometry and fuel composition, 0 ,,, a. nnd λ. ere to 
be calculated for each configuration. This ie done in the following way J 
e) the r.acroscopic neutron constants of the elementary cell nre obteined 
by the PANTHER code (see chepter VI), for four energy groupa; 
b) the 3., a. and λ being to be weighted over the whole configurntion, 
tne needed flux distributions nre calculated with η diffueion codo : 
use is made of the one­dimension PANOPLIE code in the ca·· of a cylin­
drical configuration and of the two­dimension codec PANDA nnd SQUID 
in the case of a rectangular configurntion. 
The indicée 1, j end k referring respectively to the delnyed neutron 
group numbers, the fissile isotopes end the energy groupe, the following 
expressions nre ueed : 
' ' V T 
where S. ie the totel source of neutrone produced by each icotope j t 
sj ­ Í­1 v­rfjk­Vv 
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6 
S - r fi ptotal ' L·, Pi 
i=1 
a 
1 0total 
Γ. λ.. S. 
λί - Γ. S. 
J J 
c) The effective total fraction of delayed neutrons is then obtained by 
a second diffusion calculation, with the same codes, but where three 
more groups are introduced in order to calculate separately the flux 
distributions of the prompt neutrons and the delayed ones. The trans­
fer cross sections relative to the neutrons going frod each of these 
groups to the other ones are calculated taking into account the frac­
tion of the delayed neutrons produced in the corresponding energy range, 
The ¡3 is then obtained as follows : 
k=5 k 
e f f ~ Σ 7 S \=-\ bk 
where S is the total source of neutrons produced by all the isotopes 
in energy group k : S, = Τ. ν.Σ .$ . ν 
Κ. J I JK. κ 
Tables V.2taV.7 and figure V.3 summarize the results obtained for four 
typical configurations of the experimental programme related here : 
1) a cylindrical configuration of 810 4/0 fuel pins loaded according to 
the OEIMA pitch; 
2) a cylindrical configuration of 36i? 4/0 fuel pins loaded according to 
the /2 χ SENA pitch; 
3) a cylindrical configuration of 2Ò1 3/1 fuel pins loaded according to 
the /2 χ SENA pitch; 
4) and a cylindrical configuration of j>6y 3/1 fuel pins loaded according 
to the 2 χ '¿tUA pitch. 
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TABLE V.2 : ABSOLUTE FRACTION 0. PER GROUP AND ISOTOPE 
_ji 
group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
U-235 
0.000215 
0.001424 
0^00127^ 
O.OO2568 
0.0007^8 
U-238 
0.000204 
O.OO215I 
O.OO2543 
O.OO6092 
0.003533 
O.OOO273 O.OOII78 
Pu-239 
0.00007** 
O.OOO626 
0.000443 
O.OOO685 
O.OOOI81 
O.OOOO92 
Pu-240 
O.OOOO9I 
0.000775 
0.0005^9 
0.000848 
0.000224 
0.000114 
Pu-241 
O.OOOO9I 
0.0O0775 
0.0005^9 
0.000840 
0.000224 
0.000114 
Pu-242 
O.OOOO9I 
0.000775 
0.0005^9 
0.000848 
0.000224 
0.000114 
TABLE V.3 : WEIGHTED ABSOLUTE FRACTION ß± FOR THE CONSIDERED 
CONFIGURATIONS 
group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Ptotnl 
configurntion 1 
0.000214 
0.001467 
O.OOI35O 
O.OO2778 
0.00091^ 
O.OOO327 
O.OO705 
configurntion 2 
O.OOO215 
0.001445 
O.OOI3IO 
0.002668 
O.OOO827 
O.OOO299 
O.OO676 
configurntion 3 
O.OOOI6O 
O.OOII35 
O.OOO988 
O.OOI938 
O.OOO607 
O.OOO229 
O.OO505 
configurntion 4 
O.OOOI62 
O.OOII37 
O.OOO983 
O.OOI919 
O.OOO58O 
0.000220 
O.OO5OO 
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TABLE V.4 : RELATIVE FRACTION a± FOR THE CONSIDERED CONFIGURATIONS 
group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
configuration 1 
0.030398 
O.208IO6 
0.191^3 
0.39^ *031 
O.129663 
0.046379 
configuration 2 
0.0317^ 
O.213589 
0.19369^ 
0.39^96 
O.1223IO 
0.044170 
configurntion 3 
0.031640 
O.224518 
O.I953V7 
O.383206 
O.120092 
0.0*5198 
configurntion 4 
0.032405 
O.22736O 
O.196596 
O.383750 
0.115971 
O.043918 
TABLE V.5 : DECAY CONSTANTS λ PER GROUP AND PER ISOTOPE (s~1) 
— — — — — "* 
group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
U-235 
0.0124 
O.O305 
0.1114 
O.3OI4 
1.1360 
3*0140 
U-238 
O.OI32 
O.O32I 
O.I39O 
Ο.358Ο 
1.4100 
4.0200 
Pu-239 
0.0128 
O.O3OI 
O.I238 
Ο.3254 
1.1220 
2.697Ο 
TABLE V.6 : WEIGHTED DECAY CONSTANTS λ FOR THE CONSIDERED CONFIGURATIONS 
group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
configurntion 1 
O.OI25 
O.O306 
0.1130 
0.3048 
1.1523 
3.07^ 
configuration 2 
O.OI25 
O.O306 
0.1122 
O.303O 
I.1438 
3.0426 
configuration 3 
0.0126 
0.0304 
0.1170 
Ο.3123 
1.1384 
2.9202 
configurntion 
0.0126 
0.0304 
0.1164 
0.3112 
1.1351 
2.9119 
4 
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TABLE V.7 : EFFECTIVE ABSOLUTE TOTAL FRACTION ifff FOB THE 
CONFIGURATIONS 
Configuration 1 
Configurntion 2 
Configuration 3 
Configurntion k 
0.00762 
0.00750 
0.00570 
0.00542 
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APPENDIX V.3 : ONE REGION POWER DISTRIBUTIONS 
A. Axial power dietributioa 
Tke axial power distribution« are aeaeured by two different techniquee : 
tke fiecion chamber one and the Y­ecnnning one. 
A.1. Ficción ckamber aethod 
Tkia aethod coaeietc in aeaeuring the counting rntes of e fission 
Chamber aovcd ctep by ctep along the height of the fuel loeding. 
In VENUS n 20th CENTURY­U2­55 finnion chamber ie ueed; it hoc en 
externnl diameter of 3 mm aad aa active length of 1 ca. It ie 
fixed to e regulnting rod drive aechaniam, which cllowe to aove 
tke chember from the reactor control room. The ective pert of the 
chamber ie guided inaide c tube (identicnl to n fuel pin cladding), 
which ie loaded in the reactor juct es a fuel pin. The installa­
tion of the fiecion chember and ite vertical movement inside the 
core nre illuntrated in figure V.4. 
Daring tke aeaaureaentn, the recetor ie kept criticcl end stable by 
email aoveaeata of e reguleting rod, comp«necting the smell reac­
tivity effecta due to the chifte of the fiecion chember itself. 
Tke ceaatiag ratee of the fission chamber ere nornnlised by acene 
ef tka counting ratee of e BF proportional counter, which ie fixed 
during tka aeaeureaente, ao that the email neutron flux variations 
ladueed by tke reaativity adjustment· nre taken into nccount. 
A graat affart kam beea devoted to obtnin th· precie· positioning 
af tka «hember la the core : tke chamber ie loceted with aa accu­
racy af ♦ 1 aa with reapect to the fuel aid­plane aad ita axial 
mavaaeata are reproducible aitkin + 0.1 aa. 
■ken dalag tka aeaauraaeata themeelv··, th· reactor power ie chocea 
la arder ta kara a etat ia tical accurecy better than 2 % for the fie­
eioa chamber aad 1 % for tke BF monitor. 
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Α.2. Y­scanning method 
A fresh fuel pin (i.e. a pin having a natural or residual activity 
which is negligible, or low but well­known) is put in the configu­
ration at the position of interest and irradiated. The irradiation 
8 2 is performed at a constant flux level of about 10 n/cm » : 
th» irradiation time is always the same (arbitrarily chosen ns one 
hour), in order to have always the same fission product Y­spectrum 
and the same Y­activity decay law. A few hours after the irradiation, 
the Y­activity is measured, the irradiated fuel pin being moved step 
by step in front of a 2" χ 2" Nai (Tl) crystal, which "sees" the 
rod through a collimating window in a lead shielding; this shiel­
ding protects the crystal egainst the Y­activity of the rest of the 
fuel pin. The resolution of the collimator may be changed : resolu­
tions of 1 cm or 2 cm are generally used. 
In order tó get results independent of the radiei distribution of 
the fission products inside the fuel pin (due to η macroscopic 
radial flux gradient and eventually to a heterogeneous rndial dis­
tribution of the fissile material), the fuel pin turns slowly 
around its axis during the measurements. 
The relative positions of the fuel pin, the shielding and the 
crystal are schematicly given in figure V*5* 
As it has been seen in chapter II, the Y­scanning installation is 
completely automatized. The translation mechanism is designed so 
that it gives a positioning accuracy of the fuel pin with respect 
to the collimator of about 1.5 mm, the reproducibility of the lo­
calizations being better than 0.5 nm. 
The Nal crystal is connected to a classical Y­spectrometry analyzer 
and an automatical counting system with punch recording. 
As there is generally no modification of the self­absorption along 
the axis of the fuel pin, the gross Y­activity measured above 
0.425 MeV gives directly the axial power distribution without any 
error. Except for the heterogeneous fuel pins discussed hereafter, 
the Y­scanning method gives an accuracy of the order of 1.5 %· 
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BanjCXk «bout tha influence of the heterogeneity of the fuel on the 
measured axial power distribution 
Figure V.6 compares the distributions of the Y-activity measured 
respectively for a 3/1 vibrocompacted heterogeneous fuel pin and 
for a 4/0 pelleted one (considered as homogeneous). Both have 
been irradiated closely together in an axially constant flux in the 
BR1 reactor. The results for the 4/0 fuel give an information about 
the statistical counting accuracy, whereas those for the 3/1 fuel 
show clearly the heterogeneity incidence. 
The following comments can be made : 
- the Y-activity of the heterogeneous fuel pin does not show any 
global variation indicating a systematical error on the measure-
ment of the axial power distribution; 
- especially for the low energy Y-ray activities the deviations due 
to the heterogeneity are mucn tore important than the statistical 
ones (4/0 results); 
- these deviations decrease for Y-rays of higher energy : this is due 
to the facts that self-absorption is smaller for Y-rays of higher 
energies and that the heterogeneity concerns the plutonium which 
is mainly present at the radial periphery of the rod. 
It has to be noted that the fast decrease of the Y-activity at both 
extremities of eacli fuel pin does not correspond to a variation of 
the fission density (or of the fuel density), but is due to tue ac-
tual resolution of the collimator. Indeed, although the collimator 
window has only a width of 2 cm, experiments performed with a point 
source snow tnat 7o x· of tne measured activity corresponds to tne 
considered 2 cm of the pin, the other 22 % coming from the 2 cm 
next to it, 1 en. at each side. This explains the decreasing values 
at the fuel pin ends. This phenomenon does not affect however the 
axial power distribution further than 4 err from both extremities. 
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Α.3. Comparison of both methods 
Figure V.7 gives an exemple of e comparison between axicl power 
distributions obtained by both methods; it can be úeen that the agreement 
is very good. 
B. Radial power distribution 
As for the axial power distribution,two experimental techniques ere 
used, but both are based on fuel activation : Y­scanning of irradiated 
fuel pins and counting of irradiated fuel pellets. 
B.1. Y­scanning method 
The method is just the same as for the axial power distribution, 
but instead of counting several points of one fuel pin, one has to 
count one point of several fuel pins choosing them on the same level. 
For the sake of precision, especially in the case of neterogeneous 
fuel, eacn fuel pin is measured at three different levels near the 
fuel mid­plane and the values are averaged in order to find a unique 
radial distribution. 
In general, it is again tne gross Y­activity above 0.425 KeV which 
is measured, as for tne axial measurements. The advantage of this 
metnod is tne low irradiation level, enabling the use of the same 
fuel pins already two weeks later with reasonable résiduel activities. 
It is particularly interesting for repeated irradiations, when tne 
amount of available fuel pins does not allow to store a lot of fresh 
fuel pins for the measurements. 
The data are puncned by the Y­scanning installation in such a way 
that they can be introduced directly in the computer for analysis. 
Tne reasured Y­activities are reduced to a relative power distri­
bution normalized to a given nonitor fuel pin, taking into account 
all counting corrections, such us background, dead time, decay, 
residual activity, etc. (».C.k.­C.E.N, computer programme FA 157). 
An accuracy of tne order of 1.5 /o is obtained, as for the axial 
power distribution; this precision is less good in the case of 
heterogeneous fuel. 
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Β.2. Pellet ectivetion method 
Tke aethod conaicte in the aeccureaeat of the Y­activity of e given 
fiecion product produced by nctivntion of freak fuel pelleté con­
tained in dinaoaatahl· fuel piae. Thee· dismountable fuel pice 
beiag deeigaed to have pkyciccl characteristics ae close ec possible 
to the cace ef the standard fuel pine (see chapter II), the use of 
tkia aetkod doee not dieturb tke power distribution of th· inves­
tigated coafigurâtiaa. 
The following decay­chaia ie need : 
.4 ­» IkQ _ 140 «.140 T 140 „ 140, ., χ 
Fieeie»­!· ­ C e ­ B e ­ L a ­ Ce (stable) 
(16c) (66 e) (12.8 d) (1.67 d) 
140 The La ia praduced with e yield of ebout 6 * per fission nnd it 
eaita 0.9*» Y­ray of 1.6 MeV per dieint*gretion. 
Thirteen dnyn nfter en irrndiation of two hour» et e flux of about 
9 2 140 140 
10 n/ea a, the Be ­La chein reaches it· radioactive equi­1*t0 librium and th· Lu decreeeec with ·η effeetiv· helf­life of 
12.8 days. Th· pellet· ere counted on e Y­epectroaetry installation, 
composed of four counter· with Nel crystals, using · threshold Adjus­
ted juet below th· 1.6 MeV Y­rey. The certeinty, thnt only the L e 1 ^ 
i· aeaeured, in thie wny, ha· been Achieved by checking the half­life 
140 of the Be duriag a loag tiae : a velue of 12.86 deye, in egree­
aent with litereture, hee been obtnined. 
A cycle routine ie followed for counting, so thet the punched reeulte 
enn directly be analysed on η computer (S.C.K.­C.E.N, programme 
PA 114). Thie progreaae calculât·· th· relativ· Y­ectivitiee of 
the pelleté end the errore on theee value» after epplying η etetie­
ticcl rejection criterion to the results corrected for deed tiae, 
background, untumi notivi ty, decay nnd pallet weight. 
An error of the order of Λ % ±m generally found for thie kind of 
measurement; thi· error is confirmed by th· dispersion of th· pointe 
cround the beet fitted curvee, when buckling» ere calculated. 
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Β.3. Comparison of both methods 
The two different ways applied to measure the radiei power distri­
bution are compared in figure V.8. Two series of 7 standard fuel 
pins and 7 dismountable ones have been irradiated at both sides of 
a water gep. The results allow to conclude thnt the reletive ac­
tivity distribution does not change, neither between pellets end 
different types of fuel pins, nor with changée in the counting aethod, 
euch as a different Y­ray energy discrimination. 
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APPENDIX V.4 : BUCKLING DETERMINATION 
In the one­region configurntione, the power distribution is generally 
measured in three orthogonal directione, in order to obtnin the exial 
2 2 buckling (B ), the redini buckling (B .) and the total buckling *2 &X Instel 
(B. . ) , which ie the sum of the other ones. At the criticnl stnte, tot p 
the totel buckling le equel to the meteriel buckling (B ). The exiel 
a 
buckling is always obtained by η cosine fitting, the radial one by η cosine or c J Beseel function, depending on the geometry (respectively o 
rectangular or cylindrical). For these fittings a computer programme has 
been written (RA­5I). This programme carries out e least square fitting 
to find the best set of parameters to be introduced in the formulas of 
the flux distribution : 
­ for a cosine distribution : i(x) = ♦ .cos Β (x­x ) 
max L x o J 
where : ­ χ is the abscisse in the investigated direction 
­ t is the maximum of the distribution 
max 
­ χ is the eventual deviation of the maximum­position from 
the reactor axis 
­ B m —— is the square root of tue buckling in this direc­
tion and X in the corresponding extrapolated size. 
­ for a J ­distribution : *(r) ­ f . J ΓΒ (r­r )1 
­o — mnx o L r o J 
where : ­ r is the radius along which ?(r) is measured 
­ f ie the maximum of the distribution 
mnx 
­ r ie the eventunl deviation of the maximum­position from 
the renetor axis 
­ Β ■ ■ * * is the square root of the radial buckling for 
Γ «Λ 
the cylindrical core end R is its extrapolated rndius. 
In order to nvoid any influence of' the reflector peaks, the analysis 
ie ccrried out in successive steps by reducing the number of experimen­
tal pointe symmetrically, eterting from both extremities. After e few 
number of steps, the buckling vnlue remains constant and ite statistical 
error reaches ite minimum vnlue. 
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Figure V.9 illustrates the different steps of the buckling détermina-
tion for nn nxinl power distribution of 50 pointe. Of couree, tke 
recuite are not significant nnyaore when the number of point* become· 
too smell (< 10). 
The cccurccy of en nxinl buckling measurement ie ueually < 1 %, inde-
pendent of the ueed technique, end the cccurccy on n rndial buckling 
measurement is < 2 %. 
The nccurncy is of couree lese good in the cae· of heterogeneous fuel 
pine; then the precieion ie respectively < 3 % and < 4 %. 
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APPENDIX V.5 : REACTIVITY EFFECT MEASUREMENT 
A. Introduction 
The recctivity effect of e perturbetion ie defined es the k f varia-
tion of n recetor londing induced by the introduction of this pertur-
bation. If it is smaller then 0.3 % Ak/k, it is always possible to 
determine it by n positive period measurement as described in appen-
dix V.1. 
For greater renctivity effects, the subcriticai techniques cannot 
always be ueed or ere not accurate enough to allow a check of the 
calculated renctivity effects. On the other hand, performing the 
check with criticcl mese determinations with end without the pertur-
betion has the dieadventage thet the neutron leakage is changed simul-
taneously with th· perturbation insertion. 
Another possibility is to start with n perturbeted configuration, cri· 
tieni nt n reduced level, to extrect the perturbation by smell steps 
of ·" 0.3 % Ak/k, to determine the corresponding reactivity effect by 
period measurement and to sum nil th· results between the critical 
level with the perturbation and the critieni level without it. 
The "dp/dh aethod" deccribed in what follows ie in feet e more practi-
cal form of thin aethod. 
B. Method 
Firet the vcriation of the renctivity effect associated with e small 
increment of th· water level is measured in function of the critical 
level. The vnrintion of the criticcl level ie obtained by introducing 
nn increasing number of perturbations and th· weter level increment 
ie given by plunging e conetent volume in the recetor tnnk (n seeled 
tube moved by n regulcting rod aechcniea). 
A relatively email nuaber of measurements ie enough to define the 
dp/dh curve with c good accuracy, due to the feet thnt the resulte 
can be fitted by nn nnnlytieni curve. Indeed, npplying the one neu-
tron group theory to « given londing, the reactivity can be described 
na follone : 
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-a - 1 k ­ 1 2 2 2 2 
eff 1 + M¿B¿ Λ 1 + M*B¿ 
keff k­ k­2 2 1 + M B 
The reactor height (or immersed fuel) can be introduced through the 
axial buckling : 
2 
1 + M2B2 . + M2 — ? 
■ 1 r a d (nuF 
Ρ ■ ι z 
Working always at critical levels below the upper limit of the active 
part of the fuel rods, i.e. not changing λ, one obtains by derivation 
of the preceding formula : 
2 2 dp _ 2M TT 
dh * k ,. u 3 
The complete ­rf· = f(h) curve can thus be obtained by a least square 
2M2 ίτ2 fitting of the experimental points and the best values of — r and λ 
OS 
are determined. 
The axial extrapolation length λ can also be defined on the basis of 
axial buckling measurements; but, up to now, the fitting has always 
been better with a smaller extrapolation length than the one given 
by the buckling determination. The only explanation of- this fact 
seems to be the lack of precision due to the one group theory approxi­
mation. 
An example of such a measurement is given in figure V.10. 
The curve being known, the reactivity effect of a given perturbation 
is easily obtained by measuring the critical levels with and without 
this perturbation and by integrating the dp/dh curve between both : 
j? if d" - "-ΊΓ- Κ ♦ V* - <". ♦ »"'J 
O 
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C. Accuracy 
The precision on each measured point, used for the -rr- fitting, depends 
mostly on the knowledge of the water level increment; it is of the 
order of 5 %· 
A -rf- curve is generally fitted on about 15 points; this reduces the 
011 Μ 2 π 2 uncertainty on the — parameter to I.5 %. 
OD 
The final uncertainty on the reactivity effects is usually found between 
O.OI5 end O.O35 % Ak/k; it depends mostly on the water level measure-
M 2 JJ2. 
mente for small perturbations and on the —r parameter for greater 
00 ones. 
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APPENDIX V . 6 : SFECTRAL INDEX MEASU HEMEN To 
A. Introduction 
We define a spectral index es the ratio between the reaction rates of 
two isotopes irradiated in tne same spectrum. It can be expressed 
as follows : 
o 
♦(E) σ±(Ε) dE 
J #(E) σ±(Ε) dE j »(E) dE A 
o o i 
r* Γ™ * yr 
t(E) σ.(Ε) dE *(E) σ·(Ε) dE J 
r Ρ 
t(E) σ.(Ε) dE 
'o J lo 
J *(E) dE 
o 
where : ­ 1(E) is the neutron spectrum; 
­ σ·(Ε) and σ·(Ε) are the differential cross sections of tne 
considered isotopes for the measured reactions; 
­ σ. end 3­ ere the effective cross sections for the given 
— J 
epectrua according to the WESTCOTT notations. 
The most important spectrel index for uranium­plutonium fuel is the 
239 235 ratio between the Pu and U fission rates, because most of the 
fissions nre induced in those isotopes and because this ratio is very 
sensitive to epectrua variations in the thermal energy range. 
B. Experimental aethod 
The measurement ie bneed on the activation of two kinds of fissile 
fous : 
­ c U/Al alloy with 20 * uranium, enriched at 93 % of U2"55. The 
uranium content of the foil ie 7.65 mg/cm and ite thicjcness is 
0.127 aa. 
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2 39 - e Pu/Al alloy with 20 % plutonium, containing 97 * of Pu . The 
plutonium content is 4.55 mg/cm and its thickness is 0.076 mm. 
The experimental method consists in comparing tne foil activities af­
ter en irrediation in the investigated spectrum with tne activities 
of the same foils irradiated in a pure Maxwell spectrum, which is 
available in the graphite thermal column of the BK1 reactor. 
The spectral index is obtained by the expression : 
K af5 \ 
ro Λ 
^ A 2 3 5 yR A2-59 
A o R r*t \ 
r o > °f 
V A 235 >T 
o 
under the following conditions : 
a) the same foils are irradiated successively in the investigated spec­
trum (R) and in the thermal column (Τ), so that it is not necessary 
to take into account eventual weight differences; 
b) the activities A correspond to zero thickness foils, i.e. they 
are corrected for the perturbations due to the presence of the 
foil as well in the investigeted medium (the fuel) as in the ther­
mal column; this important point will be discussed below; 
c) as the foils are irradiated between fuel pellets, the measured 
activity contains a parasitical activity of about 5 % d u e to 
the flesion products coming from the adjacent pellets. The correc­
tion is made on the basis of the activity of an aluminium foil, 
irradiated in the same conditions as the fissile ones; 
d) the Y-activities of the foils are measured through a 8-shielding 
aade of ι ^ m thick aluminium plate and with η threshold adjus­
ted at Ο.765 MeV to avoid any self-absorption effect; 
e) both types of foils are irradiated simultaneously and are counted 
between 2 end 7 houre after the end of the irradiation. 
During this period, their Y-activities follow the law : 
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A(t) = A(to) x (rf J 
­ α 
where α is e constant for a given fuel. The a's of U end Pu 
being somewhat different, ell the activities heve to be reconver­
ted into activities et e well­defined moment efter the irrndintion. 
f) the Y­spectra and the decay laws are assumed to be independent of 
the neutron spectrum in which the foils are irradiated. 
a 2 3 9 
The ( ­ „ J ratio is obtained on the basis of the beet values of 
è 35 T 
f " the fieeion cross sections (ref. V.1) and of the neu­
tron ternpereture of the thermal column, which is practically equel 
to the graphite temperature 
Isotope 
Pu 2 3 9 
π 2 3 3 
Ó­ (2200 m s ) 
(7^3.1 + 2.3) b 
(578.3 + 1*6) b 
g (293 βκ) 
1.049 
0.976 
åf (293 ·ι> 
(779­5 + 3 .7)b 
(564.4 + 1.6)0 
β 2 3 9 
^ af5 Λ 
1.3Ö1 + ο.οοδ 
C. Foil perturbation 
C.1. In the thermal column 
In order to estimate the perturbation of an absorbing foil in η 
moderator, the following formula is used, according to the work 
of SHOOK et al. (Ref. V.2) : 
1 ­ 2Ε,(τ) 
2 (1+e) actual activity 2 
zero thickness ectivity * ' 1 ­ 2Ε,(τ) 
1 ♦ =­* 
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where τ ie the optical thickness of the foil 
C is η correction taking into account the edge effect on 
the seIf­shielding in the foil; 
g is another correction taking into account the edge effect 
on the externei flux depression. 
The epectrua of the thermal column being mnxwellinn, the perturba­
tion calculation performed et one energy is sufficiently eccurnte : 
η vnlue of 0.956 is found for the U/Al foil end 0.955 for the 
Pu/ΑΙ one. This provee thnt the presence,of the folle in the ther­
r Ao ' Ν 
ani column doee not modify the retio . ­,,, j ; this is mainly V A ° 5 yT o 
due to the feet that both types of foils have the same optical 
thickness. 
C.2. In the fuel 
Irradiated between the fuel pelleté, the foils create a perturba­
tion depending on the difference between the macroscopic cross sec­
tions of the foils and the fuel. Due to the complexity of the neu­
tron spectrum end the cross sections, a calculation in function 
of energy ie necessary : 
T(E). I •(E) t ( E ) f O Í 1 ot(E) dE 
actuel nctivity 
zero thickness ectivity »· 
J *(E) af(E) dE 
where ­ 1(E) ie the nenn, unperturbed neutron spectrum inside the 
fuel pin, ne calculated e.g. by η theoreticnl code; 
­ of(E) ie the differentinl fission cross section of the 
235 239 considered isotope U ' or Pu " ¡ 
T(E)feil 
­ g* \ ie the flux perturbetion induced by the foil. 
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For the fuels and the foils considered here, calculations hnve been 
made for the four following cases : 
Type of foil 
U/Al 
Pu/Al 
U/Al 
Pu/Al 
Type of fuel 
4/0 
4/0 
3/1 
3/1 
actual activity 
zero thickness activity 
O.989 
O.93O 
O.998 
0.9^8 
Correction 
factor 
1.011 
1.075 
1.002 
1.05^ 
Due to tne importance of the perturbations created by the Pu/Al 
foils, an experimental check of the calculation method wee mede 
for the most unfavourable case : a Pu foil inside the 4/0 fuel. 
For that purpose, n special 4/0 capsule was filled with Pu/Al foil 
sandwiches of increasing thickness, aluminium foils having been 
introduced in order to allow for the correction for the fission 
products coming from the adjacent pellets or foils. The correct 
position of the foils has been checked by radiography; indeed e 
good contact between the detectors themselves nnd between the foils 
and the pellets is very important to avoid streaming effects. 
The internal arrangement of the capsule is given in fig. V.11, 
where the macroscopic gradient, obteined by counting the pelleté, 
and the mean activities of the foil sandwiches are shown. After 
correction for the macroscopic gradient, these activities can 
be compared to the calculated results (fig. V.12). 
The calculated curves ere normnlized to unity for the actuel thick­
ness of the foils, so that the reading of the curvee for the zero 
thickness gives directly the correction factor. On the other hand, 
the experimental results are normnlized so that the mean theory 
to experiment rntio is equal to unity. 
#(E) «ι. J.* foil thickness χ . . , , , . . , . . ­The rntio ii­t hae been calculated in function of 
zero thickness 
energy by two methods : 
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*) the_^DUNN^_method 
In reference V.3, the author shows that MONTE CARLO calculations 
are necessary to perform a correct interpretation of disadvan­
tage factor measurements; this is particularly due to the fuel 
discontinuity introduced by the foils. He shows however that 
a simplified calculation method allows an adequate estimation 
of the perturbation, assuming an isotropic flux and neglecting 
the edge effects : 
Act.(x thickn.) ­ Act.(0 thickn.) ^ Γ­ /, n χ r e*· -ΙΪΊΤ D Act.(x thickn.) X L rabs. ( f U e l ) ' Zabs. ( f o l l ) > ° ε Τ 
where D is the foil (or fuel) diameter and χ the foil thickness. 
Comparisons between the simplified calculation and the MONTE 
CARLO one shows that the first one is sufficiently accurate for 
perturbations below 10 'yc. 
°) *ke_|;sH^OK^jnethod 
Shook's formula (see 3.1) has also been used, even for the fuel. 
Indeed the authors of reference V.4 show that the use of this 
calculation method may be generalized to moderators containing 
absorbing or multiplying solutions. 
As it can be seen in the figure, both methods give the same results 
above 0.1 mm of Pu/Al; moreover their shape is in good agreement 
with the experimental points. Below 0.1 mm however they give diffe­
rent results; unfortunately there are no experimental results in 
this thickness range to allow the choice of the better method. 
The "SHOOk·' method being in fact only intended for situations where 
the foil is more absorbing than the medium, the "DUNN" method is 
to be used in general. The small disagreement between both methods 
is taken into account for the experimental error estimation. 
D. Experimental accuracy 
The experimental error has to be estimated on the basis of the follow­
ing items : 
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­ the knowledge of the fission cross sections for the reference 
spectral index calculated for the thermal column : ■+ 0.6 %; 
­ the accuracy of the ratio between the foil activities has been 
estimated by reproducibility tests : + 1 %; 
­ the accuracy of the perturbation calculations ie estimated at + 1 %; 
­ an additional uncertainty has to be added to take into account 
+ 0 % the choice of the calculation method : -, Ζ - n^39 
- ¿ Tb OM 
According to theee figures, the experimental vnlue of the _ spectral 
+ 2 % a 
index is obtained with η global uncertninty of . Z. * 
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APPENDIX V.7 : POWER SHARING DETERMINATION 
A. Introduction 
In a core with fuels of various compositions, the distribution of 
the fission density or of the power density has to be measured in 
two phases, when the activation technique is used. Indeed, the pro­
portionality coefficient between the investigated density and tne 
Y­activity of the fuel differs from one fuel to another one. The 
first phase is an individual measurement of the Y­activity distri­
bution in each region and the second one is the determination of the 
so­called power sharing factor, which allows the normalization of the 
Y­activity distributions. The power sharing factor can be obtained 
by two practically independent methods. 
B. Activation of fissile foils 
When the reactor core is composed of two fuel regions, the simultaneous 
irradiation of two couples of U/Al and Pu/Al foils in each region allows 
the determination of the ratio between the fission densities for each 
Pu¿39 isotope in the two regions as well as the ­._,,­ spectral indices in U¿33 
each region. 
The ratio of the total nue ber of fissions in ..he two regions can easily 
be obtained by combining these ratios with the corresponding atomic 
densities. In the case of a 3/1 fuel region adjacent to a 4/0 one 
e.g., the total fission ratio is expressed as follows : 
F F 2 3 3 ♦ F ¿ 3 0 + F239 + F2/+0 + F241 IMI. IMI I V i : IMI IMI -±¿¿iM F4/0 F 2 3 3 + F230 
V ° F4/0 + F4/0 
N 235 N 3 / 1 ( V
3 3 ^ N239 (V35>> A239 
N235 Λ>235Λ + N235 Λ235> V -235 Λ 7 1 N4/0 v°f A / 0 N4/o V.CTf Λ / 0 °I 3 / 1 
χ C 
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where : - F is the fission deneity [fiss./cm ], 
- N is the etomic deneity [at./en. ], 
- and C a correction factor taking into account the contri­
ti? 239 butions of the isotopes other then U and Pu . 
238 240 241 
Γ -, , V V i V i Ί 
L -235 P259 J ^ V? bn -
~¿3B 
F4/o 
The first factor is experimentally obteined and the C factor is 
established on the basis of theoretical date; it lends to a correc­
tion of about 3 /o* 
In order to obtain the power density ratio, the energy yield per fis­
sion of each isotope has to be introduced in the preceding expression. 
The following values are adopted (ref. V.4) : 
Ρ 2 3 0 ­ ρ 2 3 3 = (201.7+0.6) MeV/fiss. 
ρ241 ­ p¿i+0 * ρ 2 3 9 » (210.7 + 1*2) MeV/fiss. 
C. Activation of fuel pellets 
Pellets of the different fuel types are simultaneously irradiated in 
140 the corresponding regions and the Y­activity of the La produced 
in each pellet is measured after a cooling time of at least I3 days. 
Again, taking the example of a 3/1 fuel region and a 4/0 one, the 
fission density ratio is obtained as follows : 
F Y­Act 1¿K) f 
h¿i.Y Act­3/i x ía¿o, ± F 4 / 0 Y ­ A c t . ^ f 3 / 1 B 
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f4/0 where : ­ ' ie n saali correction factor to take into account the 
f3/1 
different flux depressions in the fuel pellets and their 
influence on the self absorption of tne La Y­activity; 
this correction fnctor is of the order of 0.5 >* nnd has 
been neglected. 
» A is n correction factor, which accounts for the difference 
between the La yields for the U fissions ana the 
U 2 3 3 ones in the 4/0 fuel : 
v235 v235 
k ' F23S 
1 + p35 
'4/0 
­ Β i s η correction factor equivalent to A but for the isotopes 
of the 5/1 fuel : 
„239 .259 ¿ , 9 F236 238 240 240 241 241 
[,.b¿lx(L·- N χ Y239 T . ^ F3/1 X Y + F 3 / 1 * Y + F 3 / 1 * Y -ι 
1 JJVI X " y 3 / 1 Y233JL F233xY233 + F239xY239 J_ 
N2 3 9 753I 230 „240 1,241 
w*/i °> 3/1 *,/­, + *,/n 
Β 
235 In th· expressions A nnd B, the fission densities of U 
¿39 
nnd Pu ' nre experimentally obtained by foil activation; 
the other fission densities ere established theoretically. 
The ^rr retio, where Y 2 3 9 end γ 2 3 3 nre the La yields Y¿35 
per fission of the corresponding isotopes, is taken equal 
to 0.826 ♦ 0.011 (ref. V.5). ­ac has been meesured for 
U 2 3 fast fission nnd U 2 3 3 thermal fission : Y­­rrr « 1*055 
γ Ό 5 
(ref. V.6). 
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24ο 241 Finally, the contribution of the Pu and Pu isotopes 
241 240 239 being small, it may be assumed that Y ""Y *" Y . 
A The —- ratio corresponds to a global correction of about 9 % in the 
case of the 3/1 and 4/0 fuels. 
As for the foil activation method, the power density ratio may be 
obtained by introducing the yields in energy per fission in both 
expressions A and B. Here too, it may be assumed that ρ ·* ρ y 
, 241 „ 240 ^ 239 and ρ ρ Ρ · 
D. Accuracy 
For the foil activation method, the power sharing ratio is the result of 
combining atomic densities and spectral indices; the global uncertain­
ty is thus obtained by combining the corresponding uncertainties. 
This leads to a global experimental error of about 5 !*»· 
For the pellet activation method, the most important uncertainties 
are the statistical counting error, which is usually reduced to about 
0.5 %. by accumulating a great amount of countings, and the error on 
y2y) the - ratio. A global uncertainty of about 1 % is generally obtained 
with this method. 
E. Comparison of both methods 
The foil activation method has two important disadvantages : relatively 
large statistical errors and possible systematical errors due to the 
perturbations introduced by the foils inside the fuel. Nevertheless 
it is interesting to do, in parallel with the pellet activation measu­
rements, a few foil activation measurements in order to make a 
cross check between both types of results. Both methods are indeed 
practically independent, because the spectral index, obtained with 
the foil activation, enters only as a correction factor in the pellet 
activation analysis. 
A lot of power sharing ratios have been measured in a slab configura­
tion with 3/1 and 4/0 fuels, including several perturbations at the 
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boundary between the fuel regions. All the results are given in 
fig. V. 13 : an asymptotic worth of the power sharing ratio appears 
when the neutron spectrum reaches its equilibrium nt both sides of 
the boundnry. The figure shows also that the results obtained by 
the two techniques are equal within their error margins. 
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APPENDIX V.ö : RADIAL POWER DISTRIBUTION INSIDE FUEL RODS 
Two different techniques nre used for the determination of the redini 
power distribution inside fuel pine : 
A. The treck detector technique 
A.1. Method 
This method consists in inserting mien foils between the fuel pellets, 
During the irradiation, the fission products emitted by the pellet 
sides exe collected by the nice foil, in which thoir mean path is 
of the order of 10 μ. After irradiation, the fission product tracks 
are enlarged by putting the mica in fluorhydric acid, so that the 
counting with a microscope becomes easy. The irradiation and et­
ching conditions have been optimized so thnt : 
­ the counting precision is good, 
­ the tracks are sufficiently distant from each other, 
­ the track sizes ere great enough to avoid any confusion with 
eventunl damages of the mica folle. 
A treck density of 5.10 tr/ca is found to be the best one. 
. The treck counting is enrried out with a microscope which enables 
the measurement along the diameter of the foil with a resolution of 
0.3 Β»· Each time the mean result of two opposite rndii is adopted 
in order to nvoid any influence of macroscopic flux gradients. 
A.2. Precision 
The precision on ench measured point is about 2 %; therefore a total 
counting of about 3000 tracks is needed; for central points the 
precision reaches 1 %t due to η greater number of counted tracks. 
The influence of the fuel discontinuity, due to the presence of the 
mice on the measured fission depression, seems to be negligible. 
Indeed, for the involved mien thickness, which is of the order of 
O.05 mm, the thermal flux peaking for both the 4/0 and 3/1 fuels 
is only about 2 %% assuming for the calculation that there is no 
neutron absorption in the mica foil. 
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Α.3* It has to be noted that this technique allows also the absolute 
measurement of the fission density when a calibration is carried 
out in a well known thermal flux (Ref. V.7). 
B. The ring activation technique 
B.1. Method 
This method consists in irradiating, between fuel pellets, U/Al 
and Pu/Al foils of the same kind as those used for spectrum index 
measurements, but cut into small concentric detectors : a central 
circular one and several rings. 
The relative Y-activities of these detectors are a measure of the 
radial distribution of the fission density for the activated isotope. 
If these radial distributions are normalized by means of the spec­
trum index measured inside the fuel, it is possible to obtain the 
radial variation of this index through the fuel pin. 
B.2. Calibration of the counting device 
The measurements are performed with a Nal well crystal. Due to the 
different sizes of the rings, it had to be checked if the sensitivity 
of the crystal does not change with the diameter of the detector. 
Therefore, a large square U/Al foil has been irradiated in a flat 
flux, the size of the foil being large enough to avoid any edge 
effect. After having checked that its specific activity was really 
constant by counting small detectors cut along the diagonal of the 
square foil, a series of concentric detectors was cut and counted 
in the same way as for a depression measurement. The specific 
Y-activities of the concentric detectors did not show any radial 
variation of the crystal sensitivity within the experimental error 
(about 0.5 %) * 
B.3* Precision 
An estimation of the experimental accuracy has been made on the 
basis of reproducibility tests; an uncertainty of about 2 % has 
been obtained for each step value. 
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A test of an eventual streaming effect, due to n bad flatness of 
the concentric detectors during the irradiation, has been carried 
out by comparing the sum of the activities of a series of concen-
tric detectors with the one of a complete detector irradiated close 
to the first ones. An agreement better than 1 % was found. 
C. Comparison of the two techniques 
The differential curves given by the track detector technique, have 
been integrated between the different ring diameters to enable a com-
parison of the techniques. The agreement is very good for the 4/0 
fuel and somewhat less good for the 3/1 fuel, but remains in any case 
within the experimental uncertainties (see Chapter VII). 
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APPENDIX VI.1 : THEORETICAL METHODS USED IN PANTHER CALCULATIONS 
A. Thermal spectrum calculation [3] [4] [5] * 
The treatment of the thermal energy range in the PANTHER code includes 
the thermal spectrum calculation on the basis of CADILHAC'e aethod end 
the nvernging of the thermal group constants over the cell epectrua; 
the cut­off energy can be chosen from O.625 eV to 1*855 *V. The hete­
rogeneity of the lattice is taken into nccount : three formalisms ere 
available. 
Adequate numerical methods have been proposed by combining the multi­
group approximation and Ρ or SN transport methods but they lend to 
excessive running times for routine calculations for thermal spectrum 
calculations. 
In the stationary case, with no external sources, and assuming nn iso­
tropic emission density, the Boltzmann transport equation can be writ­
ten in the integral form : 
r 
i (F, E) = \ dV Γ* (F, E) . 5 exp ( ­ Γ Γ ds ") 1 (1) 
J L 4 π IF ­ F'I v J y J 
♦ (F, E) is the scalar flux and χ (F, E) the isotropic emission 
density. 
If the system can be divided in Ν homogeneous regions where the flux 
can be considered as constant, the relation (1) can be replaced by 
the Ν relations 
Ν Ρ (E) 
ï. (E) « Sum Jf ;P\ κ.(Ε) j ­ 1,Ν (2) J i=i V E ; i 
* Numbers between squnre brackets refer to the bibliogrnphy, given 
at the end of this appendix. 
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i. and κ . are the volume averaged flux and emission density and Σ. J J J 
the total cross­section in zone j. P. .(E) is the probability that 
J t 1 
n neutron uniformly and isotropically born in zone j, collides for 
the first time in zone i : 
r . 
J 
exp ( ­J Σ ds Λ 
P. .(E) 
Σ.(Ε) rr 
V. 
J 
JJ 
4 π Ir. ­ r. 1 ι j' 
dV. dV. (3) 
where r. denotes a point in zone i and r . a point in zone j. 
The reciprocity relation is an immediate consequence of this expres­
sion and reads : 
Σ. P. V. ι i,j ι Σ. P. V. i J.i 0 (4) 
The study of neutron thermalization will establish a relation between 
the slowing­down density q and the neutron flux $, whereas the study 
of the geometrical heterogeneity will define the collision probabili­
ties. The fundamental equations to be solved are : 
Σ . J * . V. — 
Ν 
Sum 
i = 1 
P. 
ι j 
H . 
1 
V . 
1 
1,N (5) 
B. Treatment of thermalization : the Cadilhac model 
Let us consider, in an infinite homogeneous system, the function 
°^ = á(Hf}) 
Μ(E) being the Maxwellian flux at the temperature Τ of the system and 
Κ the Boltzmann constant. 
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M(E) « —S­j exp ( ­ JL ) 
(KT)2 V " y 
The flux being Mnxwellien in nn infinite non nbeorbing medium, the 
function C(E) enn be interpreted ne the departure, due to the Absorp­
tions, of the neutron distribution froa the equilibrium Maxwellica 
•pectrue. By using the principle of detailed bnlnnc«, q in related 
to C by nn integrei Hermitian operetor. The idee of Cndilhnc wne to 
concider the inveree operator J [7] : 
á ( S­ÜT > * «<* <« 
J ie en Hermitian positive définit· operetor. In the eynthetic model 
proposed by Cadilhac, J ie a differentiel second order operntor. Ae 
it is self­adjoint it ie written : 
J(E) ­ j(E) ­ ¿ ( k ( m > ¿ ) (6·> 
Thie fora of J ie shown to be rigorous in two extreme cases; the mono­
atomic hydrogeneous gns nnd the hecvy free gee, end it enn represent 
with η very good approximation nil usunl moderators. 
In the "Generalized Hecvy Free One", aodel of Horowitz the operetor 
J(E) reduces to : 
J(E) ­ j(E) (6") 
Thie ie celled the primary aodel. 
Ia the eecendary model, j(E) and k(E) nre non zero functions relnted 
to the scettering luw S(α, θ) of th· syet··. Th« relation however 
ie not univoonl nnd Soul· hne etudied the beet wcy to adjust j nnd k 
on the pkyeicnl aodel. In order to take into nccount th· asymptotic 
behaviour of j(E) end k(E) nt high energies, two new functions ere 
introduced : 
H(E) > ζ Σ (·) . M(E) . k(E) 
β 
G(E) * ζ Σβ(·) · M(£) · ΕΚ1 · J(£) 
(7) 
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For kigh valuea of I, 0 aad H kave finite limite; becidee, the rela­
tion between i nnd q becomes : 
"*> ­ rrr=r [0(E) "r1 ­H(ï) 'm* ] (8) 
C. Treatment of heterogeneity 
The knowledge of collieion probabilities in eech spatial homogeneous 
region for the neutrone born in every region which croes the other 
regione without colliding, cnn be simplified in n periodicel lettice 
by connidering nn elementnry cylindrical cell preeerving the nren of 
the moderntor nccording to the Wigner ­ Seitz model. 
By combining flux boundary conditione with the collision probnbilities 
for the lettice cell effective collision probnbilities cnn be obteined 
ne proposed by Cleyton [8]. When considering nn elementary cell with 
n certnin number of regione of volume V., P., cen be considered es the 
probnbility thnt n neutron born in V, , or in nny of its images VT in 
the lettice will undergo ite next collision in V, : 
pik ­ pîk + S u r *ïk (9> 
m > 1 
where PT ie the collision probnbility in V for n neutron born in 
V* and P? ie the collision probnbility in V. for n neutron born in 
V , in the cbeence of lettice. 
Then : 
where : 
N 
E.(E) V. . t.(E) ­ Sum P°.(E) . *.(E) V + θ (E) J 3 3 i«l * " 
Ν 
θ (E) ­ Sum Γ Sum Ρ?. X. V ") (10) 
J ■ > 1 v k=1 J ' 
ie obviously the contribution to the collision deneity from emission 
in the images of the lnttice cell. This contribution nay be consider­
ed as the collisione in the cell due to the boundary flux. 
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The calculation of theee effective collision probobilitiee ie quite 
different whether the fuel ie surrounded by c large eeakly abeorbimg 
moderator where the diffusion approximation is valid, or if the cell 
dimensions nre email and the fuel strongly absorbing, where the tran­
sient solutions of the transport equetions nre prevailing. 
When the outer moderator is weakly absorbing the collision probnbili­
ties method may be epplied to the remainder of the cell excluding the 
moderator, and θ is interpreted es the collision in V. due to neu­
trone lenving the moderetor. Another type of collision ia used in 
the aoderetor end therefore the cpecificntion of β. constitutes the 
boundary condition· for the inner region of the cell. This is the 
bneic of the SPECTROX method proposed by Leslie, which is η genera­
lization of the Amouyal­Benoist noderetor treatment and which givea 
good results for light water moderctor celle, despite the arbitrari­
ness of som· of it· calculational prescription·. 
As indicnted by Snuer L17] the success of the Aaouyal aethod, repla­
cing the extrapolation distance into η blnck body found by diffueion 
theory by the extrnpolation length derived by menne of transport 
theory of the cylindrical Milne problem with sources at infinity, ie 
due no the fed that the artificial boundary condition ueed nt the fuel 
boundnry approximately compensates for the error caused by cell cy­
lindrizntion. 
In the other cese, an approximate boundary condition on the flux must 
be specified nnd effective collision probnbilities can then be defined. 
C.1. Treatment of heterogeneity with weakly absorbing outer moderctor 
(Aaoyyal and Bonoiet : SPECTROX) 
The fundamentei equations (5) cnn be written : 
N 
Zi Vj *j « * 5 Pij *i Vi * S* « ¿υ PBj 
where j~ ie the inwnrd eurrent per unit nrea nt the moderator inner 
surface SL·, nnd Ρ . the prebnbility fer e neutron crossing the ao­
deretor inner surface to collide for the firet tiae ia V., aecordiag 
to a given angular distribution. 
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Beeide these N fundnaentnl equation· (N being the number of regions 
inside the moderctor), the conservation equation in the moderctor 
r * M ­ V * M ) V M ­ V VM#M + SM V E ) (11) V M 8 M M y M Bjj 
nnd the globnl conservation equation in the inner region 
N N 
2« r.k Vk *k ­ ?« ( *k ­ *sk *k ) Vk » *M JM (12) 
n last reletion between j , j nnd § is needed for the solution 
M M M 
ef the N+3 unknown» #, (is 1, 2,...,N) iu, ju and j~. 
1 M M M 
Leelie [4] hee developed the SPECTROX method based upon n successive 
collieion probabilities treatment of the fuel and the use of diffu­
eion npproximntion in th» moderator. Th» method has been generalized 
to include nany »inilar tre»tments. If r ie th· fuel radius, r 
nnd r th« inn«r nnd outer radius of the moderator, the SPECTROX 
•••umptien for the epetiel dependence of the neutron flux, justified 
by the Tretinkoff [9] expansion of th· moderator flux in terme of 
buckling eigeafunetionn, leads to th· moderator energy dependent 
acca flux : 
lM(E).#(r2, E ) [ l + ^ h ( ^ ) ] (13) 
with 
y ­ 1 u y ­ 1 4 y 
k(y) « ­3* ­s 1 in y ­ * + — U (14) 
Tke uadcrlyiag aaeumptions are, beeide the treetment of moderator 
by diffueion approximation, the boundary conditions : 
IF ( r ' r3 ) * ° 
SF C r ■ r2 ) ­ ΤΓ * (r2} 
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A relation between j nnd j ie provided either by the diffueion 
theory or by tke hlnckneec concept lending te : 
J m ­ ­ K A r t r M + H ) J M (1*> 
with H ­ 2/3 in diffueion theory (16) 
■ H ( rρ Σ j i» Kuahaeriuk'e aethod for c gray body 
m —τ- ­ λ in Amouynl ­ Benoiet'c aethod [5]; )L ia the 
extrapolation length of η blnck body ia an infinite aedium. 
With the help of Fick'β lew the desired euppleaentnry equation ie 
found : 
jjJCK) . ­J­ Vi) . [ ­f ■») ­ ¡L . ( g ) ] ^ U) d?) 
m 4¿ 
The treetnent of η void between fuel nnd aoderator will not increaae 
the complexity of the problem if the probabilities Ρ . can be related 
to the corresponding probabilities for · neutron coming to th· sur­
face S. of the fuel rod, which heve been extensively studied end 
tubulated. 
The flux shape in the moderator neer & has been defined by the 
extrepolation length A. The parameter of th» anieotropy ie then 
3 Si 
-y- Η ­τ­ if L is the moderator mean free peth. 
The current of neutrone entering the rod per unit height ie written 
as : 
2 π r^ j" ­ J^  ­ ­2­ Γ ι #M + X J^ (18) 
with 
*­­τ·""φ­^»(^) 
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According to Newmerch'e trectment with lineer anisotropy [6] the 
expression for n(x) ie : 
(£ ) - + {«--1£·£['-(£)1]ν*} 
while Amouyal and Benoist find with the assumption of isotropy : 
Λ η Γι n l r T ; - FT 
Two cases are to be distinguished in the determination of Ρ . and 
Ρ according to whether Σ . r is smaller or greater than 1. 
In the first case, the spatial uniformity of the flux can be as­
sumed. 
Stuart and Woodruff [12] showed that the anisotropy of the incident 
neutrons can be ignored, as different angular distribution laws 
lead to quite similar results. Moreover as the fuel does not con­
tain light elements the anisotropy of the scattering can also be ig­
nored in the calculation of P,„ and P„„ which are thus known. It 
B1 11 
should be emphasized that neglecting the anisotropy is only a sim­
plification which is thought not to produce any appreciable error. 
Expressing the fundamental equation for a non absorbing rod immer­
sed in a homogeneous infinite medium with the same composition we 
have the condition that : 
PB1 - 2 ( 1 - Ρ 1 ΐ ) Σ 1 ' Γ1 ( 1 9 ) 
In the second case the use of numerous spatial homogeneous subre­
gions can be avoided by considering the successive collision pro­
babilities Ρ in the rod for a neutron entering the rod according 
to a given angular distribution. 
By equating the total collision rate in the rod to the sum of succes­
sive collision rates, the mean flux in the fuel and tne current enter­
ing the fuel are related by : 
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C " f * K 0 Σ1 V1 #1 " Jî + ¡I [ Po (P1 ­ V # { P1* (Po JV 
­ ζ (Pn Po J^) ] + . . . ] · (20) 
with 
L 1 ( # ) = J Σβΐ (E' "* E) #1 ( E , ) dE' " E s 1 ( E ) * 1 ( E ) 
1 al 
z ' ΣΤ - "TT 
1 1 ρ 
κ 
G = ^ (
P 1 + 2 P 1 P2 + 3 P 1 P 2 P 3 + " O 
Q 1 + P., + Pn P 2 + . . / ) G « Ρ o 
The assumption has been made that the operator ζ is sufficiently week 
to neglect its powers. This assumption can become inaccurate at 
resonance peaks. 
If all P. (i > 1) are equal or if ζ can be permuted with P. (both 
conditions proving rather well fulfilled), equation (20) reduced to : 
(·ΊΓ-ΚΖ)Σ1 VI #1 - ^ (21) 
The same procedure leading to equation (19) gives now : 
G . 2τΛ T.^ {22) 
Equation (21) requires all probnbilities P.. Practically one equals 
all probabilities P. (j > M) to a probability P' defined so as to 
j η 
fulfil equation (22). 
When M — ·, Κ tends to η limit which can be considered as the exect 
limit. Owing to the fact thnt trnnsport theory entalle Κ ■ 2/3 when 
Σ r1 * 0, Leslie found the following analytical form for Κ (Σ r ) : 
K(x) «­j­ + ­­|­x + [ 6 + 2 . 8 x 4 . 4 ( 1 ­ e"2x ) ] 
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The flat flux approximation corresponde to the assumption 
P1 " P2 " P3 ·-
The eyctem to be solved is then : 
Γ1 " Τ rl *M + XJ1 
'ί-(-δ--κΟΣι V1 #1 
V. R. = Σ. V„ *„ - J. 1 1 1 1 1 1 
'M *M - \ VM *M + J1 
(23) 
One finds : 
I, π τ. 1 1 hi *M = \ " ΣβΜ *M s ΣβΜ *M " Tl^ Τ~^Ί (*M " V 
GMM *M + G1M *1 
χ r. 
L1 *1 - R1 " Σ61 *1 ' Ea1 *1 + TT¡ Κ­Γ­Χ (*M " V 
" GM1 *M + G11 §1 
A system of two coupled differential equations is to be solved, with 
the boundary conditions : 
* i ­ ° 
• i ­ ' i 
E > 0 
E « E 
i « 1,M 
In the generalized heavy gas formalism 
L - 5 Σ8 à {any L ■* è *(E - KT> ] } 
the system can be solved by the integration method proposed by 
Leslie [4] . 
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In Cadilhac's formalism however, the introduction of new functions 
is suggested : 
°i ■ *i [ 1 * r r ¡ C «ki T¡ ♦ «u ) ] < ¡*> 
- »1 Bi 
end the system to be solved is (y = E/KT) for i s 1, k s M nnd 
i « M, k ­ 1 
dU 
£{<φτ[>-έ*ί>-ι)Ώί]} 
• 57 β " ui * Κ gki °k 
i k 
According to the definition of U., an iterntion procedure is ne­
cessary here in secondary models of thermalization, i.e. when H / 0, 
but could be avoided by a different definition of functions U,, as 
shown in the next section. 
C.2. Treatment of heterogeneity with isotropic boundary flux (Bonalumi) 
If J is the current of neutrons entering the cell and Ρ the pro­
bability that such a neutron will suffer a collision in V. , Θ. s J *PR·* 
As the net current entering the cell : 
Ν 
J m Sum 
i=1 ( V'i - »i >i
 (25) 
must be zero, one finds the following expression for the effective 
collision probabilities : 
d - P£) 
p. , p° + _JL· ρ 
ki *ki + Ν Bi 
Sum PD 
J = 1 3 
Ν where Ρ, s Sum Ρ . is the non escape probability for V.. Jv Λ iki Χ l s = 1 
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An additional assumption is to be made on the angular distribution 
of the boundary flux for the calculation of Ρ .. Askew and 
ol 
Brissenden [13] have proposed a general boundnry condition in which 
η fraction ζ of the neutrons reaching the boundnry nre reflected as 
from a mirror, the rest being scattered back into the moderator with 
a cosine distribution in the azimuthal direction which is indepen­
dent of the path of the neutron before it strikes the boundary. 
A "white" boundary condition at the outer cylindrical cell boundary, 
corresponding to ζ * 0, has been imposed, corresponding to a situa­
tion in which the neutrons reaching the cell boundnry recoil in an 
inward direction, all such directions being equally probable or in 
other words that the cell boundary flux is isotropical. 
In this case it is proved by Case [14] that 
PBi ■ ΤΓ h C 1 ­ pi ) 
where S is the surface area of the boundary. 
As the approximate method to calculate collision probabilities in 
annular systems proposed by Bonalumi [15] end improved by Jonsson [16] 
does not entail explicit integrations but leads to accurate reeulte 
by an elaborate procedure easily adapted to machine calculations, 
use has been made of it. 
The first step is the calculation of transmission probabilities 
(1 ­ G..) in V. for a neutron entering the inner boundary of this 
region with an angular distribution corresponding to uniform birth 
inside r. < r . .. i ­ j­1 
Assuming the rndial isotropy of the virgin flux the neutron balance 
leads to analytical formulas in terms of V. and Τ for G. .. 
Ρ in the central cylinder is tabulated [9] and Ρ . nre obtained 
by recurrence. 
Considering Cadilhac's equation the 2N equations to be solved are 
then written as : 
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N r d q i Λ Ι. Σ. V. ­ Sum P. . ( Σ . #. + —ri ) V. j j j l e 1 ij V si i dE y i 
di v i r ; " Jj * qj 
J 
" dE V kj * dE qj ) 
or, in matrix form with u = J_ M 
1,N 
A . u = Β q' 
u' a J q ­ (K q 1)' 
The capital letters denote square matrices, whereas the smaller re­
present vectors. The elimination of the slowing­down densities q 
leads to a system of Ν differential equations, which can be easily 
solved numerically in the case of two medie, by writing : 
2 
q' = Sum G±j t . 
j=1 
ui = J i q i - k i q i - v ^ · 
1,2 
and introducing the new functions : 
with 
U. = Sum B.. *. i je1 Ji 3 
B. = 6, . + Η — Ü ­'ij+ a j rsr sj 
Sum g.. W. = Sua G.. *. 
j­1 *& * j.1 J1 J 
i = 1,2 
therefore, the problem ie reduced to solving a system similar to (23). 
When the number of regione becomes larges an iterative method is pre­
ferred. 
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D. Non­thermal spectrum calculation [i] [2] 
The basis of the calculation procedure is the P1 or B1 approximation 
to the Fourier transform with respect to space of the one­dimensional 
Boltzmann equation. 
The modération is nccounted for by hydrogen and non­hydrogenecus compo­
nents. Within the given approximations (P1 or B1), hydrogen moderation 
may be treated either generally or according to the Selengut­Goertzel 
(S.G.) approximation. 
Non­hydrogeneous or heavy element slowing­down may be computed by either 
the Fermi (F) or Greuling­Goertzel (G.G.) approximations. 
Five equations are simultaneously solved : 
[ Σ^(η) + Σ ± η( ϋ) ] *(u) - εΛ # Β # J(u) 
» fo (u) + Γ Ein(u,'u> * *(u) du' " Η - fu" (26) 
o 
' Y(u) * Σ(η) - S Ï . * roi Ί * J(u) - - -|- *(u) - -f- · δ * !-£. (27) . i s j 3 3 i o u 
1-3 = - TI(U) + Σ0Η * |(u) (28) 
ou s 
δι * fi * " Ί - p(u) + Σ ° Η *J(u) {¿9) 
6 · λ * à­m = ­ q(u) + s c1 # roi * ¥(u) (30) 
2 Ô U i/H 
The different approximations mentioned previously can be obtained 
by forcing various terms to assume certain values according to the 
scheme : 
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" \ . Y(u) 
0 
1 
δ 2 * 0 
6 2 » 1 
Ò2-° 
6 2 = 1 
Y ( u ) 
B . 1 . 
S . G . 
F 
B . 1 . 
S . G . 
G.G. 
B . 1 . 
. F 
B . 1 . 
G.G. 
1 
. P . 1 . 
■ S .G . 
F 
P . 1 . 
S .G. 
G.G. 
P . 1 . 
F 
P . 1 . 
G.G. 
The "two step search" defined by Strawbridge is included [18Ü. 
The various cross­sections for each nuclide are tabulated from 54 MUFT 
groups. 
The multigroup MUFT calculations are reduced to few group results 
(three groups or one group). 
The cut­off energy between the fast and thermal energy ranges is 
variable. 
E. The burn­up equations [ï] 
PANTHER considers only these groups of related elements : 
a. uranium­238 through plutonium­242; 
b. promethium­l49 and samarium­149; 
c. iodine­135 and xenon­135; 
d. one pseudo­element accounting for all other fission products. 
An exact solution for these nuclide chains is used based on Laplace 
transforms of the set of differential equations. 
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U-238 CHAIN 
The firet nuclide chnin is linenr (i isotopes) 
dNi 
"dT " " Ai Ni + Ci-1 Ni-1 i - 1,1 
Ai ■ Ι σ ί ( Ε ) *(E) dE + λ± 
Ci * J ffc(E) *(E) dE + χ1 
Using the Lapicee transform : 
Ρ + Α. 
- C1 ρ + Α2 
- CT ρ + Ατ 
« 
Ν1 
Ν Ι 
Β 
Ν01 
Ν 0 Ι 
nnd the Cremer rule : 
i-1 
i NY Q C 
Vp) - Σ -i-r02"-1 i-i α ί ρ + Α. ) 
j«i * y 
hence, the t i m e - s o l u t i o n i e : 
Ν ± ( ί ) 
i - 1 
i i Ν? ü C 1 r -1 Γ Σ Σ ­
1«1 »-1 \ C Aj ­ Au ) 
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FISSION PRODUCTS 
The fission product chnin differential equations nre : 
dB 
HT ' ­ A1 N1 
dN 
1Γ ' ' A2 N2 + C1 N1 
dNF 
TT " " AF NF + °F­1 NF­1 
U­238 
chain 
dN 
­r£ ■ ­ A H + B_ N_, 
dt P P Fp F 
dN 
* ~ ­ ­ A . N . + C . ., N . «, + B_ . H„ dt p+k p+k p+k­1 p+k­1 Fp+k F 
Fission 
products 
Using the Laplace transform : 
Ρ + A1 
­ C1 ρ + A2 
­ C F­1 P + *T 
Fp ­ B„_ ρ + Ay 
­ Β Fp+1 ­ Cp P + AF+' 
­ Β Fp+k ­ Ο Λ. « P + A . p+k­1 ' p+k 
Ν F 
Ν 
P+k 
Ν 01 
Ν OF 
Ν OP 
Ν OP+k 
the following transformed equntion reeulte : 
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iL.Jp) 
1=P 
1=1 
ι k"1 P+k N X . n C 
V ol r=l r 
p+k r L P+k 
f i p n Q ρ + A± ^ 
n-1 p+k-1 
Ν . I l e P+k -Β _ . Π C 
ol , r .. rt-. mP+k , r 
η«1 1=1 fl (^  ρ + Δ± J 1=Ρ Π (^  ρ + Α± J 
The time solution is : 
F-1 F F Ν . Il C exp ( - A t ) 
F „ „ ol r * V u J 
p+k L L· F s N 
1=1 u=l η Γ Α. - A J 
iau 
p+k-1 
p+k 11 C 
C Σ BF1 ΊΓΖ Γ ) 
1=ρ .nf-A 1-A t t; i=l 
P+k-1 P+k P+k B fl C exp ( - A t ") 
+ 
1=P v=l Λ (Ai"Av) 
1=1 
i/v 
F-1 F Ν , Il C ol _ , r 
♦ ( V ­ r­1 ­ Λ 
V ¿ F . „ J 
Π ( A. ­
i=l 
A ­ Ay ) 
The critieality search can be performed using buckling, boron­10 or 
HpO/DpO ratio adjustment. 
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APPENDIX VI.2 : PANTHER CALIBRATION ON THE BASIS OF AMERICAN EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS 
In order to test the validity of the PANTHER code and to compare its 
different options, it has been used for the calculation of an important 
number of uranium and uranium-plutonium configurations, experimentally 
studied in the USA (Hanford and Saxton). These configurations include : 
3 UOp cores enriched to 5.7^ % 
6 PuOp-UOp cores, with a PuOp content of 1.5 % 
5 PuOp-UOp cores, with a PuOp content of 6.6 %. 
More details about these configurations are summarized in tables I and II, 
The results obtained with the PANTHER code have been compared with the 
available experimental results and also with tne results calculated with 
more powerful codes like LEOPARD and the transport code LASER. These 
comparisons were relative to the overall disadvantage factors, the dis-
advantage factors at certain energies, the average and effective micros-
copic cross sections, the thermal absorption balance and, mainly, to the 
effective and infinite multiplication factors (k ,, and k ). 
e n *» 
All the results obtained for both these factors are presented in table 
App. VI.3; all configurations were experimentally determined to be just 
critical. It can be seen that in almost all the cases the Bonalumi op-
tion of the PANTHER code gives the best results. 
TABLE APP. VI.1 : FUEL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDIED HANFORD AND SAXTON CONFIGURATIONS 
Rod diameter (cm) 
Uranium enrichment (w/o) 
PuO- content (w/o) 
Pu-239 1 
Pu-240 I 
Pu-241 f in (w/0) 
Pu-242 J 
U02 (5*7^ %) 
(Westinghouse) 
O.906 
5.7^ 
-
-
Pu02-U02 (1.5 %) 
(Hanford) 
0.9^5 
0.2 
1.5 
91.5 
7*8 
0.7 
~ 0 
Pu02-U02 (6.6 %) 
(Weβtinghouse) 
Ο.856 
0.7 
6.6 
90.49 
8.57 
Ο.89 
0.04 13 
tv 
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TABLE APP. VI.2 : LATTICE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDIED HANFORD 
AND SAXTON CONFIGURATIONS 
FUEL 
U02 (5*7^ %) 
Pu02 - U02 
(1.5 %) 
Pu02 - U02 
(6.6 %) " 
PITCH (in) 
0.52 
O.56 
O.792 
0.55 
O.6O 
0.71 
O.8O 
O.9O 
0.93 
O.52 
O.56 
0.735 
O.792 
1.04 
VOLUMETRIC RATIO 
(HpO/FUEL) 
I.50 
1*93 
5*07 
1.10 
I.56 
2.71 
3*79 
5*1/+ 
5*58 
1.68 
2.16 
4.70 
5*67 
10.80 
EXP. B2 (m~2) 
117.6 
I27.I 
136.8 
4Ö.0 
65.1 
78.5 
14.9 
60.9 
55.2 
IO8.8 
121.5 
159.6 
159.3 
128.4 
TABLE APP. VI.3 : MULTIPLICATION FACTORS k AND k -, 
• off 
Lattice Pitch 
(in) 
Weetinghouee 
U02 (5*7 %) 
0*52 
O.56 
O.792 
Hnnford 
puo2 - uo2 (1.5 %) 
0.55 O.6O 0.71 
O.8O 
O.9O 
0.93 
Weetinghouee 
Pu02 - U02 (6.6 %) 
O.52 
O.56 
0.735 
O.792 
1.04 
SPECTROX with 
thermalization in 
the 
keff 
1.0020 
I.OI27 
I.OO83 
I.OOI3 I.OO50 
I.OIO3 I.OO92 
1.0084 
I.OO87 
1.0020 
I.OI7O 
I.OII7 
I.OI38 
I.OI62 
fuel 
k 
m 
1.4233 1*4532 
1.4339 
1.2082 
1.264ο 1.2916 
1.2644 
1.2090 
1.1893 
1.3990 
1.4460 
1.5209 
1.5157 1.4101 
Amouyal & Benoiet 
without thermalization 
in the 
eff 
1.0037 
I.OI51 1.0140 
I.OO32 
1.0069 1.0126 
I.OII9 
1.0117 1.0122 
Ο.9968 
I.OI23 
I.OI38 
I.OI8O 
I.O283 
fuel 
k 
m 
1.4259 
I.4567 1.4421 
1.2106 
1.2663 
1.29^ 3 1*2677 1.2128 
1.1933 
1.3911 1.4390 
1.5223 
1.5201 
1.4251 
] 
without 
in 
eff 
1.0026 
1.0135 I.OO68 
I.OO29 
1.0057 
I.OO93 I.OO65 
1.003V 1.0030 
0.9964 
1.0113 
1.0071 
1.0091 
1.0077 
ionalumi 
thermalization 
the fuel 
k 
• 
1.4244 
1.4545 
I.V325 
1.2102 
1.2649 1.2904 
1.2612 
1.2032 
1.1827 
1.3906 
1.4373 
1.5131 
1.5079 
1.3983 
Reeulte 
LEOPARD 
k.ff 
0.9936 1.0012 
Ο.9968 
O.9932 
0.995** O.9990 
0.997*» 0.9976 
Ο.9961 
O.9932 1.0048 
1.0043 
1.0072 
1.0106 
or LASER 
k 
• 
1.4235 1.4486 
1.4287 
1.2080 1.2642 1.2916 
1.2638 
1.2074 
1.1831 
1.4018 
1.4494 1.5241 
1.5189 1.4133 
fV> 
-f 
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APPENDIX VI.3 : THE MND FORMALISM 
The diffueion equntion for the thermal neutrons can be written in the 
two following ways : 
- D V ^ * + E * = ν E. # (conventional) 
a ζ 
DM Ε ν E, 
- , M a X Vn + -*- η « —^-± η (MND) 
(-) (-) (-) vv'Max v' vv' 
where the various symbols have their usuel meaning (cfr ref. VI.4). 
The comparison of both formalisms has indicated the following differencee : 
A. Influence on the thermal spectrum 
The MND (Mixed Number Density) formalism leads to a softening of the 
epe c trun in the f u e l regions and to a hardening of the spec-
p 
trua in regions with B < 0 (water gaps, reflector). 
B. Influence on the leakage 
In a fuel region the leakage is mainly due to fast neutrons; the sof­
tening of the spectrum due to the use of the MND cross sections leads 
to a decrease of the leakage in the fuel regions. 
In the moderator regions, on the contrary, MND cross sections leed 
to an increase of the fast leakage and a decrease of the thermal 
leakage. 
C. Influence on the multiplication factor 
From the comparison of the two group formulation of the multiplication 
factor for both formalisms it can be concluded that (k ,,)„„-. > (k .,) 
erz fliiu e n c 
indeed, with conventional thermal cross sections we have : 
­ App. VI.26 ­
V l f 1 ER1 V r f 2 
k ­, ■ =; + • f f ^ B 2 + Ea1 + E R 1 D l B 2 + Ea1 + E R 1 Enp + D2B2 
and with MND thermal erose sections : 
V r f 1 r R 1 V E f 2 
k D B + E n + E D B + E » + E «, Mnx 2 w 1 1 R1 "Λ 1 R1 Ea_ + DM -2=2- Β 2 Mnx V­
D. Influence on the boundnry conditions 
Both formulisms hev· different boundnry conditions; between two zones 
1 nnd 2 they are : 
with the conventionnl formalien : φ = φ 
d φ η d »ρ 
D. ­ τ ­ 1 „ = D 2 1 dr 'Ν 2 òr 'Ν 
and with th· MND formalism : n„ ■ n_ 
1 2 
d n„ dn_ 
D1Mex T1Max or 'Ν " D2 Max V2 Max òr 'Κ 
It ie eeen that with th· MND formalism, the flux continuity condition 
nt the interface between the two zones is replaced by the neutron 
deneity continuity condition. Th· flux discontinuity which appears 
then with MND cross sections will be particularly important, when 
the difference between the neutron velocities, characteristic for 
the equilibrium epectrn in the two regions, ie important. 
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